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Introduction
“Dis-moi ce que tu manges, je te dirai ce que tu es.”
—Jean Anthelme Brillat-Savarin

From the things you “like” on Facebook, algorithms can infer many personal and demographic traits with surprisingly high accuracy. For example, political preferences,
religious beliefs, but even more obscure factoids, such as whether someone’s parents were
together during their childhood [276]. The predictive power of these algorithms relies
on the availability of digital traces of a large number of people. In the era of Big Data,
digital traces are available in abundance. We willingly share, post, like, link, play, and
query, all the while leaving behind rich digital traces. Traces that, when aggregated, can
provide meaningful insights into behavior, preferences, and profiles of people.
We distinguish between two types of digital traces: Active digital traces that people
leave behind deliberately, e.g., blogposts, tweets, or forum posts, and passive digital
traces, that people may leave behind unknowingly, e.g., by clicking on links on websites,
querying web search engines, or by simply visiting websites [94]. The quality of and our
reliance on online services has enabled wide availability of these digital traces. Combined
with rapid developments in computer hardware, software, and algorithms, the availability
of our digital traces has given rise to (yet) a(nother) resurge of Artificial Intelligence (AI).
With it, a new economy is on the rise that revolves around applied machine learning for
understanding users, e.g., inferring their traits, preferences, and behavior, for applications
such as targeted advertising, personalizing content, and more generally, improving online
services.
People have voiced concerns around this rise of the “algorithm,” hailing it as the
demise of our privacy and freedom [242], the death of politics [189], and in general
harmful [247]. But indisputably, mining, collecting, analyzing, and leveraging our digital
traces has brought many advances. At its most visible level, it has permeated into our
day-to-day lives, and has enabled our access to exceeding and unforeseen amounts of data,
information, and knowledge. While this information access may seem self-evident to us,
it is not. Enabling effective access to these huge amounts of information relies to a large
degree on understanding people’s behavior, preferences, and traits. The “relevance” of
information is highly user-specific, it depends on the context of the user (e.g., the time
of day, geographical location, or a task the user may be executing), and more personal
aspects such as taste, preference, or background [186].
1

1. Introduction
We would be unable to find what we wanted if it were not for the search engines that
learn from their users [122, 227], the filtering algorithms that find and prioritize content
relevant to us [54, 77], and the recommendation algorithms that allow services such as
Netflix and Spotify to serve a wider variety of content, by no longer being constrained to
catering to the masses like traditional media.
Next to these everyday-life, practical applications, analyzing and mining digital traces
has brought advances for (social) good, too. In the health domain, search engine logs
have led to discoveries of new and previously unreported side effects of prescription
drugs [261], and adverse drug reactions [275]. Social media posts have allowed us to
develop methods for identifying people who suffer from depression [56]. And more
generally, the research fields of sociology, anthropology, (social) psychology, and (digital)
humanities have benefited from the possibilities brought by large-scale analysis of (digital)
traces [166].
And this is just the beginning. More and more areas are starting to reap the benefits
of advances in artificial intelligence and the ability to extract information from large
collections of digital data.

Discovery in Digital Traces
The Enron scandal [264], the Hillary Clinton email controversy [263], the Panama papers [265], or any data-release by WikiLeaks [266], are all examples of cases in which
large amounts of (digital) traces needed to be investigated, explored, and turned upside
down, to gain insights and discover “evidence.” This E-Discovery task is at its core
“finding evidence of activity in the real world” in “Electronically Stored Information”
(ESI) [197]. Discovery in digital data finds applications in many domains and scenarios,
e.g., in (investigative) journalism [151], digital forensics [128, 167], and litigation, where
data may be requested by a plaintiff with the aim of gaining insights and finding evidence
for a legal case [197].
Whether in litigation, journalism, or digital forensics, in this discovery task, users
set out to browse and explore large collections of data (usually text), with the aim of
discovering new information, or of finding answers to any questions they may have.
Gaining insights and making sense of our digital traces may seem trivial. Often in
written form, digital traces hold the promise of being explicit, structured, unambiguous,
and readily interpretable. However, even written language is not as structured as it may
seem. First, language is noisy. Ambiguity is common across languages, the meaning
of words may change over time, and without understanding the continuously changing
context in which language is created, it is often impossible to understand its intended
meaning [87]. Second, the amount of digital data we produce on a daily basis is enormous
and ever-growing. We are exposed to and produce an ever-increasing volume of data,
both online on e.g., social media, collaboration platforms, and email, and offline on
e.g., laptops, mobile phones, computers and storage media [161]. To address the above
challenges, the need arises for automated methods for sense-making of digital traces for
discovery, with the goal of both understanding their content and the contexts in which
they are created.
In this thesis, we draw inspiration from this discovery scenario, and propose methods
that aim to support sense-making of digital traces. We focus on textual traces, e.g., emails,
2

1.1. Research Outline and Questions
social media streams, and user interaction logs. In two parts in this thesis, we address two
different aspects that are central to sense-making from digital traces.
In the first part of the thesis, we study methods for sense-making of the content of
(textual) digital traces. More specifically, our objects of study are the real-world entities
that are referenced in digital traces. Knowing, e.g., which people are mentioned in email
communication between employees of a company, which companies are discussed by
stockbrokers on Twitter, or which people and companies are mentioned in the Panama
papers, is central to the exploratory and investigative search process that is inherent to
sense-making [268]. In this part, our entities of interest are real-world entities: “things
with distinct and independent existence” [1] that exist in the real world. We thus study the
occurrence of concrete entities, e.g., companies, organizations, locations, and products in
digital traces such as email, social media, and blogs.
In the second part of the thesis, we focus on the context of digital traces. Here, our
entities of interest are the producers of digital traces, i.e., the people that leave behind the
traces. Uncovering real-world activity is a central task in the E-Discovery sense-making
process [197], thus, we focus on methods for uncovering this (evidence of) real-world
activity from digital traces. Our aim is to understand real-world behavior from digital
traces. We present two case studies where we analyze and leverage patterns in behavior to
predict activity of the people who leave behind digital traces.

1.1 Research Outline and Questions
As outlined above, we distinguish two research themes on automated methods for sensemaking of digital traces:
In the first part, our entities of interest are the real-world entities that are referenced in
digital traces. Identifying the real-world entities that appear in ESI such as emails, social
media, or forums and blogs, supports the exploratory and complex search process that
underlies the discovery process. In the discovery scenario, the entities of interest may
not be known in advance, i.e., they may not be well-known or established entities. For
this reason, we focus on so-called emerging real-world entities, i.e., entities that are not
described (yet) in publicly available knowledge bases such as Wikipedia. We address
three tasks, (i) analyzing, (ii) predicting, and (iii) retrieving newly emerging real-world
entities.
In the second part of this thesis, our entities of interest are the producers of the digital
traces. We aim to (i) understand their behavior and real-world activity by analyzing
digital traces, and (ii) predict their (future) real-world activity, leveraging the analyses and
uncovered patterns. In this part, we present two case studies where we (i) analyze and
predict email communication by studying the communication network and email content,
and (ii) analyze interaction data with a mobile intelligent assistant to predict when a user
will perform an activity.

Part I. Analyzing, Predicting, and Retrieving Emerging Entities
The discovery task is a lot like looking for needles in haystacks, without knowing what
the needles look like. Users of search systems in the discovery context (e.g., forensic
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analysts, lawyers, or journalists) may be interested in finding evidence of real-world
activity, without knowing beforehand what type of activity nor whose activity they are
looking for. Traditional Information Retrieval (IR) methods fall short in supporting this
type of exploratory search [237]. They largely rely on lexical matching, i.e., matching
words in a search query to words in a document, to allow users to retrieve documents from
a collection. However, this type of search is not suitable for the typical discovery scenario,
where the aim is to understand the 5 W’s: Who was involved? What happened? Where,
when and why did it happen? [197]. For answering these questions, it is typically difficult
to formulate an exhaustive set of search queries, which means the keyword-based lexical
matching paradigm does not suffice.
Semantic Search, i.e., “search with meaning” [20], is an alternate search paradigm that
aims to move beyond lexical matching, and improve document retrieval by incorporating
additional (external) knowledge in the search process. This additional knowledge can be
in the form of the discussion structure of email threads, the topical structure of documents,
or information on the entities and their relations that are mentioned in documents [250].
In the first part of this thesis we focus on real-world entities that appear, i.e., are
referenced, in digital traces. Understanding which real-world entities appear and are
discussed in digital traces is of central importance in exploratory search [140], and in
answering the 5 W’s.
A central task in semantic search is Entity Linking (EL) [20]. EL revolves around
linking the mentions of real-world entities in text to their representations in an external Knowledge Base (KB) . Linking mentions of real-world entities in text to their KB
representations effectively boils down to disambiguation, and enables the enrichment of
text with additional information and structure. Knowing the unambiguous real-world
entities that occur in text enables better support for searching through large text collections [26] and the complex information seeking behavior that is inherent to the discovery
process [268], through, e.g., enabling filtering for specific entities (e.g., a person) or entity
types (e.g., companies), and by providing insights into how different entities co-occur.
EL relies on external knowledge from a reference KB that contains (descriptions of)
real-world entities [216]. An example and often-used instantiation of such a reference KB
is Wikipedia, the world’s largest encyclopedia. Wikipedia is online, collectively built, and
known to democratize information [256]. At the time of writing, the English Wikipedia
contains over 5 million articles that represent both abstract and real-world entities, written
by over 29 million users [267]. With this broad coverage, it spans the majority of entities
that emerge in the media, and play a role in our public discourse, it has been dubbed a
“global memory place,” where collective memories are built [205]. In addition, the rich
metadata of Wikipedia, e.g., its hyperlink structure, category structure, and infoboxes,
can be effectively employed as additional signals for disambiguating and improving EL,
which makes Wikipedia an attractive standard reference KB for EL systems.
Due to the ambiguous nature of language, knowing the words that refer to entities (i.e.,
entity mentions) alone is unlikely to be sufficient for answering the 5 W’s. To answer who,
where, or what the mention refers to, the most important step of EL is not to identify an
entity mention, but to correctly link it to its referent KB entry. The main challenge in EL
is ambiguity: a single entity mention (e.g., “Michael”) can refer to multiple real-world
entities in the KB (e.g., Michael Jordan, Michael Jackson, or even any other real-word
entity that may not be described in the KB). At the same time, a single KB entity may
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be referred to by multiple entity mentions (e.g., Michael Jackson may be referred to with
“the king of pop,” “MJ,” “Mr. Jackson,” or simply “Michael”).
EL methods using Wikipedia have been effectively applied to many challenging
domains where context is sparse, and language may be noisy, e.g., Twitter [176] and
television subtitles [199]. However, the E-Discovery scenario provides an additional
challenge over noisy and large volumes of data: the entities of interest may not be
included in the reference KB.
In the first part of this thesis our entities of interest are these entities that are absent
from the reference KB. Entities about which we may have little prior knowledge. We call
these entities emerging entities, as they are initially absent from the KB, but of interest to
an end-user, i.e., worthy of being incorporated into the KB.
We address three tasks that relate to emerging entities: The first is largely observational
in nature, here, we study how entities emerge in online text streams, by analyzing the
temporal patterns of their mentions before they are added to a KB. Next, we bootstrap the
discovery of emerging entities in social media streams, by generating pseudo-ground truth
to learn to predict which entity mentions represent emerging KB entities. And finally, we
collect external and user-generated additional entity descriptions to construct and enrich
entity representations to allow searchers to retrieve them more effectively.
Chapter 3. Analyzing Emerging Entities
We start our exploration of real-world entities in digital traces with a large-scale analysis of
how entities emerge. The digital traces we study are online text streams (e.g., news articles
and social media posts), and the entities of interest are emerging entities. Understanding
the temporal patterns under which entities emerge in online text streams, before they are
added to a KB may be helpful in predicting newly emerging entities of interest, or in
distinguishing between different types of entities of interest. In Chapter 3 we study the
temporal patterns of emerging entities in online text streams, and answer the following
research question:
RQ1 Are there common temporal patterns in how entities of interest emerge in online
text streams?
To answer this question, we analyze a large collection of entity time series, i.e., time
series of entity mentions in the timespan between the first mention of an entity in online
text streams and its subsequent incorporation into the KB. Our collection contains over
70,000 entities that emerge in a timespan of over 18 months. We find that entities emerge
in broadly similar patterns. We distinguish between entities that emerge gradually after
being introduced in public discourse, and entities that emerge more abruptly. Furthermore,
we study the differences and similarities between how entities emerge in different types
of online text streams, and the differences and similarities in the emergence of different
types of emerging entities.
Chapter 4. Predicting Emerging Entities
Motivated by the findings of the dynamic nature of knowledge bases, and continuous
stream of newly emerging entities in Chapter 3, in Chapter 4 we address the task of
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predicting newly emerging entities. The digital traces we study are social media streams
(i.e., Twitter), and our entities of interest are entities that are similar to a set of seed entities,
i.e., entities that are described in a reference KB. In the discovery process a searcher may
have some prior knowledge of the entities of interest, e.g., she may have a reference list
of entities with the goal of exploring a document collection in search for similar entities.
In such a scenario, where the entities of interest are absent from the KB, traditional EL
methods fall short. In Chapter 4 we propose a method that leverages the prior knowledge
that is encoded in a reference KB, and existing methods for recognizing and linking KB
entities, to recognize newly emerging entities that are not (yet) part of the KB. In this
chapter, we answer the following research question:
RQ2 Can we leverage prior knowledge of entities of interest to bootstrap the discovery
of new entities of interest?
We propose an unsupervised method, where we use an EL method and an incomplete
reference KB to generate pseudo-ground truth to train a named-entity recognizer to detect
mentions of emerging entities. Mentions of emerging entities are entity mentions that
were not linked by the EL method, but that do occur in similar contexts as those that
are in the reference KB. We compare the effect of different sampling strategies on the
pseudo-ground truth, and the resulting predictions of emerging entities. We show that
sampling based on textual quality and the confidence score of the EL method are effective
methods for increasing the effectiveness of discovering absent entities. Furthermore,
we show that with a small amount of prior knowledge, our method is able to cope with
missing labels and incomplete data, justifying the approach of generating pseudo-ground
truth. Finally, the method we propose is domain and/or language independent, as it does
not rely on language or domain-specific features, making it particularly suitable for the
discovery scenario.
Chapter 5. Retrieving Emerging Entities
Finally, in Chapter 5, the last chapter of Part I, we address the task of retrieving entities
of interest. As seen in Chapter 3, entities may suddenly appear in bursts, as events
unfold in the real world. In order to capture the changing contexts in which entities
appear, and improve the retrieval (i.e., search) of entities, we propose a method that
dynamically enriches and expands the (textual) representations of entities. We enrich
representations of an entity by collecting descriptions from a variety of different dynamic
sources that represent the collective intelligence. The different sources constitute different
(user-generated) digital traces, e.g., social media, social tags, and search engine logs. In
expanding their representations with these collective digital sources, we bridge the gap
between the informal ways how users search for and refer to entities, and the more formal
ways of how they are represented in the KB. In this chapter, we answer the following
research question:
RQ3 Can we leverage collective intelligence to construct entity representations for increased retrieval effectiveness of entities of interest?
We combine the collected additional descriptions from digital traces into a single entity
representation, by learning to weight and combine the heterogeneous content from the
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different sources. Our method learns directly from users’ past interactions (i.e., search
queries and clicks), and enables the retrieval system to continuously learn to optimize the
entity representations towards how people search for and refer to the entities of interest.
We find that incorporating dynamic description sources into entity representations enables
searchers to better retrieve entities. In addition, we find that informing the ranker of the
“expansion state” of the entity overcomes challenges related to heterogeneity in entity
descriptions (i.e., popular entities may receive many descriptions, and less popular entities
few), and further improves retrieval effectiveness.

Part II. Analyzing and Predicting Activity from Digital Traces
In the second part of this thesis we take a different view on entities of interest. Here, our
entities of interest are the people who leave behind the digital traces, i.e., the producers of
digital traces. Our aim is to better understand the producers’ context under which they
leave behind digital traces. This part revolves around finding evidence of activity in the
real world, which is an essential task in the sense-making process of E-Discovery [197].
We present two case studies of analyzing and predicting human activity given digital
traces.
Analyzing and predicting user behavior has a rich history in the information retrieval
and the user modeling, adaptation and personalization communities [124]. Understanding
human behavior by studying historic interactions and digital traces finds many applications,
e.g., improving personalization and recommendation systems [157, 158], improving search
engines [4, 8, 122], or improving information filtering [188].
In both case studies we look at the impact of the contexts in which digital traces are
created, and their content, on predicting activity of entities of interest. In our first case
study, we analyze and predict email communication in an enterprise. In our second case
study, we study interaction logs of users with an intelligent assistant on a mobile device,
and aim to predict user task execution.
Chapter 6. Analyzing and Predicting Email Communication
Analyzing communication patterns can be helpful in answering questions like who was
involved?, and who knew what?, which are central questions in the discovery process.
Increased understanding of the aspects that guide communication, and being able to predict
communication flows can be helpful in identifying atypical or unexpected communications,
a valuable signal in the discovery process [200]. In this chapter, the digital traces under
study are enterprise email, and the entities of interest are emailers.
We study the impact of contextual and content aspects of email in predicting communication. More specifically, as context, we study the impact of leveraging the enterprise’s
“communication graph” for predicting email recipients. The communication graph provides contextual clues of the creation of digital traces, e.g., the “position” of an emailer
in a communication graph may implicitly capture their position in the company, and the
strength of ties, or the proximity between two emailers may capture their professional
or social relations. Next, we study the impact the content of the digital traces, i.e., we
leverage the similarity between emails for predicting likely recipients. In this chapter, we
answer the following research question:
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RQ4 Can we predict email communication through modeling email content and communication graph properties?
To answer this question, we present a hybrid model for email recipient prediction, that
leverages both the information from the communication graph of the email network, and
the Language Models (LM) of the emailers, estimated with the content of the emails that
are sent by each user. We find that both the context and content of digital traces provide
a strong baseline for predicting recipients, but are complementary, i.e., combining both
signals achieves the highest accuracy for predicting the recipients of email. We obtain
optimal performance when we incorporate the number of emails a recipient has received
so far, and the number of emails a given sender sent to a recipient at that point in time in
our model.
Chapter 7. Analyzing and Predicting Task Reminders
Our second case study revolves around a proliferating type of digital traces; user interaction logs with mobile devices, and more specifically, user interactions with a personal
intelligent assistant. With the rise of mobile devices in E-Discovery, an ever important
task is to understand real-life behavior of people through traces from their mobile devices.
Intelligent assistants are becoming ubiquitous; Google’s Now, Apple’s Siri, Amazon’s
Echo, Facebook’s M, and Microsoft’s Cortana have all been introduced in rapid succession
over the last few years. In this chapter, we study user interaction logs with Microsoft’s Cortana. Through their personal, human-like and conversational nature, intelligent assistants
are more closely embedded in a user’s daily life and activity than some of the technologies
they borrow from (e.g., search engines, calendar, planning, and time management apps).
By closing the gap between a user’s offline and online world, intelligent assistants have a
potentially large impact on a user’s life, such as on her productivity, time management, or
activity planning. The digital traces left behind through interacting with personal assistants
may thus contain important signals related to the users’ offline real-world activities. We
focus on studying Cortana’s reminder service, as reminders represent tangible traces of
people’s real-life (planned) activities and tasks. Understanding the temporal patterns
related to reminder setting and task execution can help in inferring and understanding
people’s behavior in the real world.
We aim to identify common categories of tasks that people remind themselves of, and
study temporal patterns linked to the types of tasks people execute. In this chapter, we
answer the following research question:
RQ5 Can we identify patterns in the times at which people create reminders, and, via
notification times, when the associated tasks are to be executed?
More specifically, we apply a data-driven analysis to identify a body of common tasks
types that give rise to the reminders across a large number of users. We arrange these
tasks into a taxonomy, and analyze their temporal patterns. Furthermore, we address a
prediction task, and much like the work presented in Chapter 6, we study the impact of
both the content and contexts of the digital traces. We show that the time at which a
user creates a reminder (context) is a strong indication of when the task is scheduled to
be executed. However, including the description of the task reminder (content) further
improves prediction accuracy.
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1.2 Main Contributions
In this section, we list the theoretical, technical, and empirical contributions made in this
thesis.
Analyses and Algorithms
A large-scale study of emerging entities In Chapter 3 we study a large dataset which
contains over 70,000 entities that emerge in a timespan of over 18 months in over
579M documents, and show that entities emerge in broadly two types of patterns:
with an initial burst of increased attention leading up to incorporating in Wikipedia,
or a more gradual pattern, where the attention builds up over time. Furthermore,
we identify characteristic differences between how entities emerge in news and in
social media streams. Finally, we show that specific entity types are more strongly
associated with specific emergence patterns.
Unsupervised method for generating pseudo-ground truth using EL In Chapter 4 we
propose an unsupervised method that uses an EL method for generating training
material for a named-entity recognizer to detect entities that are likely to become
incorporated in a KB. Our method can be applied with any trainable Named-Entity
Recognition (NER) model and EL method that is able to output a confidence score
for a linked entity. Furthermore, our method is not dependent on human annotations
that are necessarily limited and domain and language specific, is not restricted to a
particular class of entities, and is suitable for domain and/or language adaptation as
it does not rely on language specific features or sources.
Dynamic collective entity representations In Chapter 5 we employ collective intelligence to construct “dynamic collective entity representations,” i.e., we dynamically
create entity representations that encapsulate the different ways of how people refer
to or talk about the entity. In doing so, we show we can bridge the gap between
the words used in a KB entity description and the words used by people to refer to
entities.
Generative hybrid model for email recipient prediction In Chapter 6 we propose a
hybrid generative model aimed at calculating the probability of an email recipient,
given the sender and the content of the email. We show how both the communication graph properties as email content properties contribute to a highly accurate
prediction of email recipients.
Large-scale study of user interaction logs with a personal intelligent assistant In
Chapter 7 we present the first large-scale study of the creation of common task
reminders. We show that users largely remind themselves for short-term chores and
tasks, such as to go somewhere, communicate, or perform daily chores. We develop
a taxonomy of types of time-based reminders, facilitated by the data we have
about the actual reminders created by a large populations of users. We show how
reminders display different temporal patterns depending on the task type that they
represent, the creation time of the reminder, and the terms in the task description.
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We study temporal patterns in reminder setting and notification, demonstrating
noteworthy patterns, which we leverage to build predictive models. The models
predict the desired notification time of reminders, given the reminder text and
creation time.
Empirical Contributions
A large-scale study of emerging entities In Chapter 7 we apply a hierarchical agglomerative clustering method to over 70,000 entity document-mention time series, and
uncover two distinct patterns of emerging entities. We discover two distinct patterns
of how entities emerge in public discourse.
Two sampling methods for pseudo-ground truth Chapter 4 presents two sampling methods for automatically generated training data. We show that (i) sampling based on
the textual quality improves performance of NER and consequently performance of
predicting emerging entities, and (ii) sampling based on the confidence score of the
EL method which provides the pseudo-training data labels results in fewer labels
but better performance.
Effect of KB size in emerging entity prediction In Chapter 4 we study the effect of the
size of the KB (i.e., the amount of prior knowledge) on predicting newly emerging
entities, and find consistent and stable precision regardless of KB size, which
justifies our emerging entity prediction method that assumes incomplete data by
design.
Dynamic collective entity representations In Chapter 5 we show entity representations
enriched with external descriptions from various sources better capture how people
search for entities than their original KB descriptions. Furthermore, we show that
informing the ranker of the expansion state of the entity, i.e., the number and type
of additional descriptions the entity holds, increases retrieval effectiveness.
Email recipient prediction In Chapter 6 we show that combining communication graph
with email content features achieves optimal predictive power. We show that the
number of email received by a recipient is an effective method for estimating the
prior probability of observing a recipient, and the number of emails sent between
two users is an effective way of estimating the “connectedness” between these two
users, and is a helpful signal in ranking recipients.

1.3 Thesis Overview
The first chapter, which is the one you are currently reading, introduces and motivates
the research topic of the thesis: automated methods for sense-making of digital traces.
Furthermore, this chapter provides an overview of the main contributions, content, and
origins of the further chapters in this thesis. Chapter 2 discusses the background and
related work that serves as a base for the following chapters. We describe Information
Retrieval (IR), Semantic Search, Entity Linking (EL), and user modeling and analysis.
The core of this thesis consists of two parts.
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In Part I of this thesis, we study emerging entities and incomplete knowledge bases. It
consists of three chapters. Chapter 3 presents an empirical study of temporal patterns of
entities as they emerge in online text streams, before they are incorporated into Wikipedia.
Chapter 4 presents a method of leveraging an incomplete reference KB to generate
pseudo-training data for training a system for discovering emerging entities, similar to the
reference entities but absent from the KB. Chapter 5 presents a novel method of leveraging
collective intelligence and learning from past behavior of users to construct dynamic entity
representations, aimed at improving entity retrieval effectiveness.
Part II of this thesis revolves around analyzing and predicting human behavior from
digital traces. Chapter 6 presents a case study of enterprise email communication, and
provides insights into the different aspects that guide communication between people.
Chapter 7 presents a large-scale user log study of an intelligent personal assistant, and
shows the types of task people tend to remind themselves about.
Finally, Chapter 8 concludes this thesis, where we summarize the content and findings
of this thesis, discuss the limitations of the presented work, and briefly reflect onto future
work.
The two parts of this thesis (Part I and Part II) are self-contained and form independent
parts. For the reader’s convenience, both the background chapter (Chapter 2), and the
conclusions (Chapter 8) follow this structure, i.e., the relevant background material,
conclusions, and future work parts are organized separately for each part, so that both
parts can be read independently.

1.4 Origins
This thesis is based on five publications [101–105]. In addition, it draws on ideas from
four others [97–100]. This section lists for each chapter the publication it is based on, as
well as the contributions of the author and co-authors.
Chapter 3 is based on The Birth of Collective Memories: Analyzing Emerging Entities in
Text Streams, currently under submission at the Journal of the Association for Information
Science and Technology (JASIST). This publication is written with Odijk and de Rijke.
Graus wrote the clustering and analysis code. Odijk contributed to the data parsing
pipeline (i.e., adding timestamps to entity annotations). Graus performed the experiments
and the analysis. All authors contributed to the text.
Chapter 4 is based on Generating Pseudo-ground Truth for Predicting New Concepts in
Social Streams which was published at ECIR 2014 by Graus, Tsagkias, Weerkamp, Buitinck, and de Rijke. Graus implemented the general pipeline and algorithms, Tsagkias and
Weerkamp contributed code to the sampling methods. Graus performed the experiments
and analyses. All authors contributed to the text.
Chapter 5 is based on Dynamic Collective Entity Representations for Entity Ranking
which was published at WSDM 2016 by Graus, Tsagkias, Weerkamp, Meij, and de
Rijke. Graus implemented the general pipeline and algorithms, Tsagkias and Weerkamp
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contributed code to the sampling methods. Graus performed the experiments and analyses.
All authors contributed to the text.
Chapter 6 is based on Recipient Recommendation in Enterprises Using Communication Graphs and Email Content which was published at SIGIR 2014 by Graus, van
Dijk, Tsagkias, Weerkamp, and de Rijke. Graus implemented the general pipeline and
algorithms, Tsagkias and Weerkamp contributed code to the sampling methods. Graus
performed the experiments and analyses. All authors contributed to the text.
Chapter 7 is based on Analyzing and Predicting Task Reminders which was published
at UMAP 2016 by Graus, Bennett, White, and Horvitz. Graus performed the log-analysis,
developed the task type taxonomy, implemented the algorithms for task reminder execution time prediction. Graus performed the experiments and analyses. All authors
contributed to the text. This work was done while on an internship at Microsoft Research.
Finally, this thesis also indirectly builds on publications on entity linking for generating
user profiles for personalized recommendation of events [98], a context-based entity
linking method [97], entity linking of search engine queries [100], and tweets [93]. And
publications around Semantic Search for E-Discovery [99, 251].
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Background
“Nescire autem quid ante quam natus sis acciderit,
id est semper esse puerum.”
—Cicero, De Oratore, XXXIV

The work presented in this thesis sits at the crossing between the fields Information
Retrieval (IR) and Natural Language Processing (NLP). This thesis deals with enabling
and improving access to, and retrieval of information, and with improving and leveraging
computer systems’ ability to process, understand, and extract information from natural
language. In this chapter, we present all relevant background and related work that serves
as a basis for understanding this thesis. We start at the very basics, with a high level
explanation of Information Retrieval and the current state of affairs and challenges, in
Section 2.1. Next, we move on to explain Semantic Search, Entity Linking (EL), and
Knowledge Bases in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3 we discuss work related to the first part
of this thesis, on analyzing, predicting, and retrieving emerging entities. Finally, we
discuss the related work for the second part of this thesis on analyzing and predicting user
behavior from digital traces, in Section 2.4.

2.1 Information Retrieval
IR is most prominent in our everyday lives in the search engines people consider their
entry point to the internet. Sometimes literally: a large share of queries issued to search
engines are so-called navigational queries — queries that represent the user’s intent of
visiting a specific website [31]. To illustrate: the 10 most frequent queries issued to the
Yahoo search engine include: facebook, amazon, and yahoo [110]. Modern-day
search engines have no trouble addressing these kind of information needs, quickly serving
us websites from indices of many billions of “documents.”
But in web search, the landscape is rapidly changing. At Google, the volume of mobile
search has surpassed that of desktop search [95]. Around 20% of queries from mobile
devices in the US are voice input [208], and over half of the teenagers in the USA use
voice input to issue their search queries. Mobile web search changes the game. Voice
queries are longer on average, and use richer language than text queries [110]. Displaying
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Figure 2.1: An example of a knowledge card displaying the weather forecast for San
Diego on the search engine result page of DuckDuckGo.
results on a mobile device means a shift from the “10 blue link”-paradigm towards newer,
richer, more reactive, and more interactive ways of presenting the user with results. One
such example is the proliferation of knowledge cards in many current web search engines
and intelligent personal assistants such as Apple’s Siri and Microsoft Cortana. Knowledge
cards are small panels that summarize information to answer a query, e.g., the weather
forecast, or central information around an entity of interest. See Figure 2.1 for an example
knowledge card.
Even outside mobile web search, in the more “traditional” setting of desktop web
search, natural language queries (and in particular natural language questions) are on
the rise [262]. Compared to the aforementioned navigational queries, understanding the
more complex information needs that come with longer queries is a more challenging
task. Web search engines do not adequately support more complex exploratory search
scenarios [115].
Outside the domain of web search, plenty more complex information needs and search
tasks exist, e.g., (re-)finding email messages [37], desktop search [70], researching prior
art in patents [132], or finding related work for a background chapter in a PhD thesis [249].
The shift towards more complex queries in web search and the proliferation of complex search scenarios in other domains are just two examples of where the traditional IR
approach of matching words (in queries) to words (in documents), known as lexical matching, no longer suffices. More complex information needs call for a better understanding of
these information needs; they call for moving beyond words, towards better understanding
of the intents, needs, and meaning that underlies queries and search behavior. Semantic
search [153] aims to fill this gap, by incorporating meaning (i.e., semantics), natural
language structure, and (external) knowledge into the search process.

2.1.1

Retrieval Models

Before we delve into semantic search, we provide a brief overview of the traditional
lexical matching-based retrieval models that we use in this thesis. Generally speaking,
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a retrieval model aims to assign a score of “relevance” (itself a very poor-understood
notion) to documents (d) from an index, given a user-issued query (q). The most naive
way of quantifying how “relevant” a document is to a query, is to count the occurrences
of the query words in the document. This query term frequency-based method suffers
one drawback: not all words are equally important in a document [164]. Weighting terms
according to their importance alleviates this.
TF-IDF
One such way of term weighting is to assign higher weights to terms that occur in
fewer documents: the underlying assumption is that words that occur frequently in a
document, but in few documents overall, are the most representative of the document.
This assumption is modeled by combining a term’s frequency with its inverse document
frequency [236]. This is the Term-Frequency, Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF)
weighting scheme:
Score(q, d) =

X

tf (t, d) · log

t∈q

N
.
dft

(2.1)

Here, q is the user issued query, d the document, tf (t, d) the term frequency of query-term
t in d, N the total number of documents (i.e., collection size), and dft the document
frequency of query-term t in the collection. This is a tried-and-tested, i.e., old, but still
frequently used scoring method. Another scoring method (that represents the state-of-theart in lexical matching-based retrieval), Okapi BM25 [222], shares the same notion of term
frequency and inverse document frequency for estimating the relevance of a document to
a query, with more elaborate techniques to account for query and document length.
Language Modeling and the Query-Likelihood Model
Another way to estimate the relevance of a document to a query is to use language
modeling. A statistical language model (LM) is a probability distribution over words [224],
which we can use to estimate the probability (i.e., how likely it is) that a query is generated
by a particular LM (i.e., particular distribution). If we compute for each document in a
collection its own LM, we can rank the documents based on the probability of generating
query q. This ranking method is known as the query likelihood model, which postulates
that documents with higher probabilities to generate the query should rank higher:
Y
P (t | d)n(t,q) ,
(2.2)
Score(q, d) = P (q | d) =
t∈q

where the document LMs are derived from word occurrences in the documents, i.e., the
probability of observing a word given a document (P (w | d)) is typically defined as:
n(wi , dj )
P (wi | dj ) = P
,
N n(wi , dj )

(2.3)

where n(wi , dj ) is the frequency of term wi in document dj . Using these simple wordcounts yields a unigram LM, also known as the bag-of-words model, where the order
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of words (in both the query and the document) does not affect the score. Extending this
model to incorporate word order yields n-gram models.
While these models are simple and computationally cheap, they suffer one major
drawback. Both TF-IDF and the query likelihood model, but also more advanced models,
e.g., BM25, rely on lexical matching, i.e., words from the query need to appear in the
documents to get non-zero relevance scores.

2.1.2

Evaluation

A fundamental aspect in IR is evaluation. In order to assess the performance and usefulness
of novel retrieval models, methods, and algorithms, it is central to be able to compare the
output of different methods (typically rankings), to measure differences and improvements.
These evaluation metrics rely on the availability of ground truth, i.e., a sets of assessments
(e.g., relevance scores for documents per query), usually collected beforehand, which can
serve as a golden standard to compare against.
The topic of evaluation in IR is huge, and to address everything is beyond the scope of
this thesis. Here, we restrict to listing and describing the evaluation metrics we employ in
this thesis, which we break down into set-based, rank-based, and classification evaluation
metrics. We point the interested reader to [165] for a more comprehensive overview.
Set-based Metrics
Precision corresponds to the fraction of retrieved items (e.g., documents) in the system’s
output that are relevant (i.e., the items that are in the ground truth set). It is computed
by taking the fraction of True Positives (TP), i.e., the set of retrieved items that are in
the ground truth, over all retrieved items of the system, i.e., the set of True Positives and
False positives (FP), where False Positives correspond to the items that are in the system’s
P
output, but not in the ground truth, i.e., T PT+F
P.
Recall is a related set-based metric, which corresponds to the fraction of relevant
items in the system’s output. It is computed by taking the fraction of True Positives (TP)
over the set of True Positives and False Negatives (FN), where False Negatives correspond
P
to items that are in the ground truth, but not in the system’s output, i.e., T PT+F
N.
We employ Precision and Recall to compute our method’s effectiveness of predicting
emerging entities in Chapter 4.
P@k is a variation of Precision that is helpful in ranking scenarios where the set of
ground truth items is very large (e.g., in a web search scenario). P@k corresponds to the
Precision of a system’s output up to a certain rank (k). We employ P@k in Chapter 5.
Rank-based Metrics
Precision and Recall are set-based metrics, which do not take the ordering of results into
account. To turn the set-based Precision into a metric that does take order into account,
we can compute the MAP (Mean-average Precision). First, Average Precision (AP) is the
average Precision over all ranks (i.e., all values of k), up to the point where recall is 1 (i.e.,
the rank at which all relevant items are retrieved). By subsequently averaging AP over
multiple sets (e.g., over multiple queries), we yield MAP. We employ MAP in Chapter 5
and Chapter 6.
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Classification Metrics
Accuracy is a classification metric, i.e., it measures how well a system assigns class labels
to a set of samples, by computing the fraction of correct class labels (w.r.t. a set of ground
truth labels) over all assigned class labels. We employ accuracy in Chapter 7, where
we address a multiclass-classification task. We distinguish between micro- and macroaveraged accuracy. Macro-averaged accuracy does not take different distributions in
class membership into account, and simply computes the accuracy by taking the total set
of correct predictions over the total number of predictions. Micro-averaged accuracy
does take different class distributions into account, by computing the accuracy per class,
and averaging these class-specific accuracies over the number of classes.

2.2 Semantic Search
With the rise of more complex queries, information needs, search tasks, and challenging
domains, the lexical matching-based retrieval models described above may not suffice.
Semantic Search, or “search with meaning,” aims to move beyond the constraints of
simple keyword matching, by incorporating additional “structure” in the search process.
This can be in terms of semantic matching, e.g., by applying topic modeling methods
to project documents and queries in some (lower dimensional) semantic space, where
matching can happen without direct lexical overlap between query and document [153].
In this thesis, however, we focus on one particular form of additional “structure:” realworld knowledge. By incorporating knowledge from external sources, e.g., knowledge
bases such as Wikipedia, one can enrich text and improve matching [52, 114]. But
incorporating real-world knowledge also better supports the exploratory search process
that is inherent to E-Discovery [26, 268]. In particular, the real-world entities that occur
in documents are central to question answering from text (the questions being, e.g., the 5
W’s) [140].

2.2.1

Knowledge Bases and Entities

Given a KB that describes real-world entities and concepts (e.g., Wikipedia), EL addresses
the task of identifying and disambiguating occurrences of entities in text. Or, more
specifically:
Matching a textual entity mention, possibly identified by a named entity
recognizer, to a knowledge base entry, such as a Wikipedia page that is a
canonical entry for that entity [216].
EL is a key component in modern-day applications such as semantic search and advanced
search interfaces, and plays a major role in accessing and populating the Web of Data [25].
It can also help to improve NLP tasks [91], or to “anchor” a piece of text in background
knowledge; authors or readers may find entity links to supply useful pointers [116].
Another application can be found in search engines, where it is increasingly common
to link queries to entities to present entity-specific overviews [9], or to improve ad-hoc
retrieval [52, 114].
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EL can be traced back to several related tasks that preceded it, such as record linkage [80]
in the Database community, and coreference resolution [235] in the NLP community.
However, in its current form EL has received a lot of attention from the IR community, as
well as industry, since the Text Analysis Conference (TAC) Knowledge Base Population
track introduced an EL task in 2009 [174].
The EL task can formally be described as follows: given an entity mention m (a term
or phrase) occurring in reference document d, identify the entity e from a knowledge base
KB that is the most likely referent of m. In this thesis, EL plays a central role in Part I
(i.e., in Chapters 3, 4, and 5). EL consists of two distinct steps: (i) recognizing mentions
of entities in the knowledge base in text (entity mention detection), and subsequently (ii)
linking them to their referent knowledge base entries (entity disambiguation). We briefly
explain the core challenges and methods for both steps.
Entity mention detection. The first step, known as entity mention detection, aims to
identify the word sequences that refer to entities (entity mentions). One approach is to
apply named-entity recognition (NER). NER has a rich history, and has been studied since
the 1990s in the Message Understanding Conferences [107]. Years later NER gained more
traction as part of the CoNLL shared tasks, where winning systems achieved around 90%
accuracy of recognizing named-entities in news articles [243]. NER methods typically
rely on learning patterns in sequences of words, by leveraging the structure of language,
e.g., the functions of words and their surrounding words (entity mentions are typically
proper names [243]), or features relating to their surface form (e.g., in many languages
capitalized words are more likely to refer to entities).
An alternative approach for entity mention detection is so-called lexical matching,
or dictionary-based mention detection [230]. This method leverages the rich metadata
of a KB such as Wikipedia, by creating a lexicon or dictionary that maps entities (i.e.,
Wikipedia page IDs) to entity surface forms (i.e., entity mentions). These surface forms
are extracted from the rich variety of different ways used to refer to Wikipedia pages.
For example, a single entity on Wikipedia can be represented by its: title, anchor texts
from hyperlinks on other Wikipedia pages (i.e., the text that is used to hyperlink from one
Wikipedia page to another), and redirect pages (mostly manually-added links that cover
(common) misspellings or alternative names of Wikipedia pages), e.g., the Wikipedia
page for Kendrick Lamar has redirect pages such as K-Dot (Kendrick Lamar’s
former stage name), and also misspellings, such as Kendrick Lamarr and Kendrick
Llama.
After extracting all these candidate entity mentions and generating the mappings of
surface forms to entities, statistics on their usage can be further leveraged to estimate
the probability that a (sequence of) word(s) is a reference to a KB entity (i.e., an entity
mention). One commonly used and intuitive method of estimating the probability that an
n-gram is an entity mention is the so-called keyphraseness. It boils down to the fraction
of the number of times an n-gram is used to refer to an entity (i.e., the n-gram is used as
an anchor text in Wikipedia), over the number of times the n-gram occurs in Wikipedia
(including the number of times it is not part of a hyperlink) [181]. To illustrate, the phrase
Kendrick appears 5,037 times in Wikipedia articles,1 of which it is part of a hyperlink
1 Wikipedia
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24
(only) 24 times, resulting in Kendrick’s keyphraseness score of 5,037
= 0.005. In contrast,
the phrase Kendrick Lamar appears 698 times, of which 501 times as a hyperlink, yielding
a keyphraseness score, i.e., the prior probability of the phrase Kendrick Lamar being an
entity mention, of 501
698 = 0.718.
Lexical matching-based EL approaches have shown to be successful in the challenging
domain of social streams [176], and have shown to be suitable for adaptation to new genres
and languages [199]. As an added advantage, these methods are independent of languagedependent linguistic annotation pipelines, which are prone to cascading errors [85]. Their
drawback, however, is that they are unable to identify entity mentions that are not in the
lexicon, e.g., misspellings not covered by Wikipedia’s redirect pages.

Entity disambiguation. Given the detection of (candidate) entity mentions, the next
step is to assign the referent entities from the KB to the mentions, or alternatively,
determine that the mention refers to an entity that is not in the KB. Also known as
entity disambiguation, this task is commonly approached by one of the following two
approaches: (i) local and (ii) global entity disambiguation methods.
Local methods attempt to resolve a mention (i.e., assign the correct entity to a mention)
by only considering properties of a (candidate) entity mention and the candidate KB
entities. A common local method of disambiguating entity mentions is by employing the
commonness-score [181]. Commonness is a simple fraction of the number of times the
entity mention is used as an anchor for a specific entity e, over the number of times it is
used as an anchor to any entity in the KB [175]. Continuing with the previous example,
the entity mention “Kendrick” is used as an anchor text of a hyperlink 24 times, of which
in 8 cases, the hyperlink points to the Wikipedia page Kendrick, Idaho, i.e., the
8
= 0.333,
probability that the mention “Kendrick” refers to Kendrick, Idaho is 24
2
whereas the probability that the mention refers to Kendrick Lamar is 24 = 0.083.
Commonness thus favors the most common target entity for a mention, which makes
it work well in practice, particularly in domains that refer to popular entities by nature
(e.g., news streams). Because of the emphasis on single occurrences of entity mentions,
local EL methods have been shown to be highly effective in domains in which context is
limited and/or noisy, e.g., microblog posts [176]. Additional methods have been proposed
to expand context when it is limited [33, 42].
There is an increasing interest in approaches that link multiple entities in a document
simultaneously [130]. These so-called global methods are based on a notion of “coherence”
in the set of entities in a document. There are several methods for defining the “coherence”
of a set of entities. One is to rely on the structural information of the KB, e.g., the link or
category structure [182], leveraging categories and contexts [47], or by using graph-based
metrics [109]. The TAC Knowledge Base Population (KBP) track has seen many systems
that incorporate global approaches to EL [41, 48, 81, 130, 211]. Also, several publicly
available EL frameworks that aim to resolve each entity in a document apply global
methods, e.g., ‘DBpedia Spotlight’ [177] and the ‘GLOW’ framework [217]. The most
common global approach uses entity “relatedness” [182]. Relatedness is based on the
overlap of the sets of “related” entities of a pair of entities. Related entities can be, e.g., all
entities that are linked to or from the Wikipedia page that represents the entity of interest.
A known challenge of global methods is that entity mentions in the document can
themselves be ambiguous, i.e., the number of pairwise comparisons between candidate
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entities for multiple mentions is exponential in their number. The problem of optimizing
the global coherence function is NP-hard [47]. A common strategy to deal with this
problem is to decrease the search space, e.g., by only considering non-ambiguous entity
mentions (i.e., mentions that are only associated with a single target entity) [182]. While
this evidently reduces complexity, the presence of such entities cannot always be assumed.
Another approach is to resolve the ambiguous entity mentions to their most popular
candidate [209]. Cucerzan [47] introduces a method for joint disambiguation that does
not consider all combinations of assigning one disambiguation per surface form at a
time. Instead, all possible disambiguations of a surface form (candidates) are considered
simultaneously. Another method is to set a threshold on the number of entities to consider
per mention (e.g., at most 20 candidate entities [217]). Ratinov et al. [217] train a local
approach to resolve individual entity mentions, before applying the global approach for
coherence.
Entity linking in social streams. The domain of social streams brings additional challenges to the EL task. Whereas typical NER approaches perform in the upper 90% range
in terms of accuracy on “clean,” grammatically correct and correctly spelled news articles,
the accuracy drops considerably when performing NER on misspelled, short, and noisy
text, such as social media posts. The noisy character and unreliable capitalization of
social streams degrades the effectiveness of NER methods [61, 62, 85]. One approach
to addressing this is to tailor the linguistic annotation pipeline to Twitter, which relies
heavily on large amounts of training data [27, 221]. Another approach to combat the
lack of context, proposed by Cassidy et al. [42], is to expand a social media post with
additional posts of the author, and additional posts found by a clustering algorithm, before
optimizing the EL system’s output for global coherence. Finally, incorporating spatiotemporal features [78] has been shown to improve EL effectiveness in social streams. The
method we follow in this thesis however, embraces the little context and ignores the notion
of global coherence, opting instead for machine learning methods with features that focus
on learning mappings between individual n-gram and entities [176].

2.3 Emerging Entities
In Part I of this thesis, we focus on analyzing, predicting, and retrieving “emerging
entities,” i.e., entities that are not (yet) part of the KB. This falls into the domain of KB
construction (KBC) or (cold start) knowledge base population (KBP), which encompasses
the ambitious goal of creating a KB from raw input data (e.g., a collection of documents).
KBP and KBC span many smaller subtasks, e.g., (new) entity mention detection, entity
clustering, relation extraction, and slot filling [69, 193].
We narrow our focus, and address the analysis, prediction, and representation of
emerging entities in three successive chapters. More specifically, in Chapter 3 we study
whether there exist common temporal patterns in how entities emerge in online text
streams, in Chapter 4 we propose a method that leverages EL to generate training data for
predicting new mentions of emerging entities in social streams, and finally, in Chapter 5
we study a method for improving entity ranking by mining additional entity descriptions
from different external sources, e.g., social media and search engine logs.
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2.3.1

Analyzing Emerging Entities

In the first chapter, we analyze entities as they “emerge;” i.e., we study the time series of
entity mentions in online text streams in the time span between their first mention (i.e.,
the entity surfaces) and the moment at which the entity is incorporated into the KB.
Previous work on studying the expansion of Wikipedia through the addition of new
pages studies the phenomenon from the perspective of Wikipedia itself, e.g., by analyzing
how newly created articles fit in Wikipedia’s semantic network, studying the relation
between activity on talk pages and the addition of new content to articles, or by studying
controversy and disagreement on new content through “edit wars” [134, 137, 272, 273].
Studying emerging entities has received considerable attention from the natural language processing and information retrieval communities. Most notably, different methods
and systems for identifying and linking unknown or emerging entities have been proposed [120, 155, 192, 255]. More recently, Färber et al. [79] formalize and analyze the
specific challenges and aspects that come with linking emerging entities, while Reinanda
et al. [218] study the problem of identifying relevant documents for known and emerging
as new information comes in.

2.3.2

Predicting Emerging Entities

Addressing the task of detecting entities that are not in the KB, i.e., identifying emerging
entities, can be traced back to the introduction of the “NIL clustering” subtask in the
TAC KBP Entity Linking track in 2011 [130]. The task was a straight-forward EL
task: participants were given a reference KB (derived from Wikipedia), a collection
of documents (mostly news articles), and offsets for entity mentions that occur in the
documents. The task was to decide for each mention whether it refers to an entity that
exists in the reference KB (and if yes, which), or whether it refers to a “NIL entity:” an
entity that is not in the KB. In the latter case, the system needs to assign a new ID (NIL
ID) to the mention, and assign other mentions that refer to the same underlying real-world
entity to the same NIL ID (i.e., cluster mentions to NIL IDs). Since common EL methods
rely on ranking candidate entities to mentions, the inclusion of mentions for out-of-KB
entities is typically approached by learning a threshold (for the EL system’s confidence
or retrieval score) to determine whether or not the mention refers to an entity already
described in the KB. This approach was chosen, e.g., by [35, 144, 192].
In the TAC KBP Entity Linking track the entity mention detection step, shown to be
the bottleneck in state-of-the-art EL systems [111], was not part of the task. However, in
a realistic scenario, when entity mentions are not given, Wikipedia lexicons and/or lexical
matching-based approaches cannot detect unseen entity mentions of new entities, which
means different approaches need to be leveraged, e.g., named-entity recognition (NER).
The method for detecting emerging entities with ambiguous names, presented by Hoffart
et al. [120], leverages lexical matching methods for detecting entity mentions. However,
in this approach, only ambiguously named emerging entities can be detected, making
it complementary to the method we present in Chapter 4, which focuses on detecting
new (i.e., unseen) mentions of emerging entities. Lin et al. [155] learn to identify entity
mentions of absent entities by leveraging Google Books’ n-gram statistics. Their method
relies on part-of-speech tagging to identify noun phrases in documents, and deciding for
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each noun phrase that cannot be linked to a Wikipedia article whether or not it refers to an
(absent) entity. Another way to model the task of detecting emerging entities is entity set
extraction, where given a seed list of entity mentions, the task is to retrieve more entities
that are similar to the seed set [203]. However, the task differs as it does not rely on a KB,
and consequently, the rich structure and metadata that comes with it.
Automatically generated pseudo-ground truth. The approach we propose in Chapter 4 revolves around automatically generating training data using an EL system. Automatically generating training data for machine learning methods has been a longstanding
and recurring theme in machine learning, dating back to the 1980s [241].
The idea of using EL systems for generating pseudo-ground truth, or silver standard
training data, is not new either. Guo et al. [108] used an EL system to collect additional
context words for entities, to aid the disambiguation step. Their mention detection step
relies on the Wikipedia lexicon, meaning their system is unable to detect unseen entity
mentions. Similarly, Zhang et al. [278] apply EL to improve the disambiguation step
in EL, by replacing unambiguous mentions in entity linked documents with ambiguous
ones to generate artificial but realistic training data. Zhou et al. [279] generate training
data from Wikipedia to improve the disambiguation step as well. More specifically, they
consider Wikipedia links as positive examples, and generate additional negative samples
by taking each other entity that may be referred to by the same anchor text.
Attempts have been made to simulate human annotations for generating training
data for named-entity recognition, too. Kozareva [143] uses regular expressions for
generating training data for NERC. Nothman et al. [195] leverage the anchor text of links
in between two same articles in different Wikipedia translations for training a multilingual
NERC system. Wu et al. [269] investigate generating training material for NERC from
one domain and testing on another. Becker et al. [21] study the effects of sampling
automatically generated data for training NER.
What is new to the method for predicting mentions of emerging entities we propose
in Chapter 4, is that it directly optimizes for the task at hand, i.e., we generate training
data for a named-entity recognizer to detect a specific type of entity, i.e., entities that are
worthy of being added to the KB.

2.3.3

Constructing Entity Representations for Effective Retrieval

A task closely related to EL is entity ranking: in the end, most EL systems approach
the disambiguation problem as an entity ranking problem. However, there is a huge
difference between ranking entities for a candidate entity mention, and ranking entities for
a user-issued query. In particular, there may be a vocabulary gap between how users refer
to entities, and how entities are described in knowledge bases. The task of retrieving the
correct entity for user-issued queries is of central importance in the general web search
domain [36], but also in a discovery or exploratory search setting, where analysts may be
interested in retrieving entities with partial names, or nicknames.
As with many NLP and information extraction tasks, research into entity ranking
too has flourished in recent years, largely driven by benchmarking campaigns, such as
the INEX Entity Ranking track [57–59], and the TREC Entity track [13, 14]. Entity
ranking is commonly addressed — much like EL — by exploiting content and structure
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of knowledge bases, for example by including anchor texts and inter-entity links [230],
category structure [12, 226], entity types [135], or internal link structure [252].
More recently, researchers have also started to focus on using “external” information
for entity ranking, such as query logs, i.e., users’ past search behavior. Billerbeck et al.
[24] use query logs of a web search engine to build click and session graphs, and walk
this graph to answer entity queries. Mottin et al. [190] use query logs to train an entity
ranking system using different sets of features. Hong et al. [123] follow a similar line of
thought and enrich their knowledge base using linked web pages and queries from a query
log.
The entity ranking task is usually approached in a static setting, in which web pages
and queries are added to the knowledge base before any ranking is performed. One of
the few initial attempts to bring in time in entity ranking is a position paper by Balog
and Nørvåg [11], who propose temporally-aware entity retrieval, in which temporal
information from knowledge bases is required. Finally, closing the loop, EL can be
applied to queries to improve entity ranking [114]. Entity ranking is inherently difficult
due to the potential mismatch between the entity’s description in a knowledge base and
the way people refer to the same entity when searching for it.
Document expansion. One way to bridge this gap is to expand (textual) entity representations with terms that people use to refer to entities. Collecting terms associated with
documents, and adding them to the document (document expansion) is in itself not a
novel idea. Previous work has shown that it improves retrieval effectiveness in a variety of
retrieval tasks. Singhal and Pereira [232] are one of the first to use document expansion in
a (speech) retrieval setting, motivated by the vocabulary mismatch introduced by errors
made by automatic speech transcription. Ever since, using external sources for expanding
document representations has been a popular approach to improve retrieval effectiveness.
In particular, it was shown that anchors can improve ad-hoc web search [73, 180, 259,
270]. Kemp and Ramamohanarao [138] state that document transformation using search
history, i.e., adding queries that lead to the document to be clicked, brings documents
closer to queries and hence improves retrieval effectiveness. Similarly, Xue et al. [271]
study the use of click-through data by adding queries to clicked document representations.
In this case, the click-through data includes a score that is derived from the number of
clicks the query yields for a single document. Gao et al. [92] follow a similar approach,
but add smoothing to click-through data to counter sparsity issues. Amitay et al. [6] study
the effectiveness of query reformulations for document expansion by appending all queries
in a reformulation session to the top-k returned documents for the last query. Scholer
et al. [226] propose a method to either add additional terms from associated queries to
documents or replace the original content with these associated queries, all with the goal
of providing more accurate document representations.
Looking at other sources for expansion, Bao et al. [15] improve web search using
social annotations (tags). They use the annotations both as additional content and as a
popularity measure. Lee and Croft [147] explore the use of social anchors (i.e., content
of social media posts linking to a document) to improve ad hoc search. Noll and Meinel
[194] investigate a variety of “metadata” sources, including anchors, social annotations,
and search queries. They show that social annotations are concise references to entities
and outperform anchors in several retrieval tasks. Efron et al. [71] show that document
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expansion can be beneficial when searching for very short documents (tweets).
As an alternative to expanding entity representations, more recently, advances in neural
nets and deep learning have given rise to (continuous) entity representations, i.e., entity
embeddings [28, 156, 234]. One of the drawback of these methods is that it is not trivial
to employ them in an online, dynamic scenario, where representations may continually
change.
Fielded retrieval. A common approach to incorporate different document expansions
into a single document representation is to create fielded documents [223, 277]. Based on
fielded documents, a variety of retrieval methods have been proposed. Robertson et al.
[223] introduce BM25F, the fielded version of BM25, which linearly combines query term
frequencies over different field types. Broder et al. [32] propose an extension to BM25F,
taking into account term dependencies. Svore and Burges [239] use a machine learning
approach for learning BM25 over multiple fields, the original document fields (e.g., title
and body) and so-called “popularity” fields (e.g., anchors, query-clicks). Macdonald et al.
[162] compare the linear combination of term frequencies before computing retrieval
scores to directly using retrieval scores in the learning to rank setting and show that it is
hard to determine a clear winner. Pérez-Agüera et al. [206] note how one of the challenges
in structured IR is the fact that field importance differs among collections and that different
collections means field importance needs to be optimized per collection.

2.4 Analyzing and Predicting Activity
In Part II of this thesis, we study the link between their digital traces and activities. Mining
digital traces has a rich history in exploratory analyses and improving search engines and
online products, as discussed in Chapter 1. More specifically, large-scale user logs from
many users have been used for a range of purposes to improve online services and advance
our understanding of how people use systems. Search engine queries and search-result
clicks have been used to understand how people seek information online [260], train
search engine ranking algorithms to better serve user needs [4, 131], and more generally,
teach us about how humans behave in the world [220]. Although large-scale log analysis
of online behavior has typically focused on search and browsing activity, recent work has
targeted the large-scale usage of communication tools too, such as instant messaging [148]
and email [142].
In this thesis, we focus on mining digital traces with the aim to understand the
underlying behavior that gives rise to the traces. We address an email prediction task in
Chapter 6 and aim to gain insights into usage patterns with the reminder service of an
intelligent personal assistant in Chapter 7.

2.4.1

Mining Email

Email has a rich history as an object of study in computer science, once more spurred
by the availability of data, specifically, the acquisition and subsequent release of the
“Enron corpus,” by computer scientist Andrew McCallumn [141] for a reported sum of
$10,000 [168].
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Research initially focused on information extraction tasks such as recognizing speech
acts [38, 44], people-related tasks, such as name recognition and entity resolution [66, 76,
183, 184], contact information extraction [10, 49], identity modeling and resolution [75],
discovery of peoples’ roles [150], and finally email-related tasks, such as automated
classification of emails into folders [22], e.g., by leveraging the social network features
of the email network [274]. The Enron email collection was also used very directly in
an E-Discovery task in the TREC Legal [46, 117] tracks, which revolved around finding
responsive documents for a given production request (in litigation).
Studying email collections as communication graphs (or social networks) has yielded
insights into how communication patterns change and relate to real-world events (e.g., how
interpersonal communication intensified during Enron’s crisis period [67]), how important
nodes (= email addresses) or influential members of the network can be discovered by
looking at network properties [231], and how one can discover shared interests among
members of an email network [228].
More recently, research interest in email has been rekindled. Spurred by publications
from industry, where access to huge amounts of real email data and traffic has resulted in
work on automated classification of email into folders [106], predicting recipients’ followup actions for emails [51, 65], or predicting an email’s (personalized) “importance” [2],
and inferring the activities that govern email communication [210].
Finally, work on recipient prediction (the task we address in Chapter 6) generally
included the additional constraint that one or more seed recipient is given, a task also
known as CC-prediction [127, 202]. Previous attempts at the type of recipient prediction
we address leverages either the communication network, constructed from previously
sent emails [225], or the content of the current email [39]. Finally, motivated by privacy concerns previous work typically addresses recipient prediction by restricting to
a sender’s ego network for prediction (i.e., only considering the local network of the
sender, as opposed to the global communication network). In Chapter 6 we ignore these
constraints, motivated by our offline, batch, discovery scenario, and rather attempt to gain
insights into enterprise-wide communication patterns, and in particular the importance of
communication graph properties and email content features.

2.4.2

User Interaction Logs

As mentioned in Chapter 1, interaction logs with personal intelligent assistants may
provide rich digital traces for inferring people’s real life activities. In the case of intelligent
assistants, analyzing user logs may support inferring the users’ intents [7] or current
activities [204]. Where previous work addressed modeling long-term goals [18], the
Cortana reminder logs we study in Chapter 7 may help us in understanding short term
goals. To study the relation between a user’s reminders and real life activities and tasks,
several areas of research are relevant. We focus largely on research on memory and
(completing planned) tasks, and review research in the following areas: (i) reminders, (ii)
memory aids, and (iii) prospective memory.
Reminders. A number of systems have been developed to help remind people of future
actions [63, 64, 133, 146, 172], many of which leverage contextual signals for more
accurate reminding. These systems can help generate reminders associated with a range
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of future actions, including location, events, activities, people, and time. Two of the most
commonly supported types of reminders are location- and time-based (and combinations
thereof [63, 169]). Location-based reminders fire when people are at or near locations of
interest [160, 245]. Time-based reminders are set and triggered based on time [83, 119]],
including those based on elapsed time-on-task [43]. While time-based reminders can
provide value to many users, particular groups may especially benefit from time-based
reminders. These include the elderly [173], those with memory impairments [136], and
people seeking to comply with prescribed medications [113]. In Chapter 7 we study
time-based reminders in the Cortana reminder service, and omit location and person-based
reminders, which are less common in our data, and more challenging to study across
users as they rely heavily on personal context and relationships between the user and the
locations and persons that trigger the reminders.

Memory aids. Memory aids help people to remember past events and information.
Studies have shown that people leverage both their own memories via recall strategies
and the use of external memory aids to increase the likelihood of recall [129]. Aids can
assume different forms, including paper [163] to electronic alternatives [17, 82, 219]. One
example of a computer-based memory aid is the Remembrance Agent [219], which uses
words typed into the text processor to retrieve similar documents. People also leverage
standard computer facilities to support future reminding (e.g., positioning documents
in noticeable places on the computer desktop) [17], which is inadequate for a number
of reasons, including that the reminder is not pushed to the user [83]. Other work has
focused on the use of machine learning to predict forgetting, and the need for reminding
about events [133]. Cortana is an example of an interactive and intelligent external
memory aid. Studying usage patterns and user behavior lets us better understand users’
needs, developing improved methods for system-user interaction and collaboration, and
more generally, enhance our understanding of the types of tasks where memory aids are
necessary.

Prospective memory. Prospective memory (PM) refers to the ability to remember
actions to be performed at a future time [30, 72]. Beyond simply remembering, successful
prospective memory requires recall at the appropriate moment. PM failures have been an
area of study [74, 229]. Studies have shown that failures can be linked to external factors
such as interruptions [50, 198]. Prospective tasks are usually divided into time-based
tasks and event-based tasks [72]. Time-based tasks are tasks targeted for execution at a
specific future time, while event-based tasks are performed when a particular situation
or event occurs, triggered by external cues, e.g., a person or a location [30]. Laboratory
studies of PM have largely focused on retention and retrieval performance of event-based
PM, as this is straightforward to operationalize in an experimental setting. Time-based
PM is a largely overlooked type in PM studies [68], as this type of “self-generated” PM
is difficult to model in a lab setting. The Cortana reminder logs we study in Chapter 7
represent a real-life collection of time-based PM instances. They provide insights in the
type and nature of tasks users are likely to forget to execute.
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2.5 What’s next
The rest of this thesis is structured in two self-contained parts that can be read independently.
In Part I of this thesis, our entities of interest are emerging real-world entities, i.e.,
entities that are not described (yet) in publicly available KBs such as Wikipedia. First,
we study how entities emerge in online text streams in Chapter 3. Next, we set out to
predicting newly emerging entities in social streams in Chapter 4. Finally, in Chapter 5 we
address the dynamic nature in which entities of interests may appear in online text streams,
and leverage collective intelligence to improve the retrieval effectiveness of real-world
entities by capturing the changing contexts in which they may appear.
Next, in Part II we switch our focus, and our entities of interest are the producers of
the digital traces. Here, we present two case studies. First, we analyze and predict email
communication by studying the communication network and email content in Chapter 6,
and then we analyze interaction data of users with an intelligent assistant, to predict when
a user will perform an activity in Chapter 7.
Finally, we summarize our findings, formulate implications and limitations of our
work, and highlight some areas for potential future work in Chapter 8.
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3

Analyzing Emerging Entities
“The two most important days in your life are the day
you are born and the day you find out why.”
—Mark Twain

3.1 Introduction
In the first part of this thesis we focus on emerging real-world entities, i.e., entities that are
not described (yet) in a knowledge base. In this first chapter, we take a closer look at how
these entities emerge. This chapter serves as an introductory study into emerging entities,
our object of study, which we study in subsequent chapters in the contexts of predicting
them in social streams (Chapter 4), and enabling their effective retrieval (Chapter 5).
We study entities that emerge in online text streams, and are subsequently added to
Wikipedia, the largest publicly available and collectively maintained KB. Wikipedia has
been dubbed a global memory place [205], where collective memories are stored [112].
The moment when an entity is incorporated into Wikipedia, i.e., stored in collective
memory, can thus be considered parallel to the collective’s discovery of an entity. Studying
emerging entities, hence, provides insights into what the collective considers entities of
interest.
We take a macro view and aim to understand the properties of and circumstances
under which entities of interest emerge. We answer the following research question:
Are there common temporal patterns in how entities of interest emerge in online text
streams? (RQ1).
Studying online text streams and Wikipedia allows us to make observations and gain
insights into the process of emerging entities at a large scale. Every day, new content
is being added to Wikipedia, with the knowledge base receiving over 6 million monthly
edits at its peak [238]. These edits may appear under different circumstances. Domain
experts may find information missing on Wikipedia, and take up the task of contributing
this new information. Alternatively, as events unfold in the real world, new, previously
unknown, and unheard-of entities (people, organizations, products, etc.) emerge into
public discourse. These new entities emerge online in news articles and social media
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Figure 3.1: Emergence pattern of the entity Curiosity (Rover), first mentioned
in our text stream in October 2011. The Wikipedia page for Curiosity was created nine
months later, on August 6, 2012. There are two distinct bursts, one late November 2011,
the second shortly before the entity is added to Wikipedia. The two document bursts
correspond to the Mars rover’s launch date (November 26, 2011) and its subsequent Mars
landing (August 6, 2012). The time series shows us that while the launch did generate
publicity, yielding a burst of documents (and signaling increased attention for the entity),
at that point it was not deemed important enough to be added to Wikipedia.
postings that may describe or comment on events, e.g., the Olympics may introduce new
athletes onto the world stage, a newly announced smartphone or video game console may
generate a wave of activity on social media, or the opening of a new restaurant may be
reported in local news media and pop up in social media.
In this chapter, we analyze a sample of online social media and news text streams,
spanning over 18 months and comprising over 579 million documents. We focus on
the emergence patterns of these entities, i.e., how a new entity’s exposure develops and
evolves in the timespan between the entity’s first mention in online text streams, and when
an article devoted to the entity is subsequently added to Wikipedia. More precisely, we
define an entity’s emergence pattern to be its “document mention time series,” i.e., the
time series that represents the number of documents that mention a specific entity over
time, starting at the moment it is first mentioned, up to the moment it is incorporated into
Wikipedia.
An example of one such emergence pattern is shown in Figure 3.1. The time series
shows the number of documents that mention a given entity per day on the y-axis (i.e., the
emergence volume), with the x-axis representing the time between the first mention of the
entity in the online text stream and the day it is added to Wikipedia (i.e., the emergence
duration).1 Since emergence durations naturally differ between entities, our time series
are of variable length. As we are interested in broad attention patterns, we study document
mention time series, as opposed to total mention volume. And because we want to study
1 This
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is the English version of Wikipedia; see Section 3.3 for details on the data used in this chapter.

3.2. Research Questions
global, broad, and long-term patterns, our time series are at a granularity of days, not
hours.
The main findings of this chapter are as follows. By clustering time series of mentions
of entities as these entities emerge in news and social media streams, we find broadly
two different emergence patterns: entities that show a strong initial burst around the time
of their introduction into public discourse, and late bursting entities that exhibit a more
gradual emergence pattern. Furthermore, we find meaningful differences between how
entities emerge in social media and news streams: entities that emerge in social media
streams exhibit slower emergences than those that emerge in news streams. Finally, we
show how different types of real-world entities exhibit different emergence patterns; we
find that the entities that emerge fastest are entity types that know shorter life-cycles such
as devices (e.g., smartphones), and “cultural artifacts” (e.g., movies and music albums).
We proceed by formulating three sub research questions in Section 3.2. The data that
we use in our study is described in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4 we detail the methods used
to analyze the data. Results of our analysis are presented in Section 3.5. We conclude in
Section 3.6.

3.2 Research Questions
In studying emergence patterns of entities, we apply three different methods for grouping
entities, representing alternative views on emerging entities. In Section 3.5.1 below, we
apply a burst-based unsupervised hierarchical clustering method to cluster similar entity
emergence patterns, so as to discover groups of entities with broadly common emergence
patterns. That is, we group entity time series by similarities in the peaks of comparatively
higher activity (i.e., peaks of exposure in public discourse). This type of analysis is meant
to help us answer the following research question:
RQ3.1 Can we discover distinct groups of differently emerging entities by clustering
their emergence time series?
We show that entities emerge in two distinct patterns: so-called early bursting (EB) entities,
that show a strong initial burst around the time of their introduction into public discourse,
or late bursting (LB) entities, that exhibit a more gradual emergence pattern. EB entities
are shown to exhibit shorter emergence durations than LB entities, i.e., they are deemed
entities of interest more rapidly.
In Section 3.5.2, we adopt an alternative view of emerging entities, and examine
their emergence patterns in different types of text stream, comparing patterns between
entities that emerge in news to social media streams. This view is motivated by perceived
differences in the nature of the professionally curated, authoritative, and high impact,
“mainstream media” versus the user-generated, unedited, social media streams. We apply
two grouping methods. First, we group the time series by type of text stream, and provide
their descriptive statistics, hypothesizing that news streams will exhibit shorter emergence
durations than social media streams, due to their reach and impact. We also analyze the
cross-pollination between the two types of stream, i.e., we study whether entities appear
first in either of the streams, or whether they appear in both at the same time, etc. These
analyses help us answer the following research question:
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RQ3.2 Do news and social media text streams exhibit different emergence patterns?
We find that news and social media streams show broadly similar emergence patterns
for entities. However, entities that first emerge in social media streams on average are
incorporated in the KB comparatively faster than entities that first emerge in news streams.
Finally, in Section 3.5.3, we study the similarities and differences between different
types of entities as they emerge in public discourse. Specifically, we leverage DBpedia,
the structured counterpart of Wikipedia, to group emerging entities by their underlying
entity types, such as companies, athletes, and video games. This allows us to gain insights
into whether different types of entities exhibit different emergence patterns. In addition, by
considering entity types we study whether the news stream and the social stream exhibit
different focal points, i.e., where professionally curated news streams exhibit a focus on
the mainstream and user-generated social media streams surface more niche entities. This
analysis helps us answer the following research question:
RQ3.3 Do different types of entities exhibit different emergence patterns?
We find that different entity types exhibit substantially different emergence patterns.
Furthermore, we find that specific entity types are more or less likely to emerge in either
the news or social media streams, which can be largely attributed to the different nature
of both streams, and their authors. Finally, we find that entity types that have shorter
emergence durations remain popular over time. The findings suggest that the entity
types that are incorporated relatively fast in the KB, play a more central place in public
discourse.

3.3 Data
As described in the introduction, we study the emergence patterns of entities by looking
at the lead time between the first mention of an entity, i.e., its first appearance in online
text streams, up to the moment they are incorporated into Wikipedia. To study these
emergence patterns, we generate a custom dataset of timestamped documents that are
annotated retrospectively with links to Wikipedia, including for each link (i) the creation
date of the associated Wikipedia page, and (ii) whether the Wikipedia page existed at the
time the document was created. Our dataset spans 7.3 million documents with 36.2 million
references to 79,482 unique emerging entities. We create this dataset by extending an
existing document-stream dataset (TREC KBA’s StreamCorpus 20142 ) with an additional
set of annotations to Freebase (FAKBA13 ). We enrich the dataset by including Wikipedia
creation dates of the Freebase entities, and the relative age of the entity to the document.
We subsequently reduce this dataset by filtering out documents that have “future leaks,”
i.e., that contain references to entities whose Wikipedia pages were created after the
dataset’s timespan. Below, we describe our data acquisition and preparation processes in
detail.
2 http://trec-kba.org/kba-stream-corpus-2014.shtml
3 http://trec-kba.org/data/fakba1/
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3.3.1

Emerging Entities in News and Social Media

Our dataset is derived from the TREC KBA StreamCorpus 2014, a dataset of roughly
1.2 billion timestamped documents from various sources, e.g., blog and forum posts
and newswires. It spans 572 days (or roughly 18 months) from October 7th , 2011 to
May 1st , 2013 (line 1 in Table 3.1). The StreamCorpus is composed of multiple subsets,
with slightly different periods and volumes (i.e., numbers of documents). All documents
in the corpus that were automatically classified as being written in English have been
automatically tagged for named entities with the Serif tagger [29], yielding roughly 580M
tagged documents. This annotated subset of documents was the official collection for the
TREC Knowledge Base Acceleration (KBA) task in 2014 [89].
Dalton et al. [53] further annotated these 580M documents with Freebase entities,
resulting in the Freebase Annotations of TREC KBA 2014 Stream Corpus, v1 (FAKBA1)
dataset, which spans over 394M documents (line 2 in Table 3.1). It is essential to our
study that the Freebase dump used for linking the entities is dated after the span of the
StreamCorpus. Because of this, we can isolate entities that are mentioned (i.e., linked) in
documents before their corresponding Wikipedia page was created.
To extract Wikipedia page creation dates for the entities present in the TREC KBA
StreamCorpus 2014, we first map the Freebase entities linked in the FAKBA1 collection
to their corresponding Wikipedia pages, using the available mappings in Freebase. We
extract Wikipedia page creation dates from a dump of Wikipedia with the full revision
history of all pages (enwiki-latest-page-meta-history.xml). We append
the Wikipedia page creation date or entity timestamp (denoted eT ) to each entity in
FAKBA1. In addition, we include the entity’s “age” relative to the document timestamp
(docT ): the difference between the Wikipedia page creation date and the document
timestamp, i.e., eage = eT − docT . The resulting dataset, FAKBA1, extended with the
entity age and entity timestamp, is denoted FAKBAT (Freebase Annotations of TREC
KBA 2014 Stream Corpus with Timestamps), see line 3 in Table 3.1.
As a next step, we filter to retain only documents that contain emerging entities.
Emerging entities are entities with eage < 0, i.e., entities mentioned in documents dated
before the entity’s Wikipedia creation date. We denote the resulting subset of FAKBAT
documents with emerging entities OOKBAT (Out of Knowledge Base Annotations (with)
Timestamps). This yields a set of nearly 24M documents (line 4 in Table 3.1).
To be able to study an emerging entity’s complete emergence pattern, we take two
additional filtering steps. First, we prune entities with creation dates later than the last
document in our stream, to ensure the entities emerged in the timespan of our document
stream, i.e., we remove all entities whose Wikipedia page has a creation date later than
May 1st , 2013. Next, we prune all entities that are mentioned in fewer than 5 documents,
to be able to visualize and study their time series. This yields our final dataset, which
comprises 79,482 emerging entities (line 5 in Table 3.1).
Entity Types
In the analysis in Section 3.5.3, we leverage an entity’s “class” from the DBpedia ontology.4 Freebase provides mappings to Wikipedia and its structured counterpart DBpedia.
4 http://mappings.dbpedia.org/server/ontology/classes/
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Table 3.1: Descriptive statistics of our dataset acquisition. Coverage over preceding
dataset in brackets. Looking at the second and third row in the table, we note that roughly
two-thirds of the FAKBA1 entities can be mapped to Wikipedia. However, this portion
represents 98% of the mentions. Closer inspection showed that the missing one-third,
i.e., the entities we could not map to Wikipedia creation dates, were Freebase entities
that were not linked to their Wikipedia counterparts, most notably, WordNet concepts and
entities from the “MusicBrainz” knowledge base (i.e., artists, albums, and artists). The
last two rows show that one in ten of the entities emerge during the span of the dataset,
however, they constitute a mere 1% of the mentions.
Dataset

# entities

1. TREC KBA [89]
N/A
2. FAKBA1 [53]
3,272,980
3. FAKBAT
4. OOKBAT
5. Emerging entities

# mentions
N/A
9,423,901,114

# documents
579,838,246
394,051,027 (68.0%)

2,254,177 (68.9%) 9,221,204,641 (97.8%) 394,051,027 (100%)
225,291 (10.0%)
94,929,292 (1.0%) 23,896,922 (6.1%)
79,482 (35.3%)

36,242,096 (38.2%)

7,291,700 (30.5%)

In the DBpedia ontology, an entity is assigned to one or more classes in a tree-like class
structure. We map each of our emerging entities to the classes assigned in DBpedia, e.g.,
the entity Barack Obama is mapped to the Person, Politician, Author, Award Winner
classes. We extract these mappings by extracting all triples that have rdf:type property
(e.g., Barack Obama <rdf:type> Person). Out of the 79,482 emerging entities in
our dataset, we have 39,713 class-mappings (i.e., a coverage of 50.0%).
Entity Popularity
Finally, as a proxy for an entity’s popularity, which we use to study the composition of
clusters and the different substreams in Section 3.5.3, we extract Wikipedia pageview
statistics. More specifically, we extract the total number of pageviews each entity received
during 2015. We choose to use the pageview counts of a year that falls outside of the
timespan of our dataset so as to minimize the effects of timeliness (i.e., we want to separate
the true “head” entities from the ones that have a shorter lifespan).

3.3.2

Time Series of Emerging Entity Mentions

We use the Emerging Entities dataset that we have created (line 5 in Table 3.1) to generate
time series that describe their emergence. Figure 3.2 shows the document volume over
time of the different streams in our dataset. It shows a larger number of news documents
compared to social media documents in the first half of the data, and a larger number of
social media compared to news documents in the second half. In total, the news stream
comprises 1,836,022 documents, making it substantially smaller than the social media
stream, at 5,357,014 documents. The news and social media streams themselves are
composed of multiple datasets from different sources [88], which explains the gap seen
around May 2012 up to somewhere in July 2012.
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Figure 3.2: Total document volume (i.e., count) for the news (green line) and social media
(grey line) text streams over time (n = 23,896,922). The streams are composed of multiple
separate datasets, explaining the gap in May through mid-July of the news stream. (Best
viewed in color.)

We note that 79,482 entities emerge during the 18+ month (572 days) timespan of the
TREC KBA StreamCorpus 2014 dataset, i.e., on average over 138 new entities emerge
per day. Looking at the distribution at which these entities emerge over time, we observe
in Figure 3.3 that they do not emerge uniformly. In particular, Figure 3.3 shows a gradual
increase of emerging entities between the start of our dataset and May 2012, at which it
peaks. The subsequent gap can be explained by the absence of the news stream during
that time (see also Figure 3.2).
The core unit in our analysis are so-called entity document mention time series, i.e.,
time series that represent the number of documents that mention an entity over time (see,
e.g., Mars Curiosity’s document mention time series in Figure 3.1). These time
series are characterized by several properties. First, the time series are of variable length:
each entity’s time series starts at the first mention of the entity in our dataset, and ends at
the day the Wikipedia page for that entity was created. For some entities, the time series
may span several days, whereas others may span months. Second, the time series in our
dataset are not temporally aligned. They exhibit different absolute timings, where the date
of the first mention (i.e., the start of the time series) and last mention (i.e., the end of the
time series) varies between emerging entities.

3.4 Methods
Our first research question, Can we discover distinct groups of differently emerging
entities by clustering their emergence time series? (RQ1), revolves around discovering
common emergence patterns. We apply a time series clustering method for discovering
groups of entities with similar emergence patterns. In this section, we first describe
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Figure 3.3: Distribution of emerging entities in our dataset (n = 79,482). The x-axis
shows the timespan of our dataset in days, the y-axis shows the number of entities that
emerge in our dataset on that day (i.e., have their Wikipedia pages created).

our time series clustering method, explain and motivate the choices for representing the
emerging entity’s time series. After that, we describe the general time series analysis
methods that we use.

3.4.1

Time Series Clustering

Clustering time series consists of three steps: First, we need to normalize our time
series as they might span very different periods of time. Next, we measure the similarity
between time series by applying a similarity metric. And third, we apply a hierarchical
agglomerative clustering method to group entities in groups with similar emergence
patterns.
Normalization
As described in Section 3.3.2, the time series in our dataset might span different periods
and are not temporarily aligned. For these reasons, we cannot rely on time series analysis
and modeling methods that leverage aligned time series or seasonal patterns. Because of
variable lengths, we cannot leverage similarity methods that assume a correspondence
between the data points between two time series such as, e.g., Euclidean distance. Furthermore, to be able to visualize clusters and groups of similar time series, we linearly
interpolate the time series to have equal length [214]. Finally, as we are interested in
the similarity in emergence patterns, not in individual differences between popular and
long-tail entities (i.e., absolute number of mentions), we standardize all time series by
subtracting the mean and dividing by standard deviation to account for the differences in
volume/popularity [253].
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Figure 3.4: Emergence pattern of Curiosity (rover). (Best viewed in color.)
Burst Similarity
Typically, time series similarity metrics rely on fixed-length time series, and leverage
seasonal or repetitive patterns [154]. But as noted above, our time series are of variable
length, and not temporally aligned. For this reason, common time series similarity metrics
such as Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) are not applicable [23]. We are interested in the
moments at which the attention or focus around an entity in public discourse increases,
i.e., we are looking for periods with higher activity. These so-called time series “bursts”
may be correlated to real-world activity and events around the entity.
To address the nature of our time series as well as our focus on bursts, we turn to
BSim [253] (Burst Similarity) as the similarity metric we leverage to compare time series.
It relies on detecting bursts, and using the overlap in bursts between time series as the
notion of similarity.
For burst detection, we compute a moving average for each (raw) entity document
mention time series (Te ), denoted TeM A . We set our parameter w, indicating the size of
the rolling window to 7 days. Bursts are the points in TeM A that surpass a cutoff value (c).
We set c = 1.5 · σM A , where σM A is the standard deviation of M A. These parameter
choices for w and c are in line with previous work [253]. Figure 3.4 shows an example
time series (Te ), with the bursts detected for the emerging entity Curiosity (rover).
The detected bursts correspond to the earlier described launch and landing of the Mars
Rover.
Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering
Now that we can measure similarity between time series, we need to identify clusters
of similar time series. To this end, we compute the Similarity Matrix (SM ) with all
pair-wise burst similarities. More specifically, to cluster emerging entities, we first
apply L2 normalization to SM , and then convert it to a distance matrix DM (DM =
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1 − SM ). Next, we apply hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) on DM using
the fastcluster package [191] to discover groups of similar time series at different
levels of granularity. We apply Ward’s method as our linkage criterion. Ward’s method
is an iterative approach, where one starts with singleton clusters, and aims to merge the
pair of samples that maximally decreases the within-cluster variance at each successive
iteration [257].

3.4.2

Time Series Analysis

Throughout this chapter, we take an exploratory approach to analyzing, visualizing, and
comparing patterns of groups of time series to discover meaningful clusterings [254]. We
apply different grouping strategies, e.g., implicit groups, such as the clusters we find by
using our clustering method, or explicit groups, e.g., entities that emerge either in social
media or in news streams.
We apply two analysis methods to study different groups of time series: (i) visualization of group signatures that represent common emergence patterns within a group of time
series, and (ii) analysis of descriptive statistics that reflect properties of the underlying
time series.
Visualization
To compare patterns and trends across different groups of emerging entities, we visualize
and compare the so-called group signatures, i.e., the average of all time series that belong
to a group. See Figure 3.6 below for an example of the group signature of all emerging
entities in our dataset (n = 79,482).
Two challenges specific to the time series that we study in this chapter arise when
visualizing them. First, their duration. The time series we study in this chapter (may)
differ in length, as emergence durations differ between entities. Second, their alignment.
The time series are not temporally aligned, as their start (i.e., x = 0) is marked when the
entity is first mentioned in the online text stream, and end at the time at which the entity
is incorporated into Wikipedia. For these reasons, we linearly interpolate the time series
to the (overall) highest emergence duration, effectively “stretching” them to have equal
length. Next, we align them in relative duration, i.e., the first and last mentions for each
entity is set at the start and end of the x-axis, respectively. This allows us to visualize both
the clusters themselves, and the corresponding cluster signatures.
Descriptive Statistics
While studying group signatures of time series allows us to discover similar patterns and
study and compare broad patterns and trends, they do not paint the full picture. More finegrained properties of emergence patterns, e.g., the average emergence duration (the time
between a new entity’s first mention in the text stream and its subsequent incorporation
into Wikipedia) and the emergence volume (the total number of documents that mention
the entity as it emerges) are difficult to convey through visualization alone. In order to
study these aspects, we represent the groups of time series through different descriptive
features that reflect the emergence and burst behavior of the time series that belong to
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Table 3.2: Descriptive statistics used for analyzing and comparing different groupings
of emerging entities. We distinguish between time series statistics (top three) and burst
statistics (bottom three). All statistics are computed for the period ranging from the
emerging entity’s first mention in the corpus to the creation date of the Wikipedia page
devoted to it. The burst durations and values are computed over the normalized time series
(see Section 3.4.1).
Emergence volume
Number of documents that mention the entity
Emergence duration Number of days from first mention to incorporation
V olume
Emergence velocity
Duration (average number of documents per day)
Burst number
Burst duration
Burst value

Total number of bursts
Normalized average durations of bursts (i.e., burst widths)
Normalized average heights of bursts (i.e., burst heights)

a group. For an overview of the emergence and burst statistics that we consider, see
Table 3.2.
Chi-square Goodness of Fit Test
In Section 3.5.3 we compare the distribution over entity classes per online text stream
(i.e., comparing the entity classes in the social media stream to those in the news stream).
To assess whether the differences in these class-distributions are statistically significantly
different, we apply a chi-square goodness of fit test to both distributions. In addition, we
rank the classes by their contribution to the difference, using chi-grams, i.e., we compute
√
for each class: observed−expected
, where observed corresponds to the number of entities
expected
that belong to a particular class in one set (e.g., the entities that emerge in social media)
and expected corresponds to the number of entities that belong to a particular class in the
global population (i.e., all entities that emerge in our dataset).

3.5 Results
In this section, we present the analyses that answer our three research questions. First,
we study the time series clusters that result from our clustering method in Section 3.5.1.
Next, in Section 3.5.2, we study similarities and differences between emergence patterns
in social media and newswire streams. In Section 3.5.3, we study the underlying entity
types, and their emergence patterns.

3.5.1

Emergence Patterns

The first research question we aim to answer, Can we discover distinct groups of differently
emerging entities by clustering their emergence time series? (RQ1), is at the core of our
study into emerging entities. Finding similar patterns and studying how an entity appears
in online text streams before it is added to Wikipedia allows us to gain insights into the
circumstances in which entities emerge, i.e., in which they are deemed entities of interest.
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Table 3.3: Global time series and burst descriptive statistics.
duration (# days)
mean ± std med.
245 ± 153

221

n bursts
3.8 ± 2.62

volume (# docs)
mean ± std med.
183 ± 1,180

32

bursts durations
3

0.03 ± 0.03

0.02

velocity (docs/day)
mean ± std med.
0.87 ± 5.6

0.19

bursts values
0.03 ± 0.08

0.02

Figure 3.5 shows a cluster tree that results from applying hierarchical clustering on the
BSim similarity matrix computed for the time series of all entities under consideration,
as explained in Section 3.4.1. The tree shows a clear subdivision into smaller clusters.
At its highest level, the tree shows two distinct clusters, each of which is broken down
in multiple smaller sub-clusters. The cluster tree in Figure 3.5 helps us to organize our
analysis; in the following section, we look at different granularities of similarly emerging
entities, by exploring three levels of this cluster tree: first, we study the global emergence
patterns, by taking the time series that are at the root node of the tree (i.e., the first level
of the tree, denoted Top level in Figure 3.5). Then we study the main two clusters, at the
next level of the tree (denoted Level 1 in Figure 3.5). Finally, move down another level in
the tree and study the set of six clusters at Level 2 in Figure 3.5.
Global Emergence Pattern
First, we examine the emergence pattern of the global average, by taking the group at
the root node of the cluster tree (i.e., all time series in our dataset, where n = 79,482).
Figure 3.6 shows the global emergence signature, and Table 3.3 shows the associated
descriptive statistics.
Figure 3.6 shows how both the emerging entities’ introduction into public discourse
(the first mention at the left-most side of the plot) and subsequent incorporation into
Wikipedia (the right-most side of the plot) occur in bursts of documents, i.e., overall, the
largest number of documents that mention a newly emerging entity are either at the start or
at the end of their time series. This can be explained as follows. The entrance into public
discourse represents the first emergence of an entity, whereas being added to Wikipedia is
likewise likely to happen in a period of increased attention, e.g., a real-world event that
puts the entity in public discourse. Between these two bursts, the number of documents
that mention the entity seems to increase gradually as time progresses, suggesting that on
average, the number of documents that mention a new entity, and thus the attention the
entity receives in public discourse increases over time before it reaches “critical mass,”
i.e., when the entity is deemed important enough to be incorporated into the KB.
Next, we look at the global emergence pattern’s descriptive statistics; see Table 3.3.
Here, we see how on average it takes 245 days between an emerging entity’s first mention
and being added to the KB. In these 245 days, an emerging entity is mentioned in 183
documents on average. However, both the emergence durations and emergence volumes
show large standard deviations (of 153 days and 1,180 documents, respectively), indicating
that they differ substantially between entities, further motivating our clustering approach
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Figure 3.5: Dendrogram resulting from applying hierarchical agglomerative clustering using BSim [253] similarity, on our corpus of
emerging entity time series (n = 79,482). The three cutoff-points at which we analyze the clusters are denoted Top level, Level 1 (2 clusters),
and Level 2 (6 clusters). For clarity, the tree is truncated by showing no more than 7 levels of the hierarchy.

Level 2

Level 1

Top level (n = 79,482)
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Figure 3.6: Global cluster signature (of all emerging entities) where n = 79,482. That is,
the top level in the dendrogram in Figure 3.5. The axes are not labeled since all time series
values (i.e., document counts) are standardized, and the series are linearly interpolated to
have equal length. The solid line represents the cluster signature (i.e., the average time
series), the lighter band represents standard deviation.

to zoom into the different underlying patterns. The emergence velocity shows how, on
average, an entity is mentioned in less than a document a day.
To better understand how the documents that mention an emerging entity are distributed over time, e.g., to gain insights into whether they are concentrated in a few bursts,
or spread out more uniformly over the timeline, we turn to the burst statistics in Table 3.3.
On average, an entity is associated with 3.8 bursts, indicating that entities are likely to
resurface multiple times in public discourse before being deemed important enough to
be added to the KB. The average burst durations span a mere 3% of an emerging entity’s
time series, indicating that emerging entities spend the majority of their time “under the
radar.” The heights of these bursts (i.e., burst values) show a comparatively large standard
deviation, suggesting that the heights differ substantially between different entities and
bursts.
In summary, globally, entities experience a long time span between surfacing in online
text streams and being incorporated into the KB; they are associated with multiple bursts
and thus display a resurfacing behavior. Finally, the large standard deviations seen at the
descriptive statistics suggests the entities show large variations in terms of their emergence
patterns. Below, we study whether grouping the time series of new entities by similar
burst patterns allows us to find groups of broadly similarly emerging entities in terms of
their group signatures, and emergence and burst-features.
Clusters at Level 1 in Figure 3.5: Early vs. Late Bursts
In our first attempt at uncovering distinct patterns in which entities emerge, we look at the
first two main clusters that appear at Level 1 of the cluster tree in Figure 3.5. The resulting
cluster signatures are shown in Figure 3.7.
Much like the global cluster signatures we studied in the previous section, the clusters
at Level 1 show two main bursts: the initial burst around the first mention, and the final
burst around the last mention before an entity is added to Wikipedia. However, as we
will show, the left cluster, which we call early bursting (EB) entities, is characterized
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EB
n = 31,589 (39.7%)

LB
n = 47,893 (60.3%)

Figure 3.7: Cluster signatures of the early bursting entities (left plot) and late bursting
entities (right plot) clusters, denoted Level 1 in Figure 3.5. The solid lines represent the
cluster signature (average), the lighter bands represent the standard deviation.

by a stronger initial burst, with the majority of the documents that mention the entity
concentrated at the time around the first mention when the entity surfaces in the online
text streams. This suggests that the cluster contains new entities that suddenly emerge and
experience a (brief) period of lessened attention, before being incorporated into the KB.
The right cluster, which we denote as late bursting (LB) entities, shows a more gradual
pattern in activity towards the point at which the entity is added to the KB, much like we
saw in the global signature (Figure 3.6).
Looking at Figure 3.7, we note two main differences between the group signatures
of the early bursting and late bursting entities. First, the way documents are distributed
between the initial and final burst. The EB entities cluster show a more “abrupt” final
burst: the signature shows the majority of the documents in the wake of the initial burst,
i.e., at the left-hand side of the plot. In the next phase, the volume of documents seems
to gradually wind down into a relatively quiet period, which finally seems to abruptly
transition into the final burst at the right hand-side of the plot. In contrast, the LB entities
cluster shows a relatively subtle initial burst, which like the EB-cluster appears to quiet
down, followed by a gradual increase of document volume that leads up to the final burst.
A second difference is the height difference between the initial and final bursts. The
EB cluster shows roughly equally high initial and final bursts. The LB cluster shows a
substantially smaller initial burst, which suggests the introduction into public discourse
is comparatively subtler than its addition, i.e., these entities may emerge “silently,” suggesting the entities are less central, more niche, and less widely supported. In summary,
the first split separates the entities that are associated with a strong “initial” emergence in
online text streams from the entities that more gradually build up to the moment at which
they are incorporated into the KB.
Next, to better understand the different characteristics of the two clusters, we study the
descriptive time series and burst statistics of the time series in the early bursting (EB) and
late bursting (LB) entity clusters in Table 3.4. Before we proceed, we determine whether
the differences between the statistics of the two clusters are statistically significant. To
do so, we perform a Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance test, also known as a
non-parametric ANOVA. Following this omnibus test, we perform a post-hoc test using
Dunn’s multiple comparison test (with p-values corrected for family-wise errors using
Holm-Bonferroni correction). Comparing all descriptive statistics from the two clusters,
we find that all differences are statistically significant at the α = 0.05 level.
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Table 3.4: Comparison of early bursting and late bursting entities clusters statistics.
proportion
duration (#days)
volume (#docs)
velocity (docs/day)
mean ± std med. mean ± std med. mean ± std med.
EB
0.40
224 ± 146
195
118 ± 804
22
0.70 ± 6.45 0.15
LB
0.60
259 ± 156
238
225 ± 1,371
42
0.99 ± 4.96 0.23
n bursts
burst durations
burst values
EB
0.40
3.32 ± 2.20
3
0.03 ± 0.03 0.02
0.05 ± 0.11 0.02
LB
0.60
4.12 ± 2.82
4
0.03 ± 0.03 0.02
0.03 ± 0.05 0.01
Zooming into the statistics, we make the following observations. First, there are more LB
than EB entities, at 60.3% vs. 39.7%. LB entities emerge more slowly than EB entities: the
LB entities exist for a longer period in public discourse (with an emergence duration of 259
days, versus 224 for EB entities), and receive more attention (with an emergence volume
of 225 documents, versus 118 documents for EB entities) before being deemed important
enough to be incorporated into the KB. The EB entities’ shorter emergence durations and
lower emergence volumes suggest a higher “urgency” or timeliness, suggesting this cluster
may contain entities that represent sudden events, e.g., large-scale natural catastrophes
or societal events, that will typically be incorporated in Wikipedia soon after they first
emerge in public discourse. The descriptive statistics of the LB entities too may indicate
they comprise less timely or urgent entities, e.g., recurring events, such as sports events
that may appear in public discourse long before being part of the KB.
This view of the slower, less timely LB entities, and the more urgent, fast, and timely
EB entities is supported by the burst statistics. First, the average burst heights of EB
entities are higher (at 0.05 on average, versus 0.03 for LB entities), suggesting LB entities
see a more evenly spread volume of documents that mention them. Next, EB entities show
a lower number of bursts (3.22 on average, versus 4.12 for LB entities). Fewer and higher
bursts, together with shorter emergence durations and lower emergence volumes supports
the view of more urgent or timely EB entities, i.e., those that are more quickly (in terms
of time and number of documents) incorporated into the KB, while exhibiting more bursty
patterns. In the next section, we show that entities that emerge in news likewise exhibit
higher burst heights and fewer bursts on average, further exploring the notion of higher
urgency or importance.
In summary, we find that the two clusters at Level 1 in Figure 3.5 differ substantially
and significantly in terms of their emergence patterns and burst properties. Our visual
inspection of the cluster signatures and the analysis of burst and emergence features
suggests LB entities emerge more slowly, i.e., build up attention more slowly before being
added to the KB, whereas EB entities are associated with more sudden and higher bursts
of activity, prior to being incorporated into the KB.
Clusters at Level 2 in Figure 3.5
Next, we look at the clusters at Level 2 in Figure 3.5, i.e., the different clusters that make
up the LB and EB clusters. For brevity, we refer to these clusters as subclusters. Figure 3.8
shows the signatures of the six subclusters. In general, the distinction between faster EB
entities, and comparatively slower LB entities, remains in the subclusters.
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Using the procedure described in the previous section, we test whether the differences
between the subclusters are statistically significant. Overall, the properties of time series
within each subcluster different significantly, except for early bursting 1 and late bursting
2a, which may not differ statistically significantly in terms of emergence volume. And in
terms of burst statistics, some clusters show inconclusive differences. Specifically, early
bursting 1 and 2a do not differ statistically significantly in terms of burst values, and early
bursting 2a and late bursting 2b do not differ statistically significantly in terms of burst
durations.
The cluster signatures in Figure 3.8 show that the entities that belong to the LB entities
subclusters (the top three plots) exhibit an increase in document volume in the period
leading up to the final burst before entering into the KB. This suggests that even when
the entity first appears in online text streams with a relatively big burst, its subsequent
incorporation into Wikipedia is not instantaneous. Consider, e.g., the previously shown
example of the Mars Curiosity (in Figure 3.4); whereas its first burst happens around
October 2011, it is added to Wikipedia after a relatively quiet period, 9 months later.
Whereas the LB entities subclusters both differ in the “steepness” of the final burst and the
relative moment of the increase of activity, the three EB entities subclusters (the bottom
three plots) differ mainly in the moment of the increased activity, i.e., the “bump” in the
plot.
One outlier exists in the LB entities cluster: late bursting 2a (second plot from
the top). Its cluster signature shows a high and sudden burst of activity just before
the entity is incorporated into Wikipedia, seemingly omitting the period of gradually
increasing attention between the initial and final bursts seen at the other two subclusters.
Its emergence features in Table 3.5 show that with an average duration of 146 days before
an entity is added to the KB, it is almost twice as fast as the global average. Both the cluster
signature and the average number of bursts (1.6 on average) show that the entities exhibit
a single, steep, high volume burst before being incorporated into the KB. Compared to the
other two subclusters in the same LB group, the number of bursts is substantially lower,
and the average burst values are substantially higher. This suggests that the entities in the
LB 2a cluster comprise abruptly or suddenly emerging entities, like events, and indeed,
upon closer inspection, events such as the World Music Festival Chicago, the 2013 British
Grand Prix, the 2012 Volvo World Match Play Championship, and the 2012 Sundance
Film Festival belong to this cluster.
With the exception of this outlier, the entities in the LB subclusters show longer
emergence durations and substantially higher emergence volumes on average, further
supporting our distinction of slowly emerging entities. In particular, late bursting 1 and
late bursting 2b (the third and first plot from the top, respectively), with 242 and 227
documents on average, with relatively long emergence durations (255 and 294 days on
average, respectively), suggest that these clusters contain slowly emerging niche entities,
that are not as widely supported by “the masses” as, e.g., the entities that are part of the
LB 2a cluster. Manual inspection of the subclusters confirms this, revealing entities such
as Summerland Secondary School, but also a long-tail of person entities (e.g., AFL athlete
Rodney Filer, jazz musician Kjetil Møster) in LB 1, whereas entities that represent more
“substantive” events are in LB 2a, e.g., the 2012 Benghazi attack, the Greek withdrawal
from the Eurozone, and the Incarceration of Daniel Chong.
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LB 2b
n = 21,050 (26.5%)

LB 2a
n = 5,507 (6.9%)

LB 1
n = 21,336 (26.8%)

EB 2b
n = 11,060 (13.9%)

EB 2a
n = 4,060 (5.1%)

EB 1
n = 16,469 (20.7%)

Figure 3.8: Signatures of the clusters at Level 2 in Figure 3.5. Solid lines represent the
cluster signatures (average of all samples in the cluster), lighter bands represent standard
deviation.
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Table 3.5: Comparison of the entity cluster statistics for clusters at Level 2 in Figure 3.5.
proportion
EB 1
EB 2a
EB 2b
LB 1
LB 2a
LB 2b

0.21
0.05
0.14
0.27
0.07
0.26

duration (#days)
mean ± std med.
238 ±
220 ±
204 ±
255 ±
146 ±
294 ±

148
116
150
148
121
158

223
191
164
230
110
297

n bursts
EB 1
EB 2a
EB 2b
LB 1
LB 2a
LB 2b

0.21
0.05
0.14
0.27
0.07
0.26

3.65 ± 2.21
2.26 ± 1.27
3.22 ± 2.32
4.18 ± 2.62
1.60 ± 0.88
4.72 ± 2.98

volume (#docs)
mean ± std med.
145 ± 868
74 ± 1,270
94 ± 363
242 ± 1,660
155 ± 557
227 ± 1,183

28
13
19
43
29
45

burst durations
3
2
3
4
1
4

0.03 ±
0.02 ±
0.03 ±
0.03 ±
0.04 ±
0.02 ±

0.03
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02

0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.04
0.02

velocity (docs/day)
mean ± std med.
0.83 ± 8.53
0.31 ± 3.63
0.65 ± 2.37
1.01 ± 4.94
1.07 ± 3.12
0.95 ± 5.36

0.17
0.08
0.16
0.22
0.33
0.20

burst values
0.04 ± 0.07
0.10 ± 0.22
0.06 ± 0.11
0.02 ± 0.05
0.05 ± 0.05
0.03 ± 0.06

0.02
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.05
0.01

Summary
In this section, we answer our first research question: “Can we discover distinct groups of
differently emerging entities by clustering their emergence time series?”
We performed hierarchical clustering using a burst similarity-metric of the emerging
entity time series. We discovered two distinct emergence patterns: early bursting entities
and late bursting entities. Both the visual inspection of the cluster signatures, as the
analysis of the descriptive statistics of the time series in the clusters support the same
findings: the EB entities are characterized by fewer but higher bursts, with shorter
emergence durations and lower emergence volumes. The LB entities on the other hand,
seem to emerge more slowly, with a more gradual increase of exposure in the online text
streams, before reaching the point at which the entity is added to the KB. This can be seen
both in the cluster signature, as in the descriptive statistics, which show longer durations,
higher volumes, and a larger number of bursts.

3.5.2

Entity Emergence Patterns in Social Media and News

In this section, we answer our second research question: “Do news and social media
text streams exhibit different emergence patterns?” The news or social media document
streams represent content from different sources: the news stream consists of traditional
online news sources, where the content is mostly written by professional journalists; the
social media stream contains mostly user-generated content, and consists of, e.g., forums
and blog posts, but also content that was shared through other social media platforms such
as Twitter and Facebook (through the bit.ly URL-shortener service). Studying whether
different sources surface different entities, and exhibit different emergence patterns, can
provide insights into how the nature of the source may affect the discovery process.
In the previous section, we have shown that 79,482 entities emerge in the combined
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news
n = 51,095

social
n = 51,356

LB (news)
n = 25,563 (50.0%)

LB (social)
n = 26,396 (51.4%)

EB (news)
n = 25,532 (50.0%)

EB (social)
n = 24,960 (48.6%)

Figure 3.9: News vs. Social stream cluster signatures. The top row shows the global
cluster signature of the news (left) and social (right) streams. The bottom two rows show
the signatures of the late bursting and early bursting entity clusters for each stream (news
left, social right).

news and social media streams. Taking a closer look by splitting out these entities by
stream, we find 51,095 of these entities emerge in the news stream (i.e., are mentioned in
the news stream), similar to the number of entities that emerge in the social media stream,
at 51,356. Finally, 30,148 of the emerging entities are mentioned in both streams before
being incorporated into Wikipedia.
In order to answer our second research question, we consider (i) the emergence
patterns of entities that emerge in social media and news streams, and (ii) entities that
appear in both streams vs. (iii) entities that appear in only one of the two streams.
Global: News vs. Social
First, we compare the emergence patterns of entities in news and social streams. We apply
the same hierarchical clustering method as we have done in Section 3.5.1 on the two
subsets of entities that emerge in news and social media streams (where nnews = 51,095
and nsocial = 51,356).
Unsurprisingly, the emergence patterns are largely the same in the two streams and
highly similar to the global patterns studied in Section 3.5.1. Both the news and social
streams exhibit the same general global emergence pattern, witnessed by the largely
similar clusterings we yield. Both streams exhibit groups that are similar to the early
bursting and late bursting entities discovered in the previous section (shown in Figure 3.7).
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Table 3.6: Global time series and bursts statistics per type of text stream.
stream
news
social

duration (#days)
mean ± std med.
216 ± 147
234 ± 153

170
211

n bursts
news
social

3.14 ± 2.10
3.75 ± 2.54

volume (#docs)
mean ± std med.
123 ± 579
65 ± 239

28
19

burst durations
3
3

0.03 ± 0.03
0.03 ± 0.03

0.02
0.02

velocity (docs/day)
mean ± std med.
0.75 ± 4.28
0.48 ± 3.33

0.19
0.12

burst values
0.04 ± 0.07
0.03 ± 0.07

0.02
0.02

Figure 3.9 first shows the global emergence patterns (top row, in green), and then the LB
and EB entity clusters in the news (left) and social media (right) streams in the bottom two
rows. Looking more closely at the global signatures of the news and social media streams,
we note that entities that emerge in the news stream have slightly more of their emergence
volume mass after the initial burst (i.e., the left-hand side of the plot), compared to the
global pattern of the social media stream, which exhibits more of a gradual increase of
emergence volume towards the final burst (i.e., the right-hand side of the plot). This may
be attributed to the slightly higher proportion of early bursting entities in the news stream,
which has 50.0% of its entities falling in this cluster, while the social media stream has
48.6%. The two main clusters (late bursting and early bursting) show broadly similar
distributions and patterns, with the LB news cluster showing slightly more mass after the
initial burst. This may be attributed to the “blind spot” of the news stream in our dataset
(shown in Figure 3.2).
Table 3.6 shows the emergence and burst descriptive statistics of the streams. Statistical
testing (using the same Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison test
with Holm-Bonferroni adjusted p-values used in Section 3.5.1) shows that the differences
in the descriptive statistics between both streams are statistically significant at the α ≤ 0.05
level. With 216 days on average, entities emerge in news streams more quickly than
entities in the social media stream. These shorter emergence durations are seen with
higher emergence volumes on average: an entity that emerges in news is mentioned
on average in 123 documents between their initial and final mention, nearly double the
number of documents in social media (65). Recall that the total number of documents
in the social media stream is larger, at 5.3M documents (versus 1.8M documents for the
news stream — see also Figure 3.2). The higher number of documents with comparatively
shorter emergence durations further supports the observation that emerging entities in
news are picked up quicker than those that emerge in social media.
Furthermore, in the previous section, we have seen how early bursting entities exhibit
fewer but higher bursts, and reasoned they represent more “urgent” or timely entities.
The emergence features of entities emerging in news supports this notion of timeliness or
urgency: they exhibit higher and fewer bursts on average.
In summary, we have shown that entities emerging in news and social media show
broadly similar patterns, with both the cluster signatures and descriptive statistics being
similar to the emergence patterns in the combined text streams in Section 3.5.1. We
have also shown that news streams seem to surface entities more quickly than social
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media streams, which we attribute to the different nature of the streams (professional
and authoritative versus unedited and user-generated). In Section 3.5.3 we revisit this
hypothesis by studying how the types of emerging entities differ between streams.
Who’s First?
Of the 79,482 entities that emerge in the 18 month period our dataset spans, 30,148 appear
in both the news and social media stream; 20,947 entities are mentioned exclusively in the
news stream, never appearing in social media (news-only) between surfacing in online
text streams and being incorporated into the KB. Finally, 21,208 appear only in the social
media stream (social-only). See also Table 3.7.
Of the 30,148 entities that emerge in both streams, the majority appears in the social
media stream before they appear in the news stream. This may be explained by the nature
of the publishing cycles of the two streams; whereas traditional newswire has a more
thorough publishing cycle, where stories need to be checked and edited before being
published, social media — in particular forums and blog posts — follows a more unedited
and direct publishing cycle.
The entities that appear in a social media stream first, which we denote social-first,
cover 62.9% (n = 18,967) of the entities that emerge in both streams. The opposite pattern, where entities appear in news before they appear in social media (news-first),
comprises 29.1% of the entities that emerge in both streams (n = 8,794). Entities that
emerge in news first, subsequently appear in social media streams faster than vice versa: it
takes a news-first entity on average 66 days to appear in the social media stream after
surfacing in the news stream, whereas the other way around takes 49 days. The remaining
comparatively small number of entities are mentioned in both streams on the same day
(same-time): 7.9% (n = 2,387). The latter group of entities are expected to emerge
more quickly, by virtue of appearing more widely in public discourse, and hence being
more urgent and central.
The burst and emergence descriptive statistics, as recorded in Table 3.7, support
this view: the same-time entities show comparatively short emergence durations.
With an average 197 days between being first mentioned and being added to Wikipedia,
same-time entities emerge substantially quicker than entities that appear in both
streams at different times (at 298 days and 281 days on average for news-first
and social-first entities respectively). Furthermore, the same-time entities exhibit higher emergence volumes too, accounting for the highest overall velocity at 2.87
documents per day, further supporting the hypothesis that these entities are more urgent
and central.
Entities that emerge only in one of the two media streams show shorter emergence
durations than those that appear in both but at different times (at 250 and 214 for news
and social media respectively). These observations can be explained by the fact that
longer duration means that it is more likely for an entity to cross from one stream to
the other. Similarly, the longer average emergence durations of the news-first and
social-first entities are paired with a larger number of bursts (around 4 on average,
versus 3 on average for entities that emerge in either the news or social media stream).
Much like what we saw in the previous section between late bursting and early bursting
entities, the shorter durations and smaller number of bursts suggests that entities that
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Table 3.7: Time series and burst statistics for entities that emerge in either or both
streams (first). Burst and emergence features for our five groups of entities: entities
that emerge in both streams, but are first mentioned in the news stream (news-first),
entities that emerge in both streams, but are first mentioned in the social media stream
(social-first), entities that emerge in both streams, and appear in both on the same
day (same-time), entities that emerge only in the news stream (news-only), and
finally, entities that emerge only in the social media stream (social-only).
stream

duration (#days)
mean ± std med.

news first
social first
same time
only news
only social

298 ±
281 ±
197 ±
250 ±
214 ±

139
157
147
152
148

305
276
163
216
190

n bursts
news first
social first
same time
only news
only social

3.92 ± 2.50
4.10 ± 2.86
4.25 ± 2.86
3.40 ± 2.32
2.99 ± 2.08

volume (#docs)
mean ± std med.
123 ± 291
182 ± 445
192 ± 662
415 ± 2,215
33 ± 134

53
74
67
65
12

velocity (docs/day)
mean ± std med.
0.58 ± 1.59
0.95 ± 3.22
2.87 ± 23.59
1.45 ± 6.45
0.41 ± 2.60

burst durations
3
3
4
3
2

0.02 ±
0.03 ±
0.02 ±
0.03 ±
0.03 ±

0.02
0.03
0.02
0.03
0.03

0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02

0.21
0.32
0.51
0.35
0.08

burst values
0.04 ±
0.04 ±
0.04 ±
0.03 ±
0.04 ±

0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08

0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.02

emerge in a single stream are more central or important in public discourse.

Summary
News and social media streams show broadly similar emergence patterns for entities.
However, while the patterns may be similar, the population and the behavior of entities
emerging in news and social differ significantly. More specifically, entities emerging in
the social media stream seem to do so slower on average than in news. Looking in more
detail at the interactions between the two streams, we notice that entities that appear in
both streams on the same day are the fastest to be incorporated into the KB. Furthermore,
we find that entities that first emerge in social media are more quickly picked up in news
streams than vice versa.

3.5.3

Emergence Patterns of Different Entity Types

In this section, we answer our third research question: “Do different types of entities
exhibit different emergence patterns?” First, we analyze the descriptive statistics of each
entity type in our dataset, to assert whether different types of entities exhibit different
behavior in terms of how they emerge in online text streams. Next, we study whether
entity types are distributed differently over the news and social media text streams.
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Person
n = 21,295 (26.8%)

Organization
n = 5,606 (7.1%)

VideoGame
n = 505 (0.6%)

Building
n = 1,067 (1.3%)

Figure 3.10: Type signatures of the Person, Organization, VideoGame and Building types.
Even though the number of entities of that type differ substantially, the signatures show
roughly similar patterns.

Entity Types: Temporal Patterns
First, we study each entity type in isolation, i.e., we study the descriptive statistics per
entity type. Table 3.8 shows all entity types with a frequency of ≥ 400 in our dataset.
We find that the entity type signatures (i.e., the average over all time series for each entity
type) are highly similar to the global pattern (visualized in Figure 3.6), suggesting that the
time series of mentions are highly variable within an entity type. To illustrate this, see
Figure 3.10 for an example of two common entity types (top row) and two less frequently
emerging types (bottom row). Whereas the signature becomes smoother as the number of
entities increase, the overall pattern is highly similar across the four types.
In contrast, the descriptive statistics per entity type does yield clear patterns, as we
will describe next. First, the null class, i.e., the entities that are not assigned an entity
type in DBpedia exhibit very low emergence volumes, with an average of 98 documents
over 225 days. Which may be explained by their nature, as they are not assigned a class in
the DBpedia ontology, they are likely to be very long-tail, or unpopular entities.
Second, we note a group of “fast” emerging entity types, i.e., those with short
emergence durations and/or high emergence velocities, e.g., DesignedArtifact,
CreativeWork, MusicalWork, and VideoGame. In particular, the DesignedArtifacts type shows high emergence velocities: it takes entities of this type on
average 217 days to be incorporated into the KB, with an average volume of over 7
documents a day (versus 0.87 for the global average). The DesignedArtifact type
includes entities such as devices and products, e.g., smartphones, tablets, and laptops. The
relatively fast transition of the entities of this type may be explained by their nature: they
have short “life-cycles” and may be superseded or replaced at high frequencies. Consider,
e.g., the release or announcement of a new smartphone: this event typically generates a
lot of attention in a short timeframe, which may result in a fast emergence. Similar to
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Table 3.8: Descriptive statistics per entity type (for types that occur ≥ 400 in our dataset).
stream

n samples duration (#days)
volume (#docs)
velocity (docs/day)
mean ± std med. mean ± std med. mean ± std med.

Person
Athlete
InformationEntity
CreativeWork
Organization
Place
Company
MusicalWork
Movie
OfficeHolder
MusicGroup
Artist
ArchitecturalStructure
PopulatedPlace
Building
TelevisionShow
WrittenWork
EducationalInstitution
Software
School
Book
VideoGame
DesignedArtifact
Infrastructure
null

21,295
8,018
7,847
7,795
5,606
3,689
2,536
2,474
2,033
1,929
1,649
1,624
1,591
1,521
1,067
1,043
959
915
769
554
524
505
409
403
39,807

270 ± 151
260 ± 150
242 ± 154
243 ± 154
279 ± 153
274 ± 149
284 ± 156
218 ± 148
267 ± 154
287 ± 158
293 ± 150
299 ± 152
279 ± 149
262 ± 145
281 ± 150
229 ± 158
267 ± 147
290 ± 144
250 ± 156
280 ± 142
272 ± 147
229 ± 150
217 ± 149
271 ± 146
225 ± 151

254 243 ± 692
235 264 ± 674
210 294 ± 1,923
211 294 ± 1,928
270 335 ± 1,812
273 122 ± 448
275 462 ± 1,964
181 170 ± 533
247 279 ± 1,322
284 210 ± 476
289 221 ± 393
302 240 ± 564
284 133 ± 436
244 119 ± 481
290 125 ± 374
193 228 ± 503
245 307 ± 864
308 108 ± 564
221 732 ± 5,413
305
56 ± 158
263 286 ± 827
198 381 ± 657
187 1,420 ± 7,142
269 127 ± 560
196
98 ± 861

71
76
90
90
71
33
108
78
87
73
86
75
36
31
34
87
88
30
192
25
93
189
214
34
15

1.03 ± 3.32
1.05 ± 2.45
1.42 ± 6.53
1.42 ± 6.54
1.40 ± 14.44
0.48 ± 1.61
1.98 ± 20.88
1.13 ± 2.23
1.20 ± 6.57
0.85 ± 1.88
0.95 ± 1.97
0.95 ± 2.19
0.47 ± 1.14
0.53 ± 2.15
0.43 ± 0.98
1.33 ± 3.05
1.26 ± 2.99
0.41 ± 2.21
3.04 ± 16.33
0.29 ± 2.24
1.17 ± 3.03
2.08 ± 3.24
7.04 ± 20.42
0.47 ± 1.42
0.58 ± 3.70

0.32
0.37
0.51
0.52
0.31
0.16
0.47
0.49
0.42
0.31
0.34
0.30
0.18
0.15
0.17
0.57
0.44
0.12
0.92
0.11
0.44
1.03
1.39
0.17
0.10

devices of the DesignedArtifact-type, creative works (CreativeWork, including
MusicalWork, WrittenWork, Movie, etc.) share this characteristic: they play a
central but short-lived role in public discourse.
Third, the “slower” entities, i.e., those with longer emergence durations and lower
emergence volumes, are largely person types such as writers (Writer), artists (Artist),
and political figures (OfficeHolder), but also schools (School and EducationalInstitution), and geographical entities (e.g., Building, ArchitecturalStructure, Place, and PopulatedPlace). These entities by their nature may have longer
life-cycles, with a more gradual “rise to fame” (politicians, artists), and play a less central
role in public discourse (schools, buildings). The opening of a new school may appear
briefly in regional and local news sources, but is unlikely to be globally and widely
reported. Politicians generally have a long and gradual career, surfacing e.g., in regional
media, and do not suddenly “burst” into existence.
To better understand the difference between “fast” and “slow” entities, we examine the
popularity of entities. Table 3.9 lists the average number of pageviews received per entity
in 2015, grouped by type. Entity types that exhibit short emergence durations and high
velocities are all in the top 10 (ranks 3, 4, and 9, for VideoGame, CreativeWork, and
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Table 3.9: “Popularity,” i.e., average total number of pageviews in 2015 of each entity in
our dataset, aggregated per entity type. Ranked in descending order.
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Type
Movie
TelevisionShow
VideoGame
CreativeWork
InformationEntity
Software
MusicGroup
Artist
DesignedArtifact
Book
WrittenWork
Person
MusicalWork
Athlete
Organization
Company
OfficeHolder
ArchitecturalStructure
Building
Infrastructure
Place
EducationalInstitution
PopulatedPlace
School

Mean ± std

Median

98,387 ± 322,166
97,098 ± 309,172
51,236 ± 166,802
50,024 ± 213,490
49,704 ± 212,816
43,657 ± 149,499
38,883 ± 133,336
35,607 ± 122,032
29,830 ± 82,081
18,248 ± 109,400
14,227 ± 86,637
13,772 ± 77,791
10,443 ± 25,009
9,415 ± 41,887
9,003 ± 45,140
7,624 ± 21,371
3,763 ± 16,167
3,189 ± 16,978
3,180 ± 20,106
2,813 ± 6,769
2,339 ± 12,649
1,799 ± 3,031
1,743 ± 9,081
1,137 ± 1,426

14,352
9,765
11,852
5,716
5,634
9,582
5,400
4,116
7,191
3,126
1,801
1,568
3,523
1,545
1,816
2,566
958
1,042
987
1,085
827
862
694
747

DesignedArtifact, respectively), whereas the slower entity types all reside towards
the lower ranks of the table, e.g., rank 19, 22, and 24 for Building, EducationalInstitution and School, respectively. This suggests that entity types that emerge
more quickly remain more popular over time.
Entity Types per Stream
To determine whether the entity types observed in news and social media streams differ
significantly, we apply Pearson’s chi-squared test. This allows us to identify entity types
that are observed more than expected (w.r.t. the global distribution) in the news and social
media streams. See Table 3.10.
The majority of the entity types observed more frequently in social media streams
(right column of Table 3.10) are the ones we identified to be comparatively fast in emerging
in the previous section, e.g., DesignedArtifact, VideoGame, TelevisionShow,
Software. The (average) popularity rankings from Table 3.9 show how 6 out of 10 of
the entity types that are observed more frequently in social media are in the top 10 most
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Table 3.10: Entity types ranked by exceeded observed frequency w.r.t. expected frequency
using chi-grams. The popularity rank from Table 3.9 is shown in brackets.
More in news than social

More in social than news

Person (12)
Athlete (14)
Organization (15)
Place (21)
InformationEntity (5)
CreativeWork (4)
Company (16)
PopulatedPlace (23)
OfficeHolder (17)
ArchitecturalStructure (18)

DesignedArtifact (9)
VideoGame (3)
Infrastructure (20)
Book (10)
TelevisionShow (2)
Software (6)
School (24)
MusicalWork (13)
WrittenWork (11)
Movie (1)

popular entity types of Table 3.9. The average popularity rank of the social media entity
types is 9.9. At the other end, the types of entities seen more frequently in news are both
slower in transition on average (e.g., Person, Organization, and Company), and
are characterized by being more “general” or less niche types compared to the entity types
seen more frequently in the social media stream. Videogame or smartphones are likely
to see more exposure in social media streams in, e.g., blog and forum posts, but more
general entity types such as people, places, and organizations are more natural subjects for
(traditional) news media. Merely 2 entity types that are more often seen in news streams
are in the top 10 most popular entity types in Table 3.9. The average popularity rank of
news-specific entity types is 14.5. These observations suggest that entities that remain
popular over time are more likely to emerge in the social media stream.
Summary
In summary, we have shown that different entity types exhibit substantially different
emergence patterns, but entities that belong to a particular type show broadly similar
emergence patterns. Furthermore, we have shown that different entity types are distributed
distinctly over different online text streams, which can be intuitively explained by looking
at both the nature of the entity types and the nature of the streams. Next, we have seen
that entities that emerge fast are more likely to remain popular over time. Finally, we have
seen that in social media streams entities emerge faster, and more remain popular over
time in comparison to news streams.

3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we studied entities as they emerge in online text streams. We did so by
studying a large set of time series of mentions of entities in online news streams before
they are added to Wikipedia. We studied implicit groups of similarly emerging entities by
applying a burst-based agglomerative hierarchical clustering method and explicit groups
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by isolating entities by whether they emerge in news or social media streams. Next,
we summarize the findings, implications and limitations of our study into the nature of
emerging entities in online text streams.

3.6.1

Findings

In Section 3.5.1, we applied a clustering method to the time series of mentions of emerging
entities to find implicit groups of similarly emerging entities. We found that, globally, entities have a long time span between surfacing in online text streams and being incorporated
into the KB. During this time span, an emerging entity is associated with multiple bursts
(i.e., resurfaces into public discourse), however both the emerging entities’ introduction
into public discourse and subsequent incorporated into Wikipedia occur in the largest document bursts. Emergence durations and volumes show large standard deviations, indicating
that they differ substantially between entities. For this reason, we turned to time series
clustering to uncover distinct groups of entities. We discovered two distinct emergence
patterns: early bursting (EB) entities and late bursting (LB) entities. Analysis suggests
that EB entities comprise mostly “head” or popular entities; they exhibit fewer and higher
bursts, with shorter emergence durations and lower emergence volumes. The LB entities
emerge more slowly on average, and witness a more gradual increase of exposure in
online text streams. The emergence patterns we visualized differ substantially from the
global average and from, e.g., the type signatures studied in Section 3.5.3, suggesting that
the entities in each of the underlying clusters exhibit substantially different and distinct
emergence patterns from entities in the other clusters.
In Section 3.5.2, we showed that entities emerging in news and social media streams
display very similar emergence patterns, but that on average, entities that emerge in social
media have a longer period between surfacing and being incorporated into the KB. We
hypothesize that this can be attributed to the nature of the underlying sources. Traditional
news media is more mainstream and professional, with a larger audience and reach, and
more authority than social media streams. Our findings are in line with those of Petrovic
et al. [207], who compare breaking news on traditional media with that on social media.
Their findings suggest reported events overlap largely between both media, however,
social media exhibits in addition a long tail of minor events, which may explain the longer
uptake on average. Leskovec et al. [149] find that the “attention span” for news events on
social media both increases and decays at a slower rate than for traditional news sources,
which may explain the comparatively slower uptake on social media.
Finally, we studied entity types in Section 3.5.3. We showed that different entity types
exhibit substantially different patterns, but entities of a similar type show similar patterns.
Some entity types, e.g., devices or creative works, on average emerge faster than entities
such as buildings, locations, and people. At the same time, the former “faster” entity types
remain more popular over time (as seen through their pageview counts). One aspect that
distinguishes between “fast” and “slow” entity types, is that the former are more likely to
appear in so-called “soft news” (i.e., news that covers sensational or human-interest events
and topics, e.g., news related to celebrities and cultural artifacts), whereas the slower
entity types are more likely to be associated with more substantive “hard news” (i.e.,
news that encompasses more pressing or urgent events and topics, e.g., reports related to
political elections) [246]. Granka [96] studied the differences in “attention span” of the
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public (as measured through search engine query volumes) and the traditional news media
(as measured through coverage volume) for “hard” and “soft news,” and found that, in
line with the findings of Leskovec et al. [149], hard news is associated with a relatively
short period of attention from the public (as measured by query volume). Soft news
exhibits a slower decrease of the public’s attention (as seen through slower declines in
query volumes), which supports our finding that faster entity types — entities more likely
to be associated with soft news — tend to remain more popular over time. Furthermore,
the relatively longer attention for soft news may explain the quicker uptake of the “fast”
entity types, e.g., “cultural” artifacts (e.g., movies, TV shows, artists) may emerge more
quickly, as they are more widely supported, followed, and more strongly represented in
our online public discourse.
Finally, we showed how entity types are distributed differently over news and social
media streams. This difference in entity types may be explained by the nature of the
streams. Partly because of the open, democratic, and user-generated nature of the Web
2.0, and blogging in particular [178], blogs no longer simply pick up news stories from
the traditional media. The agenda setting power of traditional media is diluting [179].
Moreover, there are situations in which breaking news emerges on social media, e.g., the
death of Osama Bin Laden [126]. And finally, as mentioned before, the events reported
on social media and traditional news overlap, but social media has a long tail of its “own”
events [207], which may account for the different distribution of emerging entity types in
the social media stream.
Taking a step back, our findings can be summarized to the observation that emerging
entities are not “born equal,” i.e., the patterns and features under which an entity emerges
differ depending on source and type.

3.6.2

Implications

The findings in this chapter have implications for designing systems to detect emerging
entities, and more generally for studying and understanding how entities emerge in public
discourse before they are deemed important enough to be incorporated in the KB. Here, we
list observations and findings that have implications for the discovery process of emerging
entities. First, we have shown that entities are likely to resurface multiple times in public
discourse (i.e., online text streams) before being incorporated into the KB. This means
that, on average, it takes multiple moments of “exposure” for an entity to emerge. This
suggests that monitoring bursts of newly emerging entities could serve as an effective
method for predicting when an entity is about to be incorporated into the KB, i.e., after
observing the initial burst, it is not too late. Furthermore, we have shown that the type
of stream in which entities emerge (i.e., news and social media) carries different signals
that allow us to model the process of the process of entity emergence. More specifically,
we have shown how entities that emerge, e.g., in both streams at the same time tend
to be added to the KB comparatively quicker than, e.g., those entities that never move
from one stream to another. These findings suggest that taking different streams into
account separately can be beneficial for detecting emerging entities. Finally, we have
shown that the different types of online text streams also surface different types of entities.
This provides insights into the difference between “mainstream media” and users of the
world-wide web, in terms of preferences and interests through the “agenda setting.”
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3.6.3

Limitations

The work presented in this chapter also knows several limitations.
Clusters. Part of our findings are derived from the clusters that serve as a starting
point for discovering common patterns, similarities, and differences in emergence patterns.
Clustering and studying cluster signatures is by design a subjective matter [254]. Applying
unsupervised clustering, entailing different hyperparameters, is by definition a hard task to
“evaluate,” i.e., to decide whether the resulting clusters show meaningful differences. The
large (standard) deviations seen in the descriptive statistics within clusters may suggest
there exists a wider variety of different entities. However, the linear interpolation step we
took to cluster time series with variable lengths and different relative timespans (i.e., not
temporally aligned) will result in varied time series. In our defense, the cluster signatures
that result from the clustering method yielded visually discernible and statistically different
patterns between clusters, which was not the case for the signatures of the groups of time
series from Sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 (see, e.g., Figure 3.10). Finally, the clustering’s
resulting dendrogram suggests there are distinct and meaningful groups of substantially
different time series, as the structure of the dendrogram shows symmetry and clear
separations.
Data. Next, the fragmented nature of the dataset that serves as the starting point of our
study, the TREC-KBA StreamCorpus 2014, means the coverage, and hence representativeness and comprehensiveness of the data cannot be guaranteed. As could be seen in
Figure 3.2, the dataset contains a blind spot around May 2012, which may affect the time
series of all emerging entities. To minimize the adverse effects, we normalize all entity
document mention time series by the total document volume. Furthermore, the choice
of underlying sources (that represent the social media and news streams) is limited, e.g.,
popular social media channels such as Tumblr, Twitter and Facebook are not part of the
dataset. There may be sampling bias in the types of sources, resulting in a similar bias in
the entities. That is to say, with another set of sources, we may have had different findings.
This is unavoidable.
The entity annotations that represent the starting point of our study into emerging
entities cannot be assumed to be 100% accurate. So-called “cascading errors” [85] cause
the overall accuracy to suffer, by using imperfect tagging by SERIF as input for imperfect
FAKBA1 annotations. The latter annotations are estimated (from manual inspection)
to contain around 9% incorrectly linked Freebase entities, with around 8% of SERIF
mentions being wrongfully not linked. Even more so, the “difficult” entity links are longtail entities, ones that are likely to be included in our filtered set, meaning the accuracy
may be relatively worse in our subset of entities. However, manually correcting the
annotations was beyond the scope of this study, and the large scale of the dataset makes it
less likely that wrongfully linked entities are a major issue.
Finally, there may be a cultural bias inherent in our choice of datasets: we used English
language news sources and social media as well as the English version of Wikipedia.
As an illustration to the cultural bias inherent to the data sources, see Table 3.11 for the
top 10 most frequently mentioned entities in the FAKBA1 dataset. Hence, one could
claim that we studied the emergence patterns of entities for the English speaking part
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Table 3.11: Top 10 most frequently occurring entities in the FAKBA1 dataset.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

United States
United Kingdom
Barack Obama
China
Yahoo!
Facebook
New York City
India
Europe
Canada

236,705,559
63,759,238
61,412,413
57,273,919
49,971,781
45,602,997
40,043,377
39,359,865
36,342,113
29,501,709

of the world. Different datasets are likely to yield different findings. However, it is
unfortunate that the English speaking part of the world is disproportionately represented
in our field of research, as witnessed by the biggest constraint in conducting this study:
dataset availability. We encourage the community to create suitable datasets in other
languages and/or reflecting cultural practices in other parts of the planet so as to enable
comparative studies.

3.6.4

What’s Next?

Following our study into the nature of entities as they emerge in online text streams,
and understanding that knowledge bases are dynamic in nature, in the next two chapters
we propose automated methods for discovering and searching emerging entities. More
speicfically, in the next chapter we address the task of predicting emerging entities in
social streams (Chapter 4). Next, we turn to improving their retrieval effectiveness, by
constructing dynamic entity representations. More specifically, the dynamic representations aim to capture the different and dynamic ways in which people may refer to or
search for entities (Chapter 5).
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Predicting Emerging Entities
“Nec scire fas est omnia.”
—Horace, Carmina, IV.

4.1 Introduction
Entity linking owes a large part of its success to the extensive coverage of today’s knowledge bases; they span the majority of popular and well established entities and concepts.
For most domains this broad coverage is sufficient. However, it does not provide a solid
basis in domains that refer to “long-tail” entities, such as the E-Discovery domain, or
in domains where new entities are constantly born, e.g., in the news and social media
domain. As we have seen in the previous chapter, entities may emerge (and sometimes
disappear) before editors of a knowledge base reach consensus on whether an entity should
be included in the knowledge base. Knowledge bases are never complete: new entities
may emerge as events unfold, but at the same time, long-tail, relatively unknown entities
may also be added to a KB.
As a follow-up to Chapter 3, in this chapter we turn our attention to predicting newly
emerging entities, i.e., to discover entities that appear in social media streams before they
are incorporated into the KB. Identifying newly emerging entities that will be incorporated
in a knowledge base is important for knowledge base construction, population, and acceleration, and finds applications in complex filtering tasks and search scenarios, where users
are not just interested in finding any entity, but also in entity attributes like impact, salience,
or importance. Identifying emerging entities is closely related to named-entity recognition
and classification (NERC), and named-entity normalization (NEN) or disambiguation,
with the additional constraint that an entity should have “impact” or be important enough
to be incorporated in the knowledge base. Although impact or importance are hard to
model because they depend on the context of a task or domain, we argue that entities
that are included in a knowledge base are more important than those that are not, and use
this signal for modeling the importance of an entity. Through this approach, our method
leverages prior knowledge (as encoded in the knowledge base) for discovering newly
emerging entities.
Named-entity recognition is a natural approach for identifying these newly emerging
entities that are not in the knowledge base. However, current models fall short as they do
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not account for the aforementioned importance or impact of the entity. In this chapter,
we present an unsupervised method for generating pseudo-ground truth for training a
named-entity recognizer to steer its predictions towards newly emerging entities. Our
method is applicable to any trainable model for named-entity recognition. In addition, our
method is not restricted to a particular class of entities, but can be trained to predict any
type of entity that is in the knowledge base.
The challenge of discovering newly emerging entities is two-fold: (i) the first challenge
is how to model the attribute of importance, and (ii) the second is the streaming and
dynamic nature of the task, where both the input data (social media) and the updates in
the knowledge base (i.e., when new entities are added) come in a stream; content that
is eligible for addition in Wikipedia today, may no longer be in the future [273], which
renders static training annotations unusable.
Our approach to discovering newly emerging entities in social streams answers both
challenges. For the first challenge, we carefully craft the training set of a named-entity
recognizer to steer it towards identifying newly emerging entities. That is, we leverage
prior knowledge of the entities already in the knowledge base, to identify new entities
that are likely to share the same attributes, and thus be candidates for inclusion in the
knowledge base. Just as a named-entity recognizer trained solely on English person-type
entities will recognize only such entities, a named-entity recognizer trained on knowledge
base entities can be expected to recognize only this type of entity. For the second challenge,
we provide an unsupervised method for generating pseudo-ground truth from the input
stream. With this automated method we are not dependent on human annotations that
are necessarily limited and domain and language specific, and newly added knowledge
will be automatically included. We focus on social media streams because of the fast
paced evolution of content and its unedited nature, which make it a challenging setting for
predicting which entities will feature in a knowledge base. The main research question
we seek to answer in this chapter is:
RQ2

Can we leverage prior knowledge of entities of interest to bootstrap the discovery
of new entities of interest?

To answer this question, we propose our novel method, and formulate two sub questions.
The first sub question aims to study the challenge of the noisy, unedited nature of social
media streams. In order to generate high quality training data for our named-entity
recognizer, we propose and experiment with two sampling methods, and answer the
following subquestion:
RQ2.1 What is the utility of our sampling methods for generating pseudo-ground truth
for a named-entity recognizer?
We measure utility within the task of predicting new knowledge base entities from social
streams as the prediction effectiveness of a named-entity recognizer trained using our
method. Next, we study the impact of the amount of prior knowledge on the effectiveness
of identifying newly emerging entities. Our second subquestion is:
RQ2.2 What is the impact of the size of prior knowledge on predicting new knowledge
base entities?
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Figure 4.1: Our approach for generating pseudo-ground truth for training a NERC method,
and for predicting emerging entities.

4.2 Approach
We view the task of identifying new KB entities in social streams as a combination of an
entity linking (EL) problem and a named-entity recognition and classification (NERC)
problem. We visualize our method in Figure 4.1. Starting from a document (social media
post) in a document stream (social media stream), we extract sentences, and use an EL
system to identify referent KB entities in each sentence. If any is identified, the sentence
is pooled as a candidate training example for our NERC method (we refer to this type of
sentence as a linkable sentence), otherwise it is routed to our NERC method for identifying
newly emerging entities (unlinkable sentences): an underlying assumption behind our
method is that the first place to look for emerging entities is the set of unlinkable sentences.
Most of our attention in this chapter is devoted to training the NERC method. Two
ideas are important here. First, we extend the distributional hypothesis [86] (i.e., words
that occur in the same contexts tend to have similar meaning) from words to entities; we
hypothesize that emerging entities that should be included in the knowledge base occur in
similar contexts as current knowledge base entities. Second, we apply EL on the input
stream and transform its output into pseudo-ground truth for NERC; this results in an
unsupervised way of generating pseudo-ground truth, with the flexibility of choosing any
type of entity or concept described in the KB.

4.3 Unsupervised Generation of Pseudo-ground Truth
We start with the output of an entity linking method1 [176, 199], on a sentence of a
document in the stream. This output is our source for generating training material. The
output consists of tuples of entity mentions and entities (m, e pairs in Figure 4.1).
Since we are allowed to use generic corpora from any domain, e.g., news, microblog
posts, emails, chat logs, we may expect to have noise in our pseudo-ground truth. We
apply various sampling methods to select sentences that make up a high quality training
corpus. These sampling methods are described in Section 4.4.
1 http://semanticize.uva.nl
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After sampling, we convert the remaining sentences in a format suitable for input for our
NERC method. This format consists of the entity span; the sequence of tokens that refers
to an entity, i.e. the entity mention, and entity class for each linked entity (m, c pairs in
Figure 4.1). To denote the entity span, we apply the BIO-tagging scheme [213], where
each token is tagged with whether it is the Beginning of an entity mention, Inside an entity
mention, or Outside of an entity mention, so that a document like:
Kendrick Lamar and A$AP Rocky. That’s when I started listening again.
Thanks to Brendan.
becomes:
KendrickB LamarI andO A$APB RockyI . That’sO whenO IO startedO
listeningO againO . ThanksO toO BrendanB .
The final step is to assign a class label to an entity. As not all knowledge bases associate
classes to their entities, we use DBpedia for looking up the entity and extracting the
entity’s DBpedia ontology class, if any; see Section 4.5 for details. Our example then
becomes:
KendrickB-P ER LamarI-P ER andO A$APB-P ER RockyI-P ER . That’sO
whenO IO startedO listeningO againO . ThanksO toO BrendanB-P ER .
Now we can proceed and train our NERC method with our generated pseudo-ground truth.
We do so using a two-stage approach [34], where both the first stage of recognizing the
entity span, and the second stage of classifying the entity type, are implemented using the
fast structured perceptron algorithm [45],2 which treats both stages as a sequence labeling
problem.

4.4 Sampling Pseudo-ground Truth
To craft a high quality set of pseudo-ground truth for training our NERC method, in
this section, we present two sampling methods: (a) sampling based on the entity linking
system’s confidence score for a linked entity, and (b) sampling based on the textual quality
of an input document.

4.4.1

Sampling Based on Entity Linker’s Confidence Score

Typically, entity linking systems provide confidence scores for each entity mention (ngram) they are able to link to a knowledge base entity. These confidence scores can be
used to rank possible entities for a mention, but also for pruning out mention-entity pairs
for which the linker is not confident. Although the scale of the confidence score depends
on the model behind the entity linking system, the scores can be normalized over the
candidates for an entity mention, e.g., using linear or z-score normalization. We use the
“SenseP robability 00 metric introduced by Odijk et al. [199] as our confidence score.
2 https://github.com/larsmans/seqlearn
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Table 4.1: Features used for sampling documents from which we train a NERC system.
Feature

Description

Feature

Description

n mentions
n hashtags
n urls
ratio upper

No. of usernames (@)
No. of hashtags (#)
Number of URLs
Percentage of uppercased chars
Percentage of nonalphanumeric chars

avg token len
tweet len
density
personal

Average token length
Length of tweet (char)
Density as in [125]
Contains personal pronouns (I, me, we, etc.)

ratio nonalpha

SenseProbability is calculated by estimating the probability of an n-gram being used as an
anchor text pointing to a specific entity e, with the prior probability of the n-gram n being
used as an anchor at all (als known as the commonness-score [182]. See equation 4.1.
SenseP robability(n, e) = P

|Ln,e |
,
c(n, e0 )

(4.1)

e0 ∈KB

where Ln,e denotes the set of all links with n-gram n and target entity e, n denotes the
n-gram to be linked (i.e., anchor text), e denotes the candidate entity, c(n, e) denotes the
number of times that n-gram n links to candidate entity e.

4.4.2

Sampling Based on Textual Quality

Taking the textual quality of content into account has proved helpful in a range of tasks.
Based on [170, 258], we consider nine features indicative of textual quality; see Table 4.1.
While not exhaustive, our feature set is primarily aimed at social streams as our target
document stream (see Section 4.5) and suffices for providing evidence on whether this
type of sampling is helpful for our purposes. Based on these features, we compute a final
score for each document d as
1 X f (d)
score(d) =
,
(4.2)
|F |
maxf
f ∈F

where F is our set of feature functions (Table 4.1) and maxf is the maximum value of
f we have seen so far in the stream of documents. Since all features are normalized in
[0, 1], score(d) has this same range. As a qualitative check, we rank documents from
the MSM2013 [19] dataset using our quality sampling method and list the top-5 and
bottom-5 scoring documents in Table 4.2. Top scoring documents are longer and denser
in information than low scoring documents. We assume that these documents are better
examples for training a NERC system.
In the next section, we follow a linear search approach to sampling training examples
as input for NERC. First, we find an optimal threshold for confidence scores, and fix it. For
sampling based on textual quality, we turn to the MSM2013 dataset to determine sampling
thresholds. We calculate the scores for each tweet, and scale them to fall between [0,1].
We then plot the distribution of scores, and bin this distribution in three parts: tweets
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Table 4.2: Ranking of documents in the MSM2013 dataset based on our quality sampling
method. Top ranking documents appear longer and denser in information than low ranking
documents.
Top-5 quality documents
“Watching the History channel, Hitler’s Family. Hitler hid his true family heritage,
while others had to measure up to Aryan purity.”
“When you sense yourself becoming negative, stop and consider what it would mean
to apply that negative energy in the opposite direction.”
“So. After school tomorrow, french revision class. Tuesday, Drama rehearsal and then
at 8, cricket training. Wednesday, Drama. Thursday ... (c)”
These late spectacles were about as representative of the real West as porn movies are
of the pizza delivery business Que LOL
Sudan’s split and emergence of an independent nation has politico-strategic significance. No African watcher should ignore this.
Bottom-5 quality documents
Toni Braxton ˜ He Wasnt Man Enough for Me HASHTAG HASHTAG ? URL RT
Mention
“tell me what u think The GetMore Girls, Part One URL ”
this girl better not go off on me rt
“you done know its funky! – Bill Withers” “Kissing My Love”” URL via Mention ”
This is great: URL via URL

that fall within a single standard deviation of the mean are considered normal, tweets to
the left of this bin are considered noisy, whilst the remaining tweets to the right of the
distribution are considered nice. We repeat this process for our tweet corpus, using the bin
thresholds gleaned from the MSM2013 set.

4.5 Experimental Setup
In addressing the problem of predicting emerging entities in social media streams, we
concentrate on developing an unsupervised method for generating pseudo-ground truth
for a NERC method, and predicting newly emerging entities. In particular, we want to
know the effectiveness of our unsupervised pseudo-ground truth (UPGT) method over a
random baseline and a lexical matching baseline, and the impact on effectiveness of our
two sampling methods. To answer these questions, we conduct both optimization and
prediction experiments.
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4.5.1

Dataset

As our document stream, we use tweets from the TREC 2011 Microblog dataset [233],
a collection of 4,832,838 unique English Twitter posts. This choice is motivated by
the unedited and noisy nature of tweets, which can be challenging for prediction. Our
knowledge base (KB) is a subset of Wikipedia from January 4, 2012, restricted to entities
that correspond to the NERC classes person (PER), location (LOC), or organization
(ORG). We use DBpedia to perform selection, and map the DBpedia classes Organisation,
Company, and Non-ProfitOrganisation to ORG, Place, PopulatedPlace, City, and Country
to LOC, and Person to PER.3 Our final KB contains 1,530,501 entities.

4.5.2

Experiment I: Sampling Pseudo-ground Truth

To study the utility of our sampling methods, we turn to the impact of setting a threshold
on the entity linking system’s confidence score (Experiment Ia.) and the effectiveness of
our textual quality sampling (Experiment Ib.).
In Experiment Ia., we perform a sweep over thresholds between 0 and 1, in steps of 0.1,
using the same threshold for both the generation of pseudo-ground truth and evaluating
the prediction effectiveness of emerging entities. Lower thresholds allow low confidence
entities in the pseudo-ground truth, and likely generate more data at the expense of noisy
output. We emphasize that we are not interested in the correlation between noise and
confidence score, but rather in the performance of finding emerging entities given the entity
linking system’s configuration. In Experiment Ib., we compare our methods performance
with differently sampled pseudo-ground truths, i.e., by sampling tweets that belong to
either the nice, normal, or noisy bins, following our textual quality sampling method (cf.
Section 4.4.2).

4.5.3

Experiment II: Prediction Experiments

To answer our second research question, and study the impact of prior knowledge on
detecting emerging entities, we compare the performance of our method (UPGT) to two
baselines: a random baseline (RB) that extracts all n-grams from test tweets and considers
them emerging entities, and a lexical-matching baseline (NB) that follows our approach,
but generates pseudo-ground truth by applying lexical matching of entity titles, instead of
an EL system, and refrains from sampling based on textual quality. For this experiment,
we use the optimal sampling parameters for generating pseudo-ground truth from our
previous experiment, i.e., include linked entities with a confidence score higher than 0.7,
and use only normal tweets. As we will show in Section 4.6, the threshold of 0.7 balances
performance with high recall of entities in the pseudo-ground truth.

4.5.4

Evaluation

We evaluate the quality of the generated pseudo-ground truth on the effectiveness of a
NERC system trained to predict newly emerging entities. As measuring the addition of new
entities to the knowledge base is non-trivial, we consider a retrospective scenario: Given
3 http://mappings.dbpedia.org/server/ontology/classes/
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our KB, we randomly sample entities to yield a smaller KB (KBs ). This KBs simulates the
available knowledge at the present point in time, whilst the full KB represents the future
state. By measuring how many entities we are able to detect in our corpus that feature
in KB, but not KBs , we can approximate the newly emerging entity prediction task. We
create KBs by taking random samples of 20–90% the size of KB (measured in number of
entities), in steps of 10%. We repeat each sampling step ten times to avoid bias.
For each KBs , we generate pseudo-ground truth for training and test sets for evaluation.
We use KBs to link the corpus of tweets, and yield two sets of tweets: (a) tweets with
linked entities, (b) tweets that may contain emerging entities, analog to the linked and
unlinked sentences from Figure 4.1. The size of these two sets depends on the size of KBs :
a smaller KB will yield a larger set of unlinked tweets. This makes comparisons of results
across different KBs difficult. We cater for this bias by randomly sampling 10,000 tweets
from both the test set and the pseudo-ground truth, and repeating our experiments ten
times. Using the smallest KBs (20%) results in about 15,000 tweets in the pseudo-ground
truth. Ground truth is assembled by linking the corpus of tweets using the full KB. The
ground truth consists of 82,305 tweets, with 12,488 unique entities.
We evaluate the effectiveness of our method in two ways: (a) the ability of NERC to
generalize from our pseudo-ground truth, and (b) the accuracy of our predictions.
For the first, we compare the predicted entity mentions to those in our ground truth,
akin to traditional NERC evaluation. For the second we take the set of correctly predicted
entity mentions (true positives), and link them to their referent entities in the ground
truth. This allows us to measure what we are actually interested in: the fraction of newly
discovered entities. For both types of evaluation we report on average precision and recall
over 100 runs per KBs . Statistical significance is tested using a two-tailed paired t-test
and is marked as N for significant differences for α = .01.

4.6 Results
4.6.1

Experiment I: Sampling Pseudo-ground Truth

Our first experiment aims to answer RQ2.1:
RQ2.1 What is the utility of our sampling methods for generating pseudo-ground truth
for a named entity recognizer?
For this experiment, we fix the size of the KBs at 50%. We start by looking at the ability
of NERC to generalize from our pseudo-ground truth, measured on two aspects: (i)
effectiveness for identifying mentions of newly emerging entities (i.e., entity mentions),
and (ii) predicting newly emerging entities (i.e., entities).
In Experiment Ia., we look at our confidence-based sampling method. For identifying
mentions of newly emerging entities, we find that effectiveness peaks at 0.1 confidence
threshold with a precision of 38.84%, dips at 0.2 and slowly picks up to 35.75% as
threshold increases (Figure 4.2, left). For identifying the newly emerging entities that
are referred to by the mentions, effectiveness positively correlates with the threshold.
Effectiveness peaks at the 0.8 confidence threshold, statistically significantly different
from 0.7 but not from 0.9 (Figure 4.2, right).
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Figure 4.2: Experiment Ia. Impact of confidence score on UPGT. Effectiveness of
identifying entity mentions is shown in the left plot, effectiveness of identifying newly
emerging entities in the right. Threshold set on the confidence score on the x-axis.
Precision (solid line) and recall (dotted) are shown on the y-axis.
Table 4.3: Number of predicted emerging entity mentions (P) per threshold on the
confidence score (T). GT = Ground truth.
T
P
GT

0.1
6,653
11,429

0.2
1,500
11,533

0.3
1,618
11,291

0.4
1,512
11,078

0.5
1,738
10,955

0.6
2,025
10,935

0.7
2,662
10,799

0.8
2,713
10,881

0.9
2,614
10,855

Interestingly, besides precision, recall also shows a positive correlation with thresholds.
This suggests that in identifying newly emerging entities, missing training labels are likely
to have less impact on performance than generating incorrect, noisy labels. This is an
interesting finding as it sets the emerging entity prediction-task apart from traditional
NERC, where low recall due to incomplete labeling is a well-understood challenge.
Next, we turn to the characteristics of the pseudo-ground truth that results for each of
these thresholds, and provide an analysis of their potential impact on effectiveness. We
find that more data through a larger pseudo-ground truth allows NERC to better generalize
and predict a larger number of emerging entities. This claim is supported by the number
of predicted entity mentions per threshold in Table 4.3. We find a similar trend as in the
precision and recall graph above: the number of predicted emerging entities peaks for
the threshold at 0.1 (6,653 entity mentions), and drops between 0.2 and 0.4, and picks
up again from 0.5 reaching another local maximum at 0.8. The increasing number of
predicted emerging entity mentions with stricter thresholds indicates that the NERC model
is more successful in learning patterns for separating entities from noisy labels. This may
be due to the entity linking system linking only those entities it is most confident about,
providing a clearer training signal for NERC.
For the rest of our experiments we use a threshold of 0.7 on confidence score because
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Table 4.4: Experiment Ib. Precision and recall for three sampling strategies based on
textual quality of documents: nice, normal, normal+nice (mixed). We also report on
effectiveness of not using sampling by textual quality for reference. Boldface indicates
best performance. Statistical significance is tested against the previous sampling method,
e.g., nice to normal.
Mention

Entity

Sampling

Precision

Recall

Precision

Recall

No sampling
Normal+nice
Normal
Nice

34.26±2.65
45.50±4.71N
66.09±3.86N
70.36±3.07N

8.21±0.83
12.97±2.03N
30.94±3.46N
30.98±3.25

29.63±1.67
36.22±2.07N
44.62±1.51N
45.99±1.34N

20.25±1.56
24.86±1.69N
32.20±1.67N
29.69±1.79

it is deemed optimal in terms of trade-off between performance and quantity of entities in
pseudo-ground truth.
In Experiment Ib., we study three different textual quality-based sampling strategies:
we consider only tweets that fall in the normal bin (i), tweets that fall in the nice bin (ii),
or tweets that fall in both the normal and nice bins (iii); see Section 4.4. For reference, we
also report on the performance achieved when no textual quality sampling is used. We
keep KBS fixed at 50%, and use 0.7 for confidence threshold.
Textual quality-based sampling turns out to be twice as effective as no sampling on
both identifying mentions of emerging entities, and identifying newly emerging entities.
Among our sampling strategies, nice proves to be the most effective with a precision of
70.36% for entity mention identification. In emerging entity prediction, the performance
of nice and normal strategies hovers around the same levels. In terms of recall, nice
and normal methods are on par, outperforming both other strategies. The success of
nice and normal sampling methods can be attributed to the fact that a more coherent and
homogeneous training corpus allows the NERC model to more easily learn patterns.

4.6.2

Experiment II: Impact of Prior Knowledge

Next, we seek to study the impact of the size of the prior knowledge that is available to
our emerging entity prediction method. We do so by answering RQ2.2:
RQ2.2 What is the impact of the size of prior knowledge on predicting newly emerging
entities?
We use the optimal combination of our sampling methods from the previous experiments,
i.e., a confidence threshold of 0.7, and the normal textual quality sampling. We again look
at the effectiveness of our methods in both identifying emerging mentions, and emerging
entities.
Figure 4.3 shows the effectiveness of our methods as a function of the size of the
knowledge base (i.e., size of KBs ). For identifying mentions of emerging entities, our
method (UPGT, blue line) constantly and statistically significantly outperforms both
lexical (red line) and random baselines (not shown). In terms of recall, the lexical baseline
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Figure 4.3: Our method (UPGT, blue line) versus the lexical baseline (red) for both
identifying mentions of emerging entities (left) and newly emerging entity detection
(right). Knowledge base size is on the x-axis, and precision (solid lines) and recall (dotted
lines) are marked on the y-axis.
is on par with UPGT for KB sizes up to 30%. The random baseline shows very low
precision for both identifying mentions of emerging entities, and predicting emerging
entities over all KBs , but almost perfect recall—which is expected given that it assigns
all possible n-grams as emerging entity mentions and newly emerging entities (0.69%
precision and 65% recall for entity mention identification, 1.82% precision and 94.95%
recall for emerging entity prediction).
Next, we take a closer look at the results. The lexical baseline’s recall increases
slightly when more prior knowledge is added to the knowledge base. This is expected
behavior because, as we saw in our previous experiment, the pseudo-ground truth gets
more diverse labels, and helps the NERC to generalize. The number of unique entities
in the pseudo-ground truth shows that the number increases with the size of KBs . UPGT
assigns labels to 2,500 unique entities at 20% KBs , which tops at 11,000 unique entities at
90%. These numbers are lower for the lexical baseline (1,800 at 20% KBs , and 7,000 at
90% KBs ). However, for both methods, the number of entities in the ground truth stays
around the same. The gradual improvement in precision and recall of UPGT for increasing
KBs can be attributed to a broader coverage for labeling (observed through looking at the
prior entities), and the main distinction between the lexical baseline and UPGT: stricter
labeling through leveraging the entity linking system’s confidence score.
Finally, to better understand the performance of our method, we have looked at the
set of correct predictions (emerging entities), and false positives, or incorrectly identified
emerging entities. Our analysis revealed examples of actual emerging entities, i.e., entities
that were not included in the initial KB, but did exist in the Wikipedia dump. This may
be attributed due to, e.g., missing DBpedia class labels, which highlights the challenging
setting of evaluating the task.
On the whole, however, our method is able to deal with missing labels and incomplete
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data, as observed through its consistent and stable precision, justifying our assumption
that data is incomplete by design.

4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we tackled the problem of predicting emerging entities in social streams,
and presented an effective method of leveraging prior knowledge to bootstrap the discovery
of new entities of interest. We set out to answer the following question:
RQ2

Can we leverage prior knowledge of entities of interest to bootstrap the discovery
of new entities of interest?

We presented an unsupervised method for generating pseudo-ground truth using an EL
method with a reference KB. The pseudo-ground truth serves as training data for a NERC
method for detecting emerging entities that are likely to be incorporated in a KB. To
answer RQ2 we formulated and answered two subquestions. In Section 4.6.1 we answer
our first subquestion :
RQ2.1 What is the utility of our sampling methods for generating pseudo-ground truth
for a named-entity recognizer?
We do so by introducing and studying two different sampling methods. The first sampling
method is based on the entity linking system’s confidence score, where we hypothesize
that keeping only high-confidence links will yield less training data but of higher quality,
resulting in better predictions. The second sampling method is based on the textual quality
of the input documents. We find that sampling by textual quality improves performance
of NERC and consequently our method’s performance in predicting emerging entities. As
setting a higher threshold on the entity linking system’s confidence score for generating
pseudo-ground truth results in fewer labels but better performance, we show that the
NERC is better able to separate noise from entities that are worth including in a KB.
The entity linker’s confidence score is an effective signal for this separation. Both our
sampling methods significantly improve emerging entity prediction.
Next, in Section 4.6.2, we answer our second subquestion:
RQ2.2 What is the impact of the size of prior knowledge on predicting new KB entities?
We do so by studying the impact of differently sized (seed) knowledge bases, i.e., different
amounts of prior knowledge on the entities of interest. We find that in the case of a small
amount of prior knowledge, i.e., limited size of the available initial knowledge, our method
is able to cope with missing labels and incomplete data, as observed through its consistent
and stable precision. This finding justifies our proposed method that assumes incomplete
data by design. Furthermore, this finding suggests the scenario of an increasing rate of
emerging entity prediction, as more data is fed back to the KB. Additionally, we found
that a larger number of entities in the KB allows for setting a desirable stricter threshold
on the confidence scores, and leads to improvements in both precision and recall. This
finding suggests an adaptive threshold that takes prior knowledge into account could prove
effective.
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In summary, we have shown that we can effectively leverage prior knowledge (through
a reference KB) to detect similar entities that are not in the KB. An implication of this
finding in the discovery context is that this method allows to effectively support the
exploratory search process, as it successfully identifies entities that are similar to a set of
seed entities of interest.
Our work has several limitations. We studied the emerging entity prediction task in a
streaming scenario. However, due to limitations of the availability of suitable datasets,
we employ a retrospective scenario in Experiment II (Section 4.5.3), where we randomly
sample entities from the KB for measuring the impact of the amount of prior knowledge
on prediction performance. Taking this retrospective scenario, makes it impossible to
measure the impact of novelty of entities as they emerge. By repeating each experiment
ten-fold, we alleviate the problem of keeping or removing popular head entities that
impact performance more than tail entities, but a more realistic scenario, e.g., using a
comprehensive archive of tweets, spanning multiple months, would allow us to sample
KB by time. This scenario, similar to the scenario we explored in Chapter 3 would be able
to provide more insights into the relation between social media dynamics and prediction
accuracy of emerging entities.
A natural extension to the work presented in this chapter would be to include a subsequent entity clustering or disambiguation step, and ultimately to “feed back” emerging
entities to the KB. One approach could be to adapt the work of creating keyphrase-based
representation as seed representations [120]. However, as we have seen in Chapter 3,
entities are not static, and may appear in sudden bursts of documents, e.g., through a
peak in interest as real-world events unfold. In the next chapter, we address this dynamic
nature of entities, in the context of entity retrieval. We propose a method for dynamically
constructing entity representations by leveraging the way in which people refer to entities
online, to improve the retrieval effectiveness of entities.
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Retrieving Emerging Entities
“En wat zijn mijn woorden waard als ik ze niet meer weeg?”
—Sticks, Waar Wacht Je Op?

5.1 Introduction
In the third and final chapter of this first part of the thesis we focus on retrieving entities of
interest from the knowledge base. As entities play a central role in exploratory search and
answering the 5 W’s [268], ranking entities to user-issued search queries is an important,
but challenging task. In this chapter, we study entity ranking, where the goal is to position
a relevant entity from the knowledge base at the top of the ranking for a given query.
We have seen in Chapter 3 that entities may suddenly appear in public discourse,
e.g., through events as they unfold in the real world. Due to the dynamic nature of
entities in public discourse, the way in which people address or refer to entities may
suddenly change, providing challenges for traditional retrieval methods that rely on static
representations. Here, we address the dynamic nature of entities in the general web search
scenario, in which a searcher enters a query that can be satisfied by returning an entity from
Wikipedia. We propose a novel method that collects information from external sources
and dynamically constructs entity representations, by optimally combining different entity
descriptions from external sources into a single entity representation. The method learns
directly from users’ past interactions (i.e., searches) to adapt the entity representation
towards improved retrieval effectiveness of entities.
The general web search engine scenario is motivated by the fact that many queries
issued to general web search engines are related to entities [145]. Entity ranking is
therefore becoming an ever more important task [13, 14, 57–59]. Entity ranking is
inherently difficult due to the potential mismatch between the entity’s description in a
knowledge base and the way people refer to the same entity when searching for it. When
we look at how entities are described, two aspects, context and time, are of particular
interest and pose challenges to any solution to entity ranking. Here we explain both
aspects.
Context dependency: Consider the entity Germany. A history student could expect this
entity to show up when searching for entities related to World War II. In contrast, a
sports fan searching for World Cup 2014 soccer results is also expecting to find the
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Figure 5.1: Entity description of Anthropornis in Wikipedia and a tweet with an
alternative description of the same entity.
same entity. The challenge then becomes how to capture these different contexts
for one single entity.
Time dependency: Entities are not static in how they are perceived. Consider Ferguson,
Missouri, which had a fairly standard city description before the shooting of
Michael Brown happened in August 2014. After this event, the entity description
of Ferguson changed substantially, reflecting people’s interest in the event, its
aftermath and impact on the city.
We propose a method that addresses both challenges raised above. First, we use the
collective intelligence as offered by a wide range of entity “description sources” (e.g.,
tweets and tags that mention entities), and we combine these into a “collective entity
representation,” i.e., a representation that encapsulates different ways of how people refer
to or talk about the entity. Consider the example in Figure 5.1 in which a tweet offers a
very different way to refer to the entity Anthropornis than the original knowledge
base description does.
Second, our method takes care of the time dependency by incorporating dynamic entity
description sources, which in turn affect the entity descriptions in near real time. Dynamics
is part of our method in two ways: (i) we leverage dynamic description sources to expand
entity representations, and (ii) we learn how to combine the different entity descriptions
for optimal retrieval at specific time intervals. The resulting dynamic collective entity
representations capture both the different contexts of an entity and its changes over time.
We refer to the collection of descriptions from different sources that are associated with
an entity as the entity’s representation. Our method is meant to construct the optimal
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representation for retrieval, by assigning weights to the descriptions from different sources.
Collecting terms associated with documents and adding them to the document (document expansion) is in itself not a novel idea. Previous work has shown that it improves
retrieval effectiveness in a variety of retrieval tasks such as speech retrieval [232] and
ad-hoc web search [73, 180, 259, 270]. However, while information retrieval on the
open web is inherently dynamic, document expansion for search has mainly been studied
in static, context-independent settings, in which expansion terms from one source are
aggregated and added to the collection before indexing [147, 180, 185, 259]. In contrast,
our method leverages different dynamic description sources (e.g., queries, social media,
web pages), and in this way, uses collective intelligence to bridge the gap between the
terms used in a knowledge base’s entity descriptions and the terms that people use to refer
to entities.
To achieve this, we represent entities as fielded documents [162], where each field
contains content that comes from a single description source. In a dynamic setting such as
our entity ranking setting, where new entity descriptions come in as a stream, learning
weights for the various fields in batch is not optimal. Ideally, the ranker continuously
updates its ranking model to successfully rank the entities and incorporate newly incoming
descriptions. Hence, constructing a dynamic entity representation for optimal retrieval
effectiveness boils down to dynamically learning to optimally weight the entity’s fields that
hold content from the different description sources. To this end we exploit implicit user
feedback (i.e., clicks) to retrain our model and continually adjust the weights associated
to the entity’s fields, much like online learning to rank [121].
Our dynamic collective entity representations generate one additional challenge, which
is related to the heterogeneity that exists among entities and among description sources.
Popular head entities are likely to receive a larger number of external descriptions than
tail entities. At the same time the description sources differ along several dimensions
(e.g., volume, quality, novelty). Given this heterogeneity, linearly combining retrieval
scores (as is commonly done in structured retrieval models) proves to be suboptimal.
We therefore extend our method to include features that enable the ranker to distinguish
between different types of entities and stages of entity representations. The main research
question we seek to answer in this chapter is:
RQ3

Can we leverage collective intelligence to construct entity representations for
increased retrieval effectiveness of entities of interest?

To answer this question, we formulate and seek to answer the following three subquestions.
First, we check the underlying assumption of our method, and answer our first research
question:
RQ3.1 Does entity ranking effectiveness increase by using dynamic collective entity
representations?
To answer this question, we compare a baseline entity ranking method based on information in the knowledge base only to our method that incorporates additional description
sources (web anchors, queries, tags, and tweets).
Next, we extend our method, and study the contribution of informing the entity ranking
of the entity’s description state. We seek to answer the second subquestion:
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RQ3.2 Does entity ranking effectiveness increase when employing additional field and
entity importance features?
We answer this question by incorporating field and entity importance features to our
knowledge base-only baseline ranker and our proposed method, and compare their performance. Finally, we answer this chapter’s third research question, by studying the dynamic
aspect of entity ranking:
RQ3.3 Does entity ranking effectiveness increase when we continuously learn the optimal
way to combine the content from different description sources?
We compare a static entity ranking baseline that is trained once at the start, to our proposed
method that is retrained at regular intervals.
The main contribution of this chapter is a novel approach to constructing dynamic
collective entity representations, which takes the temporal and contextual dependencies of
entity descriptions into account. We show that dynamic collective entity representations
better capture how people search for entities than their original knowledge base descriptions. In addition, we show how field importance features better inform the ranker, thus
increasing retrieval effectiveness. Furthermore, we show how continuously updating the
ranker enables higher ranking effectiveness. Finally, we perform extensive analyses of
our results and show that incorporating dynamic signals into the dynamic collective entity
representation enables a better matching of users’ queries to entities.

5.2 Dynamic Collective Entity Representations
5.2.1

Problem Statement

The problem of entity ranking is: given a query q and a knowledge base KB populated
with entities e ∈ KB, find the best matching e that satisfies q. Both e and q are represented
in some (individual or joint) feature space that captures a range of dimensions, which
characterize them individually (e.g., content, quality) and jointly (e.g., relationships
through click logs).
The entity ranking problem itself is a standard information retrieval problem, where
the system needs to bridge the gap between the vocabulary used by users in queries, and
the vocabulary of the entity descriptions. This is a long-standing but still open problem
that has been tackled from many perspectives. One is to design better similarity functions,
another is to develop methods for enhancing the feature spaces. Our method shares
characteristics with both perspectives, as we will now explain.

5.2.2

Approach

Our approach to the entity ranking problem consists of two interleaved steps. First, we use
external description sources (described in Section 5.2.3) to expand entity representations
and reduce the vocabulary gap between queries and entities. We do so by representing
entities as fielded documents, where each field corresponds to content that comes from
one description source. Second, we train a classification-based entity ranker, that employs
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different types of features to learn to weight and combine the content from each field of
the entity for optimal retrieval (Section 5.2.4).
External description sources may continually update and change the content in the
entity’s fields, through user feedback (i.e., clicks) following an issued query, or when users
generate content on external description sources that is linked to a KB entity (e.g., Twitter,
Delicious). Consequently, the feature values that represent the entities change, which may
invalidate previously learned optimal feature weights and asks for continuously updating
the ranking model.

5.2.3

Description Sources

To construct dynamic collective entity representations we use two types of description
sources: (i) a knowledge base (KB ) from which we extract the initial entity representations,
and (ii) a set of external description sources that we use to expand the aforementioned
entity representation.
Although in theory all types of external sources are allowed in the model, choosing
sources that provide short text descriptions for an entity is favorable as they inherently
“summarize” entities to a few keywords and do not require an additional step for filtering
salient keywords. Figure 5.2 provides an example of expanding the representation of
the entity Tupac Shakur1 from several sources, each contributing somewhat different
keywords.
We differentiate between external description sources that are non-timestamped (static)
and ones that are timestamped (dynamic). Non-timestamped sources are those where
no time information is available, and sources that are not inherently dynamic, e.g., web
archives and aggregates over archives like web anchors. Timestamped external description
sources are sources whose content is associated with a timestamp, and where the nature
of the source is inherently dynamic or time-dependent, e.g., tweets or query logs. We
describe each type of external description source below, the number of total descriptions,
and affected entities, and we provide a summary in Table 5.1.
Initial Entity Representation
Knowledge base. The knowledge base that we use as our initial index of entities, and
which we use to construct the initial entity representations, is a snapshot of
Wikipedia from August 3, 2014 with 14,753,852 pages. We filter out non-entity
pages (“special” pages such as category, file, and discussion pages), yielding
4,898,356 unique entities. The initial entity representations consist of the title and
body (i.e., article content) of the Wikipedia page.
Static Description Sources
Knowledge base. Knowledge base entities have rich metadata that can be leveraged for
improving retrieval [12, 226, 230]. We consider four types of metadata to construct
the KB entity representations: (i) anchor text of inter-knowledge base hyperlinks,
(ii) redirects, (iii) category titles, and (iv) titles of entities that are linked from and
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tupac_Shakur
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Knowledge base descriptions
Title

Text

Wiki_redirs

Tupac Shakur

Tupac Amaru Shakur
(June 16, 1971 –
September 13, 1996),
also known by his stage
names 2Pac and briefly
as Makaveli, was [...]

2pac Shakur
Túpac Amaru Shakur
Thug Immortal
2Pac Shakur
2-Pac
...

Wiki_anchors

Categories

Links

Tupac Shakur
2Pac
Tupac
Makaveli
2 Pac
Tupac Amaru Shakur

Murdered rappers
Death Row Records artists
American deists
1971 births
Gangsta rap artists
Tamalpais High School alumni

The Notorious B.I.G.
Bad Boy Records
Black Panther Party
Muammar Gaddafi
Dear Mama

Web_anchors What job did Tupac have before he was a rapper?
Tupac is arguably more influential
Wikipedia page on Tupac
Tupac

Static
descriptions

Dynamic descriptions

Tweets

"Happy Birthday Tupac!!!
2Pac Gemini"

"Even more crazy that this was
announced just one day before
what would have been Pac's
40th birthday."

"RT : Las cenizas de Tupac, el
mejor rapero de la historia,fueron
mezcladas con marihuana y
fumadas por miembros de
Outlawz http:…"

...

Queries
people influenced by tupac

Tupac and the law

tupac

dead rappers

new tupac video

...

Tags
rapd

hiphop/icons

biography

rap

awesomeartist

...

Figure 5.2: Example expansions for the entity Tupac Shakur.

to each entity. Editorial conventions and Wikipedia’s quality control ensures these
expansions to be of high quality.
Web anchors. Moving away from the knowledge base itself, the web provides rich
information on how people refer to entities leading to tangible improvements in
retrieval [259]. We extract anchor texts of links to Wikipedia pages from the
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Table 5.1: Summary of the nine description sources we consider: Knowledge Base entity
descriptions (KB), KB anchors, KB redirects, KB category titles, KB inter-hyperlinks,
queries, web anchors, tweets, and tags from Delicious.
Data source

Size

Period

Affected entities

Static expansion sources
KB
4,898,356
KB anchors
15,485,915
KB redirects
6,256,912
KB categories
1,100,723
KB inter-links 28,825,849

August 2014
August 2014
August 2014
August 2014
August 2014

–
4,361,608
N/A
N/A
4,322,703

Dynamic expansion sources
Queries
47,002
Web anchors
9,818,004
Twitter
52,631
Delicious
4,429,692

May 2006
2012
2011–2014
2003–2011

18,724
876,063
38,269
289,015

Google Wikilinks corpus.2 We collect 9,818,004 anchor texts for 876,063 entities.
Web anchors differ from KB anchors as they can be of lower quality (due to the
absence of editorial conventions) but also of much larger volume. While in theory
web anchors could be associated with timestamps, in a typical scenario they are
aggregated over large archives, where extracting timestamps for diverse web-pages
is non-trivial.
Dynamic Description Sources
Twitter. Mishne and Lin [185] show how leveraging terms from tweets that do not exist
in the pages linked to from tweets can improve retrieval effectiveness of those pages.
We follow a similar approach and mine all English tweets that contain links to
Wikipedia pages that represent the entities in our KB. These are extracted from an
archive of Twitter’s sample stream, spanning four years (2011–2014), resulting in
52,631 tweets for 38,269 entities.
Delicious. Social tags are concise references to entities and have shown to outperform
anchors in several retrieval tasks [194]. We extract tags associated with Wikipedia
pages from SocialBM03113 resulting in 4,429,692 timestamped tags for 289,015
entities.
Queries. We use a publicly available query log from MSN sampled between May 1 and
May 31, 2006, consisting of 15M queries and their metadata: timestamps and URLs
of clicked documents. We keep only queries that result in clicks on Wikipedia pages
that exist in our snapshot of Wikipedia, resulting in 47,002 queries associated with
18,724 uniquely clicked entities. We hold out 30% of the queries for development
2 https://code.google.com/p/wiki-links/
3 http://www.zubiaga.org/datasets/socialbm0311/
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(e.g., parameter tuning, feature engineering; 14,101 queries) and use 70% (32,901
queries) for testing. Our use of queries is twofold: (i) queries are used as input to
evaluate the performance of our entity ranking approach, and also (ii) as external
description source, to expand the entity description with the terms from a query
that yield a click on an entity. While this dual role of queries may promote head
entities that are often searched, we note that “headness” of entities differs across
description sources, and even tail entities may benefit from external descriptions (as
illustrated by the Anthropornis example in Fig. 5.1).

5.2.4

Adaptive Entity Ranking

The second step in our method is to employ a supervised entity ranker that learns to
weight the fields that hold content from the different description sources for optimal
retrieval effectiveness. Two challenges arise in constructing collective dynamic entity
representations:
Heterogeneity. External description sources exhibit different dynamics in terms of volume and quality of content [152], and differences in number and type of entities to
which they link (see, e.g., Table 5.1). This heterogeneity causes issues both within
entities, since different description sources contribute different amounts and types
of content to the entity’s fields, and between entities, since popular entities may
receive overall more content from external description sources than tail entities.
Dynamicness. Dynamic external description sources cause the entity’s descriptions to
change in near real-time. Consequently, a static ranking model cannot capture the
evolving and continually changing index that follows from our dynamic scenario,
hence we employ an adaptive ranking model that is continuously updated.

5.3 Model
In the following section, we describe our supervised ranking approach, by first explaining
the entity representation, the set of features we employ for learning an optimal representation for retrieval, and finally the supervised method.

5.3.1

Entity Representation

To deal with dynamic entity representations, which are composed of content from different
external description sources, we model entities as fielded documents:
e

e

e

e

e = {f title , f text , f anchors , . . . , f query }.
e

(5.1)

Here, f corresponds to the field term vector that represents e’s content from a single
source (denoted in subscript). We refer to this collection of field term vectors as the
entity’s representation.
The fields with content from dynamic description sources may change over time. We
refer to the process of adding an external description source’s term vector to the entity’s
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corresponding field term vector as an update. To model these dynamically changing fields,
we discretize time (i.e., T = {t1 , t2 , t3 , . . . , tn }), and define updating fields as:
(
q, if eclicked
e
e
(5.2)
f query (ti ) = f query (ti−1 ) +
0, otherwise
e

e

f tweets (ti ) = f tweets (ti−1 ) + tweete
e
e
f tags (ti ) = f tags (ti−1 ) + tag e .

(5.3)
(5.4)

In equation 5.2, q represents the term vector of query q that is summed element-wise to
e
e’s query field term vector (f query ) at time ti , if e is clicked by a user that issues q. In
equation 5.3, tweete represents the field term vector of a tweet that contains a link to
the Wikipedia page of e, which also gets added element-wise to the corresponding field
e
(f tweets ). Finally, in equation 5.4, tag e is the term vector of a tag that a user assigns to
the Wikipedia page of e.
To estimate e’s relevance to a query q given the above-described representation one
could, e.g., linearly combine retrieval scores between q’s term vector q and each f ∈ e.
However, due to the heterogeneity that exists both between the different fields that make
up the entity representation, and between different entities (described in Section 5.2.4),
linearly combining similarity scores may be sub-optimal [223], and hence we employ a
supervised single-field weighting model [162]. Here, each field’s contribution towards
the final score is individually weighted, through learned field weights from implicit user
feedback.

5.3.2

Features

To learn the optimal entity representation for retrieval, we employ three types of feature
that express field and entity importance: first, field similarity features are computed per
field and boil down to query–field similarity scores. Next, field importance features,
likewise computed per field, aim to inform the ranker of the status of the field at that
point in time (i.e., to favor fields with more and novel content). Finally, we employ entity
importance features, which operate at the entity level and aim to favor recently updated
entities.
Field Similarity
The first set of features model the similarity between a query and a field, which we denote
as φsim . For query–field similarity, we compute TF×IDF cosine similarity. We define
φsim (q, f , ti ) =

X
w∈q

n(w, f (ti )) · log

|C ti |
,
|{f (ti ) ∈ C ti : w ∈ f (ti )}|

(5.5)

where w corresponds to a query term, n(w, f (ti )) is the frequency of term w in field
f at time ti . C ti is the collection of fields at time ti , and | · | indicates set cardinality.
More elaborate similarity functions can be used, e.g., BM25(F), however, we choose
a parameter-less similarity function that requires no tuning. This allows us to directly
compare the contribution of the different expansion fields without having additional
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factors play a role, such as length normalization parameters, which affect different fields
in non-trivial ways.
Field Importance
The next set of features is also computed per field, φp is meant to capture a field’s
importance at time ti :
φp (f (ti ), e) = S(f (ti ), e).

(5.6)

We instantiate four different field importance features. First, we consider two ways to
compute a field’s length, either in terms (5.7) or in characters (5.8):
φp1 (f (ti ), e) = |f (ti )|
X
|w|
φp2 (f (ti ), e) =

(5.7)
(5.8)

w∈f (ti )

The third field importance scoring function captures a field’s novelty at time ti , to favor
fields that have been updated with previously unseen, newly associated terms to the entity
(i.e., terms that were not in the original entity representation at t0 ):
φp3 (f (ti ), e) = |{w ∈ f (ti ) : w ∈
/ f (t0 )}|.

(5.9)

The fourth field importance scoring function expresses whether a field has undergone an
update at time ti :
(
i
X
1, if update(f (tj ))
(5.10)
φp4 (f , ti , e) =
+=
0,
otherwise,
j=0
where update(f (tj )) is a Boolean function indicating whether field f was updated at
time j, i.e., we sum from t0 through ti and accumulate updates to the fields.
Entity Importance
The feature φI models the entity’s importance. We compute the time since the entity last
received an update to favor recently updated entities:
φI (e, ti ) = ti − max timef ,

(5.11)

f ∈e

here, ti is the current time, and timef is the update time of field f . maxf corresponds to
the timestamp of the entity’s field that was most recently updated.

5.3.3

Machine Learning

Given the features explained in the previous section, we employ a supervised ranker to
learn the optimal feature weights for retrieval:
Ω = (ωe , ωf title , ωp1title , ωp2title , . . . , ωf text , ωp1text , . . .).
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5.4. Experimental setup
Here, Ω corresponds to the weight vector, which is composed of individual weights (ω)
for each of the field features (similarity and importance) and the entity importance feature.
To find the optimal Ω, we train a classification-based re-ranking model, and learn from
user interactions (i.e., clicks). The model employs the features detailed in the previous
section, and the classification’s confidence score is used as a ranking signal. As input, the
ranker receives a feature vector (x), extracted for each entity-query pair. The associated
label y is positive (1) for the entities that were clicked by a user who issued query q. We
define x as
x = {φsim1 , φp11 , φp21 , φp31 , φp41 , . . . ,
φsim|e| , φp1|e| , φp2|e| , φp3|e| , φp4|e| , φI },

(5.13)

where |e| corresponds to the number of fields that make up the entity representation
(f ∈ e).
See Algorithm 1 for an overview of our machine learning method in pseudo-code. As
input, our supervised classifier is given a set of hq, e, Li-tuples (see l. 4). These tuples
consist of a query (q), a candidate entity (e), and a (binary) label (L): positive (1) or
negative (0). Given an incoming query, we first perform top-k retrieval (see Section 5.4.4
for details) to yield our initial set of candidate entities: Ecandidate (l. 8). For each entity, we
extract the features which are detailed in Section 5.3.2 (l. 12) and have the classificationbased ranker R output a confidence score for e belonging to the positive class, which is
used to rank the candidate entities (l. 13). Labels are acquired through user interactions,
i.e., entities that are in the set of candidate entities and clicked after issuing a query are
labeled as positive instances (l. 16–22), used to retrain R (l. 24). Finally, after each query,
we allow entities to be updated by dynamic description sources: tweets and tags (l. 26),
we provide more details in Section 5.4.3.

5.4 Experimental setup
In this section, we start by describing our experiments and how they allow us to answer
the three subquestions raised in Section 5.1, and then, we present our baselines, machine
learning setting, and describe our evaluation methodology.

5.4.1

Experiments

Experiment 1. To answer our first subquestion (RQ3.1): does entity ranking effectiveness
increase using dynamic collective entity representations? we compare our proposed
dynamic collective entity ranking method to a baseline that only incorporates KB
fields for entity ranking: KBER (Knowledge Base Entity Representations). We
restrict both the baseline and our Dynamic Collective Entity Representation (DCER)
method to the set of field similarity features (Section 5.3.2), which we denote as
KBERsim and DCERsim . This allows us to provide clear insights into the contribution of the fields’ content in ranking effectiveness. In addition, we perform an
ablation study and compare the similarity-baseline to several approaches that incorporate content from a single external description source (denoted KB+sourcesim ).
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo-algorithm for learning optimal ΩT .
Require: Ranker R, Knowledge Base KB, Entities E
1: E ←− {e1 , e2 , . . . , e|KB| }
2: e ←− {f title , f anchors , . . . , f text }
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

L = {hq1 , e1 , {0, 1}i, hq1 , e2 , {0, 1}i, . . . , hqn , em , {0, 1}i}
R ←− Train(L)
while q do
Ecandidate ←−Top-k retrieval(q)
Eranked ←− []
for e ∈ Ecandidate do
φe ←− Extract features(e)
Eranked ←− Classify(R, φe )
end for

13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:

eclicked ←− Observe click(q, E)
if eclicked ∈ Ecandidate then
L ←− L ∪ {hq, eclicked , 1i}
eclicked ←− eclicked ∪ {textq }
else
L ←− L ∪ {hq, eclicked , 0i}
end if
R ←− Train(L)
for e ∈ E do
e ←− e ∪ {f e,tweet1 , f e,tag1 , . . . , f e,tweeti , f e,tagj }
end for
end while

Experiment 2. We address RQ3.2, does entity ranking effectiveness increase when employing field and entity features, by comparing the KBERsim baseline that only
incorporates field similarity features, to the KBER baseline that incorporates the
entity and field importance features, and to our DCER method.
Experiment 3. Finally, to answer RQ3.3, does entity ranking effectiveness increase when
we continuously learn the optimal entity representations? we compare our proposed
entity ranking method DCER to its non-adaptive counterpart (DCERna ), that we do
not periodically retrain. Contrasting the performance of this non-adaptive system
with our adaptive system allows us to tease apart the effects of adding more training
data, and the effect of the additional content that comes from dynamic external
description sources. Here too, we include an ablation study, and compare to nonadaptive approaches that incorporate content from a single external description
source (denoted KB+sourcena ).
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5.4.2

Baselines

Due to our focus on dynamic entity representations and adaptive rankers, running our
method on datasets from seemingly related evaluation campaigns such as those in
TREC [13, 14] and INEX [57–59] is not feasible. We are constrained by the size of
datasets, i.e., we need datasets that are sufficiently large (thousands of queries) and timestamped, which excludes the aforementioned evaluation campaigns, and hence direct
comparison to results obtained there. In a scenario with dynamic fields and continually
changing content, our method is required to reweigh fields continuously to reflect changes
in the fields’ content. Continually (re-)tuning parameters of existing fielded retrieval
methods such as BM25F [223], when documents in the index change is exceedingly
expensive, rendering these methods unsuitable for this scenario.
For these reasons we consider the following supervised baselines in our experiments;
KBERsim is an online learning classification-based entity ranker, that employs field similarity features on entity representations composed of KB description sources (i.e., title,
text, categories, anchors, redirects and links fields). KBER is the same baseline system,
extended with the full set of features (described in Section 5.3.2). Finally, DCERna is a
non-adaptive baseline: it incorporates all external description sources, and all features as
our proposed DCER method, but does not periodically retrain.

5.4.3

Data Alignment

In our experiments we update the fields that jointly represent an entity with external
descriptions that come in a streaming manner, from a range of heterogeneous external
description sources. This assumes that all data sources run in parallel in terms of time.
In a real-world setting this assumption may not always hold as systems need to integrate historical data sources that span different time periods and are of different size for
bootstrapping. We simulate this scenario by choosing data sources that do not originate
from the same time period nor span the same amount of time (see also Table 5.1). To
remedy this, we introduce a method for time-aligning all data sources (which range from
2009 to 2014) to the timeline of the query log (which dates from 2006). We apply a
source-time transformation to mitigate the dependence of content popularity on time and
when it was created [240, 244]. Each query is treated as a time unit, and we distribute
the expansions from the different sources over the queries, as opposed to obeying the
misaligned timestamps from the query log and expansion sources.
To illustrate: given n queries and a total of k items for a given expansion source,
after each query we update the entity representations with nk expansions of that particular
expansion source. In our dataset we have 32,901 queries, 52,631 tweets, and 4,429,692
tags. After each query we distribute 1 query, 2 tweets, and 135 tags over the entities
in the index. Mapping real time to source time evenly spreads the content of each data
source within the timespan of the query log. This smooths out bursts but retains the
same distribution of content over entities (in terms of, e.g., entity popularity). The
diminishing effect on burstiness is desirable in the case of misaligned corpora, as bursts
are informative of news events, which would not co-occur in the different data sources.
Although our re-aligned corpora cannot match the quality of real parallel corpora, our
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method offers a robust lower bound to understand the utility of collective dynamic entity
representations of our method. We reiterate that our goal in this chapter is to study the
effect of dynamic entity representations and adapting rankers, not to leverage temporal
features for improving entity retrieval.

5.4.4

Machine Learning

We apply machine learning for learning to weight the different fields that make up an entity
representation for optimal retrieval effectiveness. In response to a query, we first generate
an initial set of candidate entities by retrieving the top-k entities to limit the required
computational resources for extracting all features for all documents in the collection [159].
Our top-k retrieval method involves ranking all entities using the similarity function
described in Section 5.3.2, where we collapse the fielded entity representation into a single
document. We set k = 20 as it has shown a fair tradeoff between high recall (80.1% on
our development set) and low computational expense. We choose Random Forests as
our machine learning algorithm because it has proven robust in a range of diverse tasks
(e.g., [187]), and can produce confidence scores that we employ as ranking signal. In our
experiments, we set the number ofp
trees to 500 and the number of features each decision
tree considers for the best split to |Ω|.

5.4.5

Evaluation

For evaluating our method’s adaptivity and performance over time, we create a set of
incremental time-based train/test splits as in [22]. We first split the query log into K
chunks of size N : {C1 , C2 , C3 , . . . , CK }. We then allocate the first chunk (C1 ) for
training the classifier and start iteratively evaluating each succeeding query. Once the
second chunk of queries (C2 ) has been evaluated, we expand the training set with it and
retrain the classifier. We then continue evaluating the next chunk of queries (C3 ). This
procedure is repeated, continually expanding the training set and retraining the classifier
with N queries (we set N =500 in our experiments). In this scenario, users’ clicks are
treated as ground truth and the classifier’s goal is to rank clicked entities at position 1. We
do not distinguish between clicks (e.g., satisfied clicks and non-satisfied clicks), and we
leave more advanced user models, e.g., which incorporate skips, as future work.
To show the robustness of our method we apply five-fold cross-validation over each
run, i.e., we generate five alternatively ordered query logs by shuffling the queries. We
keep the order of the dynamic description sources fixed to avoid conflating the effect of
queries’ order with that of the description sources.
Since we are interested in how our method behaves over time, we plot the MAP at
each query over the five-folds, as opposed to averaging the scores over all chunks across
folds (as in [22]) and losing this temporal dimension. In addition to reporting MAP, we
report on P@1, as there is only a single relevant entity per query in our experimental setup.
We test for statistical significance using a two-tailed paired t-test. Significant differences
are marked N for α = 0.01.
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Table 5.2: Performance of field similarity-based entity ranking methods using KB entity
representations (KBERsim ) and dynamic collective entity representations (DCERsim ) in
terms of MAP and P@1. Significance tested against KBERsim . Oracle marks upper bound
performance given our top-k scenario.
Run

MAP

P@1

KBERsim
DCERsim

0.5579
0.5971N

0.4967
0.5573N

Oracle

0.6653

0.6653

5.5 Results and Analysis
We report on the experimental results for each of our three experiments in turn, and
provide an analysis of the results to better understand the behavior of our method.

5.5.1

Dynamic Collective Entity Representations

In our first experiment, we explore the impact of the description sources we use for
constructing dynamic collective entity representations, and aim to answer RQ3.1. We
compare the KBERsim baseline, which incorporates field similarity on KB descriptions,
to our DCERsim method, which incorporates field similarity features on all description
sources (web anchors, tweets, tags, and queries). Table 5.2 shows the performance in
terms of MAP and P@1 of the baseline (KBERsim ) and DCERsim after observing all
queries in our dataset. We include an oracle run as a performance upper bound given our
top-k retrieval scenario.
The results show that the dynamic collective entity representations manage to significantly outperform the KB entity representations for both metrics, and that DCERsim
presents the correct entity at the top of the ranking for over 55% of the queries.
Next, we look into the impact on performance of individual description sources for
our dynamic collective entity representations. We add each source individually to the
KBERsim baseline. Figure 5.3 shows how each individual description source contributes to
produce a more effective ranking, with KB+tags narrowly outperforming KB+web as the
best single source. Combining all sources into one, yields the best results, outperforming
KB+tags by more than 3%. We observe that after about 18,000 queries, KB+tags
overtakes the (static) KB+web method, suggesting that newly incoming tags yield higher
ranking effectiveness. All runs show an upward trend and seem to level out around the
30,000th query. This pattern is seen across ranking methods, which indicates that the
upward trend can be attributed to the addition of more training data (queries).
Table 5.3 lists the results of all methods along with the improvement rate (relative improvement when going from 10,000 to all queries). The runs that incorporate dynamic
description sources (i.e., KB+tags, KB+tweets, and KB+queries) show the highest
relative improvements (at 6.4%, 6.1% and 6.9% respectively). Interestingly, for P@1, the
KB+queries method yields a substantial relative improvement (+8.9%), indicating that
the added queries provide a strong signal for ranking the clicked entities at the top.
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Figure 5.3: Impact on performance of individual description sources. MAP on the y-axis,
number of queries on the x-axis. The line represents MAP, averaged over 5-folds. Standard
deviation is shown as a shade around the line. This plot is best viewed in color.
The comparatively lower learning rates of methods that incorporate only static description sources (KBERsim and KB+web yield relative improvements of +5.8% and +5.5%,
respectively), suggest that the entity content from dynamic description sources effectively
contributes to higher ranking performance as the entity representations change and the
ranker is able to reach a new optimum. DCERsim , the method that incorporates all available description sources, shows a comparatively lower relative improvement, which is
likely due to it hitting a ceiling, and not much relative improvement can be gained.
Feature Weights over Time
A unique property in our scenario is that, over time, more training data is added to the
system, and more descriptions from dynamic sources come in, both of which are expected
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Table 5.3: Comparison of relative improvement between runs with different field similarity
features. We report on MAP and P@1 at query 10,000 and the last query. Rate corresponds
to the percentage of improvement between the 10,000th and final query. Significance
tested against KBERsim .
Run

MAP
(10k)

MAP
(end)

Rate

P@1
(10k)

P@1
(end)

Rate

KBERsim
KB+Websim

0.5274
0.5485

0.5579
0.5787N

+5.8%
+5.5%

0.4648
0.4965

0.4967
0.5282N

+6.9%
+6.4%

KB+Tagssim
KB+Tweetssim
KB+Queriessim

0.5455
0.5290
0.5379

0.5804N
0.5612N
0.5750N

+6.4%
+6.1%
+6.9%

0.4930
0.4673
0.4813

0.5317N
0.5021N
0.5242N

+7.8%
+7.5%
+8.9%

DCERsim

0.5620

0.5971N

+6.2%

0.5178

0.5573N

+7.6%

to improve the performance of our method. To better understand our the behavior of
our method, we look into the learned feature weights for both a static approach and our
dynamic one at each retraining interval. We consider as feature importance the average
height of a feature when it is used as a split-node in one of the trees that make up the
random forest. The underlying intuition is that features higher up a decision tree affect a
larger fraction of the samples, and hence can be considered more important. Figure 5.4
shows the weights for six static fields (categories, title, anchors, links, text, redirects) and
three dynamic fields (queries, tweets, tags).
The KBERsim baseline shows little change in the feature weights as more training
data is added. The anchors’ weight increases slightly, while the text and categories fields’
weights steadily decline over time. The latter two features show a steadily decreasing
standard deviation, indicating that the ranker becomes more confident in the assigned
weights.
For KB+queries it is apparent that the queries field weight increases substantially as
both the ranking method receives more training data and the entity representations receive
more content from the queries description source. At the same time, anchors, redirects,
and title field weights, which were assigned consistently high weights in KBERsim , seem
to pay for the increase of the importance of queries. Text, category, and links show
similar patterns to the baseline run; steadily declining weights, converging in terms of a
decreasing standard deviation.
The KB+tags run shows a similar pattern as KB+queries: we observe an increase
over time of the weight assigned to the field that holds content from the tag description
source, at the cost of original KB fields, resulting in improved ranking effectiveness.
Looking at KB+tweets, however, we observe a different pattern. The tweets field starts
out with a very low weight, and although the weight steadily increases, it remains low.
The ranker here, too, becomes more confident on this source’s weight, with the standard
deviation dissolving over time. Looking at the higher performance of KB+tweets in
comparison to the KBERsim baseline, together with the field’s weight increasing over
time, we conclude that the tweets added to the entity representations provide added value.
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Figure 5.4: Feature weights over time: y-axis shows (relative) feature weights, x-axis
shows each chunk of 500 queries where the ranker is retrained. Starting from top left in
a clock-wise direction we show the following runs: KBERsim (baseline), KB+Queries,
KB+Tags, KB+Tweets. The black line shows the dynamic description source’s weight.
This plot is best viewed in color.

5.5.2

Modeling Field Importance

In our second experiment, which aims to answer RQ3.2, we turn to the contribution
of the additional field and entity importance features. Table 5.4 lists the results of the
best performing run with only field similarity features (DCERsim ), the KBER baseline
that incorporates the full set of features, and our proposed DCER method which likewise
incorporates the full set of features.
The results show that modeling field and entity importance significantly improves
effectiveness of both the KBERsim baseline and the DCERsim runs. After running through
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Table 5.4: Comparison of relative improvement between the KBER baseline with field
importance features for KB fields, and our DCER method with these features for all
fields. We also show the best performing run without field and entity importance features.
Significance tested against KBER.
Run

MAP
(10k)

MAP
(end)

Rate

P@1
(10k)

P@1
(end)

Rate

Oracle
DCERsim

–
0.5620

0.6653
0.5971

–
+6.2%

–
0.5178

0.6653
0.5573

–
+7.6%

KBER
DCER

0.5853
0.5923

0.6129
0.6200N

+4.7%
+4.7%

0.5559
0.5655

0.5831
0.5925N

+4.9%
+4.8%

the entire dataset, the performance of DCER approaches that of the oracle run which also
explains why the differences between the two approaches here is rather small: we are very
close to the maximum achievable score.
Figure 5.5 shows the performance of the two approaches over time. The pattern
is similar to the one in Section 5.5.1: both lines show a steady increase, while DCER
maintains to be the best performing.

5.5.3

Ranker Adaptivity

In our third experiment, where we aim to answer RQ3.3, we compare our adaptive ranker
(DCER), which is continuously retrained, to a non-adaptive baseline (DCERna ), which is
only trained once at the start and is not retrained.
Table 5.5: Comparing relative improvement between runs with and without an adaptive
ranker. Statistical significance tested between the KBER and DCER approaches and their
non-adaptive counterparts.
Run

Adaptive

MAP

P@1

KBERna
KBER

no
yes

0.5198
0.5579N

0.4392
0.4967N

DCERna
DCER

no
yes

0.5872
0.5971N

0.5408
0.5573N

Results in Table 5.5 show that incrementally re-training the ranker is beneficial to entity
ranking effectiveness. For both KBER and DCER we see a substantial improvement when
moving from one single batch training to continuously retraining the ranker.
To better understand this behavior, we plot in Figure 5.6 the performance of all runs we
consider over time and at the same time; Table 5.6 provides the detailed scores. Broadly
speaking we observe similar patterns between adaptive and non-adaptive methods, and
we identify three interesting points. First, for the non-adaptive methods, the absolute
performance is substantially lower across the board. Second, for the adaptive methods,
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Figure 5.5: Runs with field similarity, field importance, and entity importance features.
MAP on the y-axis, number of queries on the x-axis. The line represents MAP, averaged
over 5-folds. Standard deviation is shown as a shade around the line. This plot is best
viewed in color.
the standard deviation (as shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.6) is substantially lower, which
indicates that retraining increases the ranking method’s confidence in optimally combining
the different descriptions for the entity representation. Third, the learning rates in the
adaptive setting are substantially higher, reaffirming our observation that learning a single
global feature weight vector is not optimal.
Table 5.6 shows that the difference in learning rates between methods that only
incorporate static description sources (KBER, KB+web) and methods that incorporate
dynamic sources is pronounced, in particular for the tags and queries sources. This
indicates that even with fixed feature weights, the content that comes in from the dynamic
description sources yields an improvement in entity ranking effectiveness. Finally, the
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Figure 5.6: Individual description sources with non-adaptive ranker. MAP on the y-axis,
number of queries on the x-axis. The line represents MAP, averaged over 5-folds. Standard
deviation is shown as a shade around the line. This plot is best viewed in color.
methods that only incorporate static description sources also show lower learning rates
than their adaptive counterparts, which indicates that retraining and adapting feature
weights is desirable even with static entity representations.

5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we addressed the entity ranking task, and set out to improve it by enriching
entity representations from entity descriptions collected from a wide variety of sources.
We set out to answer the following question:
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Table 5.6: Comparing relative improvement between non-adaptive runs. Significance
tested against KBERna .
Run

MAP
(10k)

MAP
(end)

Rate

P@1
(10k)

P@1
(end)

Rate

KBERna
KB+Webna

0.5040
0.5318

0.5198
0.5493N

+3.1%
+3.3%

0.4286
0.4698

0.4392
0.4829N

+2.5%
+2.8%

KB+Tagsna
KB+Tweetsna
KB+Queriesna

0.5298
0.5074
0.5275

0.5546N
0.5269N
0.5650N

+4.7%
+3.8%
+7.1%

0.4671
0.4334
0.4659

0.4904N
0.4490N
0.5090N

+5.0%
+3.6%
+9.2%

DCERna

0.5548

0.5872N

+5.8%

0.5063

0.5408N

+6.8%

RQ3

Can we leverage collective intelligence to construct entity representations for
increased retrieval effectiveness of entities of interest?

We have shown an effective way of leveraging collective intelligence to construct entity
representations for increased retrieval effectiveness of entities of interest.
To answer RQ3 we formulated and answered (in Section 5.5) three subquestions. First,
we aim to answer:
RQ3.1 Does entity ranking effectiveness increase by using dynamic collective entity
representations?
We demonstrate that incorporating dynamic description sources into dynamic collective
entity representations enables a better matching of users’ queries to entities, resulting in an
increase of entity ranking effectiveness. More specifically, we show how each individual
description source contributes to produce a more effective ranking (see Figure 5.3).
Looking at the contribution of individual description sources, we see how the highest
relative improvements come from dynamic description sources, and social tags prove
to be the strongest individual signal. In addition, we study how the ranker adapts the
individual weights of fields (reflecting the relative importances of expansion sources) in
Section 5.5.1, and see how dynamic description sources gain higher importances as new
descriptions come in.
Next, we answer subquestion RQ3.2:
RQ3.2 Does entity ranking effectiveness increase when employing additional field and
entity importance features?
We show that informing the ranker on the expansion state of the entities, i.e., employing
field and entity importance features, further increases the ranking effectiveness.
Finally, we answer:
RQ3.3 Does entity ranking effectiveness increase when we continuously learn the optimal
way to combine the content from different description sources?
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We compare an adaptive ranker (i.e., one that we periodically retrain, as descriptions come
in) to a static one. The results show how retraining the ranker leads to improved ranking
effectiveness in dynamic collective entity representations. We also show how even the
static ranker improves over time, suggesting that even the static ranker benefits from newly
incoming descriptions, if not as much as the adaptive method.
The findings in this work have several implications in the discovery context. Namely,
we have shown that we can effectively leverage the feedback of searchers (i.e., their queries
and clicks) to improve retrieval effectiveness, which may be beneficial in the discovery
process. Furthermore, we have shown that we can effectively combine heterogeneous
information related to an entity of interest into a single representation, which suggests our
method can be useful in a scenario where data is available from many different sources, a
scenario not uncommon in the context of E-Discovery. Consider, e.g., the scenario where
emails and attachments in various different formats needs to be considered, a scenario that
is not uncommon in E-Discovery [197]. By combining the content that is explicitly linked
(e.g., attachments to email addresses), we have shown that regardless of the nature of the
data, our ranking method can effectively incorporate the additional data for improved
retrieval effectiveness.
The work presented in this chapter is not without limitations, however. Our study of the
impact of dynamic collective entity representations was performed in a controlled scenario,
where we collect and leverage different data sources. One restriction of working with
these freely available resources is that it proves hard to find aligned and sizeable datasets.
In particular, the temporal misalignment between different corpora prevents the analysis
of temporal patterns that may span across sources (e.g., queries and tweets showing
similar activity around entities when news events unfold). In part, these restrictions can be
circumvented in future work, e.g., increasing the (comparatively) low number of tweets
by enriching them through e.g., entity linking methods [176], where entities identified
in tweets could be expanded. Additional challenges and opportunities may arise when
increasing the scale of the data collections. Opportunities may lie in exploiting session or
user information for more effective use of user interaction signals. Challenges include
so-called “swamping” [223] or “document vector saturation” [138], i.e., entity drift that is
more prone to happen when the size of the data collections increase.
A natural extension to this work is to study this problem in a realistic scenario, with
aligned datasets of sufficient size, which would allow us to study the impact of “swamping”
entities in more detail, as well as provide a more fine-grained analysis of the impact of
the importance features. But more importantly, it would allow to study the link between
the temporal patterns of entities (as studied in Chapter 3) and their retrieval effectiveness.
Novel features that take into account the novelty in fields (e.g., the number of terms that
were not in the original entity description), and the diversity could prove useful in adapting
for entity drift. Furthermore, whilst we consider the changing entity representation now
by its impact on retrieval effectiveness, another follow-up may investigate the changes
in entity representations on a qualitative level, e.g., by studying per field and/or entity
the type of additional descriptions (similar to original vs. novel), the rate of changing
representations, etc.
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Analyzing and Predicting
Activity from Digital Traces
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6

Analyzing and Predicting Email
Communication
“I speak to everyone in the same way,
whether he is the garbage man or the president of the university.”
—Albert Einstein

6.1 Introduction
In this first chapter of this part of the thesis, we present our first case study into predicting
activities of entities of interest from digital traces. More specifically, we propose a method
for predicting the recipient of an email, by leveraging both the contexts in which the
digital traces are created, as their content.
Knowing the likely recipients of an email can be helpful from a user-perspective
(e.g., for pro-actively suggesting recipient), but also in the context of discovery. Reliably
predicting communication flows may find applications in discovering entities of interest,
e.g., by comparing actual communication flows to “expected” (i.e., predicted) flows, one
can identify communication that is “unexpected,” which can be valuable signal in the
context of digital forensics [200].
Despite the huge increase in the use of social media channels and online collaboration
platforms, email remains one of the most popular ways of (online) communication. Email
traffic has been increasing steadily over the past few years, and recent market studies have
projected its continued growth for the years to come [212]. Recipient recommendation
methods aim at providing the sender of an email with the appropriate predicted recipients
of the email that is currently being written. These methods furthermore allow us to gain
a better understanding of communication patterns in enterprises, potentially revealing
underlying structures of communication networks.
In this chapter, we focus on recipient prediction in an enterprise setting, as it allows
us to leverage the full content and structure of the communication network, as opposed
to strictly local (ego network) approaches, that are restricted to only the sender’s direct
network. Furthermore, enterprise email databases are common objects of study in the
E-Discovery scenario, as can be seen by the TREC Legal track which aims to closely
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resemble a real-world E-Discovery task [46, 117]. Henseler [118] likewise studied email
in an E-Discovery setting. He found that combining keyword search with communication
pattern analysis reduces the amount of information reviewers need to process.
We propose a novel hybrid generative model, which incorporates both the communication graph structure and email content signals for recipient prediction. Our model predicts
recipients from scratch, i.e., without assuming seed recipients for prediction. Furthermore,
our model can quickly deal with updates in both the communication graph and the profiles
of recipients when new emails are sent around.
Our main research question revolves around the contribution of context of digital
sources (i.e., social context or organizational structure) and content of digital sources
(i.e., the actual email content) towards effectiveness of predicting communication. More
specifically, this chapter aims to answer RQ4:
RQ4 Can we predict email communication through modeling email content and communication graph properties?
On top of that we investigate how we can optimally estimate the various components of
our model. We train our recipient prediction model on one email collection (the Enron
email collection) and test it on another (the Avocado email collection).
Our main finding is that a combination of the communication graph and email content outperforms the individual components. We obtain optimal performance when we
incorporate the number of emails a recipient has received so far and the number of emails
a given sender sent to a recipient at that point in time in our model. Other options, like
using PageRank as a recipient prior, do not improve performance. Our findings show that
both the context and content of digital sources contribute to prediction effectiveness.

6.2 Communication Graph
To model the context in which communication happens, we construct a communication
graph from all emails sent by users in our email collections. This graph implicitly captures
the (social or professional) relations between users in an email network, and hence models
an aspect of the context of communication.
We consider the email traffic as a directed graph G, consisting of a set of vertices and
arcs (directed edges) hV, Ai. Each vertex v ∈ V represents a distinct email address in the
corpus (i.e., a sender S or recipient R in terms of our modeling in Section 6.3), and arcs
a ∈ A that connect them represent the communication between the two corresponding
addresses (i.e., emails exchanged), directed from the sender node to the recipient(s)
node(s). The arcs are weighted by the number of emails sent from one user to the other.
The communication graph allows us to model the network and interactions by considering several well-established graph-based metrics, that represent contextual signals such
as the proximity between emailers (i.e., connection strength), and larger structures within
the network of individuals. One example is to measure a user’s relative importance in the
communication graph through her PageRank-score. The PageRank algorithm measures
a user’s (node’s) relative importance through its connected arcs and their corresponding
weights. In this model, each arc is a “vote of support,” and thus users with a larger number
of interactions receive a higher PageRank score [201].
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We update the communication graph after each email that is being sent, i.e., each email
either adds a new arc to the graph, or updates the weight of an existing one. We describe
the utility of our communication graph for recipient prediction in Section 6.3.

6.3 Modeling
We propose a generative model that is aimed at calculating the probabilities of recipients
given the sender and the content of the email. Instead of predicting a single recipient, we
cast the task as a ranking problem in which we try to rank the appropriate recipients as
high as possible.
More formally, let R be a candidate recipient, S the sender of an email, and E the
email itself. Our final ranking will be based on the probability of observing R given S
and E: P (R | S, E). We use Bayes’ Theorem to rewrite this probability:
P (R | S, E) =

P (R) · P (S | R) · P (E | R, S)
.
P (S) · P (E | S)

(6.1)

We can explain equation 6.1 as follows: the “relevance” of a recipient is determined by
(i) her prior probability (how likely is this person to receive email in general, P (R) in
equation 6.1), (ii) the probability of observing the sender with this particular recipient
(P (S | R) in equation 6.1), and (iii) the likelihood of this email to be generated from
communication between the recipient and the sender (P (E | R, S) in equation 6.1). To
obtain the final probability, we normalize using the prior probability of the sender, and the
likelihood of observing this email given its sender (P (S) · P (E | S) in equation 6.1).
For ranking purposes we can ignore P (S) and P (E | S), which will be the same for
all recipients. Our final ranking function is displayed in equation 6.2.
P (R | S, E) ∝ P (E | R, S) · P (S | R) · P (R).

(6.2)

In the next three sections we explain how we estimate the three components of the model:
the email likelihood (P (E | R, S)), the sender likelihood (P (S | R)), and the recipient
prior (P (R)).

6.3.1

Email Likelihood

We have several options when it comes to estimating P (E | R, S). We could, for example,
incorporate individual emails as latent variables. However, in this chapter we opt to
directly estimate the email likelihood using the terms in the email (viz. equation 6.3).
Y
P (E | R, S) =
[λP (w | R, S) + γP (w | R) + βP (w)] .
(6.3)
w∈E

In this estimation, P (w | R, S) indicates the probability of observing a term w in all
emails exchanged between S and R. To prevent zero probabilities, we smooth this
probability with the term probability in all emails sent and received by R (i.e., P (w |
R) in equation 6.3) and the term probability over the whole collection (i.e., P (w) in
equation 6.3). In other words, we apply unigram language modeling for all the emails
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Figure 6.1: The three unigram LMs which we model from email communication. Here,
the red node represents the email sender (S), the dark grey node the (candidate) recipient
node(s) (R), and the light grey nodes the remaining nodes in graph G. Figure shows
which emails are used to estimate P (E | R, S) (a.), P (w | R) (b.), and P (w) (c.)
between S and R, which we smooth by the unigram LM of R (i.e., both incoming and
outgoing emails), and the unigram LM of the entire background corpus (i.e., all emails in
the collection up to that point in time). See also Figure 6.1.
We introduce three parameters, λ, β, and γ that represent the relative importance of
each of the three components of equation 6.3, with λ + γ + β = 1, to combine the three
term probabilities.
We calculate each of the three term probabilities using the maximum likelihood
estimate, i.e., P (w | ·) = n(w,·)
|·| , the frequency of term w in the set of documents divided
by the length of this set in number of terms.

6.3.2

Sender Likelihood

We move to the estimation of P (S | R), the likelihood of observing the sender for a given
recipient. Here, we use the communication graph constructed from email exchanges. The
closer a recipient is in this graph and the stronger her connection to the sender S, the more
likely it is that the two “belong together.” We estimate this connection strength in two
ways: by considering (i) the frequency (freq), or the number of emails S sent to R at that
point in time, and (ii) co-occurrence (co), or the number of times S and R co-occur as
addressees in an email. More specifically, the frequency-based probability is defined as:
Pfreq (S | R) = P

n(e, S → R)
,
n(e, S 0 → R)

(6.4)

S 0 ∈S

where n(e, x → R) indicates the number of emails sent from x to R and S is the set of
all senders in the graph at the current point in time. The co-occurrence-based probability
is defined as:
Pco (S | R) =

n(e, → R, S)
,
n(e, → R) + n(e, → S)

(6.5)

where n(e, → R, S) corresponds to the number of emails sent to both R and S (i.e.,
number of emails of which S and R are both recipients), and n(e, → X) the number of
emails sent to X.
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Table 6.1: Summary of Enron and Avocado email collections. We list the time span in
months (Period), total number of Emails, total number of employee addresses (Addr.), the
average number of emails sent (S/p) and received (R/p) per address.
Enron
Avocado

6.3.3

Period

Emails

Addr.

S/p

R/p

45
58

252,424
607,011

6,145
2,068

34
174

294
321

Recipient Likelihood

Finally, we introduce a recipient prior, that is, the email independent probability that
a recipient will be observed. This probability is unrelated to both the email at hand
(E) and the sender of that email (S) and can be estimated without knowing these two
variables. Again, we can choose from a variety of ways to estimate this prior probability,
but we stick to two obvious choices. First, we use the number of emails received by R,
normalized by the total number of emails sent at that point in time (rec). This estimation
indicates how likely it is that any given email would be sent to this recipient. Second, we
calculate recipient R’s PageRank score (pr ) as an indication of how important R is in the
communication graph.

6.4 Experimental Setup
To study the contribution of the context and content at which digital traces are created,
we evaluate our recipient recommendation model using a realistic experimental setup.
Our experiments aim at demonstrating the prediction effectiveness of the individual
components of our model, i.e., the communication graph (CG) component and the email
content component (EC), and their combination (CG+EC) as in equation 6.3. We use
real enterprise email databases to evaluate our model. We optimize our models on the
Enron email collection [141], and test it on the Avocado collection, which consists of
email boxes of employees of an IT firm that developed products for the mobile Internet
market [196]. The two collections are described in Table 6.1.
For both collections we follow the same method to select the set of users for evaluation.
We first split users into three groups based on their email activity: high activity, medium
activity, and low activity. This way we can study the correlation between a user’s level
of activity and the model’s performance. As email networks typically show a long-tailed
distribution [171], with a small number of users responsible for a large volume of the sent
mails, and a large number of users responsible for a small volume, we define a user’s
activity by taking the logarithm of the number of sent emails. We prune users that have
less then 100 sent mails, and compute the resulting distribution’s mean (µ) and standard
deviation (σ) and split the distribution into three bins: first, (i) users with low activity
(LOW) are those that fall below µ− 21 σ, (ii) medium active users (MED) are those between
µ − 21 σ and µ + 21 σ, and finally, (iii) highly active users (HIGH) are the ones over µ + 21 σ.
From each bin we randomly sample 50 users, which results in our final evaluation set of
150 users.
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Testing period: predict recipients
time

Construction period: build models (CG + EC)

Figure 6.2: Our evaluation methodology, where we have an initial construction period to
generate language models and build the communication graph. During the subsequent
testing period we select emails for which predict recipients (represented by the dotted
lines). We continue building the communication graph and updating the language models
in the testing period.

6.4.1

Evaluation

Before we start predicting email recipients we allow our model to gather evidence from
all email communication up to that point. More specifically, we use an initial construction
period to generate the users’ language models and the communication graph. We start
to predict recipients in the subsequent testing period. During both periods our model is
updated for each sent email. We split each user’s period of activity (starting from the
user’s first sent email, up to the last sent mail) into the construction period, covering 23 of
the emails, and the testing period, which is 13 of the emails. See also Figure 6.2).
For each sender in our user evaluation set, we select 10 emails, evenly distributed
over the testing period as evaluation points. For each of these emails we rank the top 10
recipients and compare to the actual recipients of the email. We report on mean average
precision (MAP), as it allows us to identify improvements in the ranking of recipients.
We indicate the best performing model in boldface and test statistical significance using a
two-tailed paired t-test. Significant differences are marked N/H for α = 0.01 and M/O for
α = 0.05.

6.4.2

Parameter Tuning

We use the Enron collection to tune the parameters λ, γ, and β in equation 6.3, and to
determine which methods for estimating the sender (P (S | R)) and recipient (P (R))
likelihood work best. The results of the parameter tuning are displayed in Tables 6.2 and
6.3. The final settings we use for testing our model on the Avocado collection are the
following: λ = 0.6, γ = 0.2, β = 0.2, we estimate P (S | R) using the number of emails
S sent to R, Pfreq (S | R), and we estimate P (R) using the number of emails received by
R, Prec (R).

6.5 Results and Analysis
We compare the found optimal settings for the CG and EC components to their combination using our training collection (Enron). Table 6.4 shows that our hybrid model
significantly outperforms either of the single models across all groups of users in the
Enron collection, even if the performance increase is modest. The highest performance is
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Table 6.2: System performance (MAP) on the Enron dataset over different methods for
estimating P (R) and P (S | R) (Section 6.3).
Ppr (R),
Pco (S | R)

Ppr (R),
Pfreq (S | R)

Prec (R),
Pco (S | R)

Prec (R),
Pfreq (S | R)

LOW
MED
HIGH

0.2207
0.1961
0.1016

0.1488
0.2334
0.1213

0.2317
0.2116
0.1169

0.4365
0.3857
0.2060

ALL

0.1755

0.1676

0.1893

0.3480

Table 6.3: System performance (MAP) on the Enron dataset over a parameter sweep for
the parameters λ, γ, and β = 1 − (λ + γ) in equation 6.3 with a step size of 0.2.
λ↓/γ→

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.2
0.4
0.6

0.4670
0.5070
0.5258

0.4699
0.5095

0.4752

achieved in the LOW and MED user groups: lower user activity correlates positively with
performance.
We present the results of our final experiments on the Avocado set in Table 6.4.
Compared to the results on the Enron set, which we used for tuning our parameters, our
model’s performance is higher throughout on the Avocado set, both across the different
models, and within each subgroup of users. An indication for this difference in absolute
performance scores comes from the collection statistics in Table 6.1. Here we see that
the Avocado set contains fewer unique addressees, spans a longer period of time, and
contains a larger number of emails per person. As a possible factor contributing to our
models’ higher performance on the Avocado collection, we point to the fact that our model
has more data available to leverage for ranking a smaller number of candidates. While
different datasets may need different models, the consistently high scores show that the
components work in isolation and in combination over different datasets.

6.5.1

Between Groups Comparison

Similar to what we saw in the experiment on the Enron collection, higher user activity
generally seems to result in lower performance on the Avocado dataset (Table 6.4). The
CG model is an exception and outperforms our combined model for highly active users.
The combined model achieves significant performance improvements over the content
model in each subset of users.
To better understand these patterns, we turn to the characteristics of the different user
subgroups. We plot the users’ numbers of emails (both sent and received), indicating
their activity, and juxtapose it to the size of their egonet, which corresponds to the set of
directly connected neighbors in the communication graph [5]. This egonet represents the
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Table 6.4: System performance (MAP) on Enron and Avocado. We test for statistically
significant differences of the individual models (CG and EC) against the combined model
(CG+EG).
Enron
Avocado
CG

EC
H

CG+EC
H

LOW 0.4365 0.5757 0.5833
MED 0.3857H 0.5161H 0.5325
HIGH 0.2060H 0.4779O 0.4853
ALL

0.3480H 0.5258H 0.5362

CG

EC
H

CG+EC
H

0.6502 0.6946 0.7077
0.6052O 0.6328H 0.6542
0.6652M 0.5739H 0.6136
0.6402

0.6352H 0.6597

Table 6.5: Trend line slopes after applying linear regression to the individual and combined
components data.
Model
Email Content (EC)
Communication Graph (CG)
Combined (EC+CG)

Slope
1.36 · 10−4
−1.38 · 10−4
1.27 · 10−4

users they interact(ed) with, and is indicative of a user’s reach or embedding inside the
communication graph.
The resulting plot is shown in Figure 6.3. There is a clear clustering: highly active
users (orange squares) who send and receive a large number of emails, also have a larger
number of people they interact with. While more textual content allows the generative
model to create richer recipient profiles, in turn enabling more informed recipient ranking,
there is a catch to a larger egonet too. The sender-recipient communication smoothing
in our generative model results in a larger number of high-scoring candidates for highly
active users. This makes it more difficult for the ranker to discern the true recipient(s)
from the larger pool.

6.5.2

Performance over Time

Motivated by the fact that our model is updated at each sent email, we study its performance over time. To get an indication of whether our model’s performance improves or
deteriorates over time, we apply linear regression on the data points of each model, and fit
a trend line. See Table 6.5 for the trend line slopes for each individual component, and the
combined model.
Both the EC and combined model’s trend lines have positive slopes, whilst the CG
model has a negative slope. This indicates that our language modeling approach benefits
from the larger amount of textual content it receives for each recipient over time, allowing
the generation of richer recipient profiles for better email likelihood estimations. The
CG approach on the other hand, deteriorates over time, suffering from the increased
size and complexity of the communication graph. We note that, as time progresses, the
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HIGH
MED
LOW

Activity (no. of emails)

102

101

100

102

103

104

Egonetwork size (no. of neighbors)

105

Figure 6.3: The three user groups in Avocado, showing each user’s activity (y-axis) against
the size of its egonetwork (x-axis).

communication graph model “settles in,” and becomes less likely to pick up on changing
balances or shifting communication patterns in the communication graph. For future work
we argue for a time-aware model, that is able to adapt to shifts in the communication
graph over time, by taking recency into account.

6.5.3

Rankers’ Correlation

To analyze the performance of our combined model in comparison to the isolated ones,
we look at their rankings and compute the Kendall tau rank correlation coefficient (τ )
between pairs of models. The top plot in Figure 6.4 shows how agreement between CG
and EC is relatively low, centering around the 0 mark with an average of 0.0471. This
pattern largely coincides with that of the second plot, which depicts agreement between
CG and our combined model. The average correlation coefficient is only slightly higher at
0.0562. Finally, the agreement is highest between the EC model and our combined model,
at on average 0.7425. The high agreement offers an explanation for the comparatively
low performance of our combined model in the HIGH subset of the Avocado set. The
EC model’s comparatively low performance (as seen in Table 6.4), indicates that the
combined model is negatively affected by following EC’s incorrect rankings.
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Figure 6.4: Kendall’s τ over time, between CG and EC (orange), CG and CG+EC (green),
and EC and CG+EC (blue).

6.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented a novel hybrid model for email recipient prediction that
leverages both the information from an email network’s communication graph and the
textual content of the messages. Our model starts from scratch, in that it does not assume
or need seed recipients, and it is updated for each email sent. The proposed model achieves
high performance on two email collections. We have answered RQ4:
RQ4 Can we predict email communication through modeling email content and communication graph properties?
We show that the communication graph properties and the email content signals both
provide a strong baseline for predicting recipients, but are complementary, i.e., combining
both signals achieves the highest accuracy for predicting the recipients of email.
We have shown that the number of received emails is an effective method for estimating
the prior probability of observing a recipient, and the number of emails sent between two
users is an effective way of estimating the “connectedness” between these two users, and
proves to be a helpful signal in ranking recipients.
An implication of the findings in this chapter is that both the context in which digital
traces are created, and the content of the digital traces are valuable signals in predicting
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real-world behavior, in the case of email communication. This has implications for
both designing systems to predict recipients, as it does for analyzing and understanding
communication flows in an enterprise, e.g., in a discovery scenario where one may want
to discover “unexpected” communication.
The work presented in this chapter has several limitations, first, from a modeling
perspective; We identified characteristic weaknesses of our individual models’ robustness
to specific circumstances. As witnessed by the decrease in performance for highly active
users, our email content model seems unfit to deal with users that exchange a large number
of emails with a large number of people. The deteriorating performance over time shows
that our communication graph models’ performance suffers with expanding graphs as
they develop.
To address these issues, one possible direction for future work is to incorporate time
into our model. We can, for example, use decay functions to weigh the edges between
users and promote more recent communication. Similarly, we can use time-dependent
language models that favor recent documents to incorporate time. Whereas in this work
we choose to keep a simple, and hence interpretable model, a machine learned method
may improve prediction accuracy, e.g., by using the signals we employed as features.
Finally, for future work, the presented model can be applied to novel tasks, e.g., role or
anomaly detection in email corpora, or leak prevention.
In the next chapter, we take a similar approach to the work presented in this chapter.
More specifically, we analyze a novel dataset of interaction logs, and address a prediction
task. Much like the recipient recommendation task in this chapter, we study the contribution of the context and the content of the digital traces, with the goal of predicting
real-world activity of our entities of interest.
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“The advantage of a bad memory is that one enjoys
several times the same good things for the first time.”
—Friedrich Nietzsche

Our second case-study into the link between digital traces and real-world behavior or
activities of entities of interest, revolves around mobile devices. Mobile devices are an
especially interesting source of digital traces, as the closeness, portability, and popularity
of our smartphones means they are part of most of the aspects of our daily lives. Mobile
device hence take a central role as potential “containers for evidence” in the E-Discovery
scenario [40]. Smartphones may carry signals of our whereabouts, context, and activities
in many different forms, e.g., from emails, (voice) messages, call and SMS logs, to
browser data, and other data logs [16].
A relatively new source of digital traces that can provide rich insights into users’
activities and behavior are automated personal assistants. These intelligent assistants
have been introduced in major online service offerings and mobile devices over the last
several years. Systems such as Siri, Google Now, Echo, M, and Cortana support a range
of reactive and proactive scenarios, ranging from question answering to alerting about
plane flights and traffic. The embedding of these personal assistants in our day-to-day life
makes them a rich potential resource of “digital evidence,” i.e., digital traces that can be
employed for finding evidence of activity in the real world [197].
Several of these personal assistants provide reminder services aimed at helping people
to remember plans for future tasks they may otherwise forget. Potentially representing
the user’s (future) location, activity, or planned tasks, interaction logs with these types
of reminder services could serve as a valuable signal in an E-Discovery scenario. In this
chapter, we study a large-scale log of user-created reminders from Microsoft Cortana,
to better understand the context under which digital traces are produced, and to study
whether we can predict the (planned) behavior of the entities of interest of Part II: the
producers of digital traces.
Motivated by the findings in the previous chapter, in this chapter too we study the
impact of the contexts in which the traces are created. Here, we consider the creation time
of a reminder as the context. In addition, we study the predictive power of the textual
content of the digital traces, by incorporating the reminder text for predicting the reminder
task’s execution time.
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Table 7.1: Example interaction sequence for setting a reminder.
Turn

Who

Text

1
2
3
4

User
System
User
System

5
6

User
System

Remind me to do the laundry.
When would you like to be reminded?
Sunday at noon.
Alright, remind you to do the laundry at 12:00PM on Sunday, is
that right?
Yes.
Great, I’ll remind you! success chime

Table 7.1 presents an example of the types of reminder dialogs recorded in the dataset.
These logs offer insights into the reminder generation process, including the types of tasks
for which people formulate reminders, the task descriptions, the times that reminders of
different types are created, and the periods of time between the creation of reminders and
notifications. Beyond analysis of the nature and timing of reminders, we demonstrate how
information about patterns of reminder usage and general trends seen across users can be
harnessed to predict when users are likely to execute certain tasks, which can be of interest
in an E-Discovery scenario. We focus primarily on time-based reminders, i.e., reminders
for tasks planned for a future time. In this chapter, we aim to answer RQ5: “Can we
identify patterns in the times at which people create reminders, and, via notification times,
when the associated tasks are to be executed?”

7.1 Reminder Types
We first investigate user behavior around reminder creation by studying the common
tasks linked to setting reminders. In this section, we focus on the question: “Is there
a body of common tasks that underlie the reminder creation process?” Understanding
the common tasks allows us to better see common usage patterns, which will help in
predictive models and in finding unexpected behavior, e.g., through outlier detection. To
answer this question, we perform a data-driven qualitative analysis of Cortana reminder
logs. Specifically, we extract reminders that are observed frequently and across multiple
users. Then, we employ a manual labeling strategy, and categorize the reminders in a task
taxonomy to better understand the task types that drive users to create reminders.

7.1.1

Reminder Composition

Before we analyze the different tasks at the root at reminder setting, we describe the
composition of a typical reminder. In the left column of Table 7.2, we present three
examples of common reminders. The examples show a structure that is frequently observed
in the logged reminders. Reminders are typically composed as predicate sentences. They
contain a phrase related to an action that the user would like to perform (typically a verb
phrase) and a referenced object that is the target of the action to be performed.
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Table 7.2: Example reminders as predicates.

7.1.2

Reminder

Predicate

“Remind me to take out the trash”
“Remind me to put my clothes in dryer”
“Remind me to get cash from the bank”

Take out (me, the trash)
Put (me, clothes in dryer)
Get (me, cash from the bank)

Data

A session for setting a reminder consists of a dialog, where the user and the intelligent
assistant interact in multiple turns. Typically, the user starts by issuing the command
for setting a reminder, and dictates the reminder. Optionally, the user specifies the
reminder’s notification time. Next, the assistant requests to specify the time (if the user
has not yet specified it), or provides a summary of the reminder, i.e., the task description
and notification time, asking the user to confirm or change the proposed reminder (see
Table 7.1).
We analyze a sample of two months of Cortana reminder logs, spanning all of January
and February 2015. We ensure the data used in this chapter preserves user privacy, as we
filter the data to patterns commonly observed across multiple users, and study behavior in
aggregate, refraining from studying individual patterns. In summary, we are not looking
at any user’s behavior at the individual level, but across a large population, to uncover
broad and more general patterns.
We pre-process this set of reminders by including only reminders from the US market
(the only market which had Cortana enabled on mobile devices at that time). To narrow
the scope of our analysis, we focus on time-based reminders and remove location (e.g.,
“remind me to do X when I am at Y”) and person-based reminders (e.g., “remind me to give
X when I see Y”), which are less common and more challenging to study across users due
to their personal nature. Finally, we retain only reminders that are confirmed by the user
(turn 6 in Table 7.1). The resulting sample contains 576,080 reminders from 92,264 users.
For each reminder, we extract the reminder task description and notification time from
Cortana’s summary (turn 4 in Table 7.1). We also extract the creation time based on the
local time of the user’s device. Each reminder is represented by:
rtask The textual task description of the reminder, i.e., the phrase which encodes the
future task or action to be taken, as dictated by the user. We extract the text from
Cortana’s final summary response (“do the laundry” from turn 4 in Table 7.1).
rCT The creation time of the reminder. This represents the time at which the user
encodes the reminder. We represent rCT as a discretized time-value; Section 7.3.1
defines the discretization process. We extract this timestamp from the client’s
device.
rN T The notification time set for the reminder to fire an alert. This data represents the
time at which the user wishes to be reminded about a future task or action. We
represent rN T in the same discretized manner as rCT . We extract the notification
time from Cortana’s summary response (turn 4 in Table 7.1).
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r∆T Subtracting the creation time from the notification time yields the time-delta, the
delay between the reminder’s creation and notification time. Intuitively, reminders
with smaller time-deltas represent short-term or immediate tasks (“remind me to
take the pizza out of the oven”), whereas reminders with larger time-deltas represent
tasks planned further ahead in time (“remind me to make a doctor’s appointment”).

7.1.3

Identifying Common Tasks

To understand the common needs that underlie the reminder creation process, and hence
common user behavior, we first identify common reminders, i.e., reminders that are
frequently observed across multiple users. Studying common reminders can aid analysts
in understanding common usage patterns, and hence can help in identifying patterns or
reminders that diverge. In addition, common usage patterns can aid system designers in
creating predictive models. We employ a mixed methods approach, comprising data-driven
and qualitative methodologies, to extract and identify common task types.
Frequent Task Description Extraction
First, we extract common task descriptions, by leveraging the predicate (verb+object)
structure described at the start of this section. To ensure the underlying task descriptions
represent broad tasks, we filter to retain only descriptions that start with a verb (or a
multi-word phrasal verb) that occurs at least 500 times, across at least ten users, with
at least five objects. This yields a set of 52 frequent verbs, which covers 60.9% of the
reminders in our sample. The relatively small number of verbs that cover the majority of
reminders in our log indicates there likely exists a large ‘head’ of common tasks that give
rise to reminder creation. To analyze the underlying tasks, we include the most common
objects, by pruning objects observed less than five times with a verb. This yields a set of
2,484 unique task descriptions (i.e., verb+object pairs), covering 17.9% of our sample log.
Manual Labeling
Next, we aim to identify the tasks which underlie the frequent task descriptions, and
categorize them into a task type taxonomy. Specifically, by manual inspection, we
identified several key dimensions that separate tasks. In particular, we find that dimensions
that commonly separate tasks are (i) the cognitive load the task incurs (i.e., how much
does the task represent an interruption of the user’s activity), (ii) the context in which
the task is to be executed (i.e., at home, at work), and (iii) the (expected) duration of the
task. This enabled us to categorize the extracted frequent task descriptions into one of
six broader task types, with several subclasses, which we present in the following section
with example reminders.
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Go somewhere
Chores
Communicate

Switch context

Recurring

General

Run errand

Standalone

Coordinate

Manage Ongoing
External Process
Manage Ongoing
User Activity

Prepare Stop
Start

Eat/Consume

Figure 7.1: Bar plot showing the proposed reminder task-type taxonomy.

7.2 Task Type Taxonomy
In this section, we describe each of the six task types in turn, and provide examples of the
associated verb+object patterns. First, for an overview of the task types and their relative
occurrence in our data, see Figure 7.1. The example objects are shown in decreasing order
of frequency, starting with the most common. Note that verbs are not uniquely associated
with a single task type, but the verb+object-pair may determine the task type (compare,
e.g., “set alarm” to “set doctor appointment”).
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1. Go Somewhere (33.0%)
One third of the frequent tasks refer to the user moving from one place to another. See
Table 7.3. We distinguish between two subtypes: the first subtype is running an errand
(83.2%), where the reminder refers to executing a task at some location (e.g., “pick up
milk”). Running an errand represents an interruption of the user’s activity, but a task of a
relatively small scale, i.e., it represents a task that briefly takes up the user’s availability.
The second subtype is more comprehensive, and represents tasks that are characterized by
a switch of context (16.8%), e.g., moving from one context or activity to another (“go to
work”, “leave for office”), which has a larger impact on the user’s availability.
Table 7.3: Go Somewhere.
Run errand
grab [something]
get [something]
pick up [something/someone]
buy [something]
bring [something]
drop off [something]
return [something]

laundry, lunch, headphones
batteries
laundry, person, pizza
milk, flowers, coffee, pizza
laptop, lunch, phone charger
car, dry cleaning, prescription
library books

Switch context
leave (for) [some place]
come [somewhere]
be [somewhere]
go (to) [somewhere]
stop by [some place]
have (to) [something]
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house, work, airport
home, back to work, in
be at work, at home
gym, work, home, appointment,
the bank, at Walmart
work, appointment
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2. Chores (23.8%)
The second most common type of reminders represent daily chores. See Table 7.4. We
distinguish two subtypes: recurring (66.5%) and standalone chores (33.5%). Both types
represent smaller-scale tasks that briefly interrupt the user’s activity.
Table 7.4: Chores.
Recurring
take out [something]
feed [something]
clean [something]
wash [something]
charge [something]
do [something]
pay [something]
set [something]

trash, bins
dogs, meter, cats, baby
room, house, bathroom
clothes, hair, dishes, car
phone, fitbit, batteries
laundry, homework, taxes, yoga
pay rent, bills, phone bill
alarm, reminder

Standalone
write [something]
change [something]
cancel [something]
order [something]
renew [something]
book [something]
mail [something]
submit [something]
fill out [something]
print [something]
pack [something]

a check, letter, thank you note
laundry, oil, air filter
amazon prime, netflix
pizza, flowers
books, driver’s license, passport
hotel, flight
letter, package, check
timesheet, timecard, expenses
application, timesheet, form
tickets, paper, boarding pass
lunch, gym clothes, clothes
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3. Communicate (21.1%)
Next, a common task is to remind to contact (“call,” “phone,” “text”) another individual,
either a person (e.g., “mom,” “jack,” “jane”), organization/company (“AT&T”), or other
(“hair dresser,” “doctor’s office”). See Table 7.5. We identify two subtypes: the majority
reflects general, unspecified communication (94.7%) (e.g., “call mom”), and a smaller
part (5.3%) represents coordination or planning tasks (e.g., “make doctor’s appointment”).
Both subtypes represent tasks that briefly interrupt the user’s activity.
Table 7.5: Communicate
General
send [something]
email [someone]
text [someone]
call [someone]
tell [someone] [something]

email, text, report
dad, mom
mom, dad
mom, dad
my wife I love her, happy
birthday mom

Coordinate
set [an appointment]
make [an appointment]
schedule [an appointment]

doctors appointment
doctors appointment, reservation
haircut, doctors appointment

4. Manage Ongoing External Process (12.9%)
These reminders represent manipulation of an ongoing, external process, i.e., tasks where
the user monitors or interacts with something, e.g., the laundry or oven. See Table 7.6.
These tasks briefly interrupt a user’s activity.
Table 7.6: Manage Ongoing External Process
turn [on/off] [something]
check [something]
start [something]
put [something] in [something]
take [something] out
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water, oven, stove, heater
email, oven, laundry, food
dishwasher, laundry
pizza in oven, clothes in dryer
pizza, chicken, laundry
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5. Manage Ongoing User Activity (6.3%)
This class of reminders is similar to the previous class, however, as opposed to the user
interacting with an external process, these reflect a change in the user’s own activity.
They incur a higher cost on the user’s availability and cognitive load. See Table 7.7. We
distinguish three subtypes: preparing (31.4%), starting (61.4%), and stopping an activity
(7.2%).
Table 7.7: Manage Ongoing User Activity
Activity/Prepare
get ready [to/for]

work, home

Activity/Start
start [some activity]
make [something]
take [something]
play [something]
watch [something]

dinner, cooking, studying
food, breakfast, grocery list
a shower, a break
game, xbox, basketball
tv, the walking dead, seahawks game

Activity/Stop
stop [some activity]
finish [something]

reading, playing
homework, laundry, taxes

6. Eat/Consume (2.8%)
Another frequent reminder type refers to consuming something, most typically food
(“have lunch”) or medicine (“take medicine”). These are also small and range from brief
interruptions (“take pills”) to longer interruptions (“have dinner”). See Table 7.8.
Table 7.8: Eat/Consume
take [something] Medicine
eat [something]
lunch, dinner, breakfast, pizza
have [something] lunch, a snack, breakfast
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7.3 Reminder Patterns
Next, we study the temporal patterns of reminders. We seek to understand when people
create reminders, when reminders are set to notify users, and the average delay between
creation and notification time for different reminders. Such knowledge could prove useful
in providing likelihoods about when certain tasks tend to happen or predicting (follow-up)
tasks. In this section, we focus on the research question: “Can we identify patterns in the
times at which people create reminders, and, via notification times, when the associated
tasks are to be executed?”
We study reminders on several levels of granularity. In Section 7.3.2 we look at global
patterns and trends across all reminders. Next, we study temporal patterns per task type
in Section 7.3.3. In Section 7.3.4, we perform a temporal analysis of task description
terms. Finally, we study the relation between reminder creation and notification times in
Section 7.3.5. First, we explain how we represent the reminder’s creation and notification
time to enable our analyses.

7.3.1

Method

To study common temporal patterns of reminders, we discretize time by dividing each day
into the following six four-hour buckets: (i) late night [00:00-04:00), (ii) early morning
[04:00-08:00), (iii) morning [08:00-12:00), (iv) afternoon [12:00-16:00), (v) evening
[16:00-20:00), and (vi) night [20:00-00:00). By combining this time-of-day division with
the days of week we yield a 7 by 6 matrix M , whose columns represent days, and rows
times. Each rCT and rN T can be represented as a cell in matrix M , i.e., Mi,j where i
corresponds to the day of week, and j to the time of day. Furthermore, we distinguish
between M CT and M N T , the matrices whose cells contain reminders that are created,
or respectively set to notify, at a particular day and time. We represent each reminder as
an object, with the attributes described in Section 7.1.2: the reminder’s task description
(rtask ), creation time (rCT ), notification time (rN T ), and time-delta (r∆T ). To study
the temporal patterns, we look at the number of reminders that are created, or whose
notifications are set, per cell. We compute conditional probabilities over the cells in M CT
and M N T , where the reminders creation or notification time is conditioned on the task
type, time, or the terms in the task description.
P (rCT | w) =

|{r ∈ R : w ∈ rtask ∧ rCT = X}|
|{w ∈ rtask , r ∈ M CT }|

(7.1)

P (rN T | w) =

|{r ∈ R : w ∈ rtask ∧ rN T = X}|
|{w ∈ rtask , r ∈ M N T }|

(7.2)

To estimate the conditional probability of a notification or creation time, given a term
from the task description, we take the set of reminders containing term w that are created
or whose notification is set at time X, over the total number of reminders that contain the
word (see equation 7.1 and equation 7.2). By computing this probability for each cell in
M N T or M CT , (i.e., Σi,j∈M P (rN T = i, j | w)) we generate a probability distribution
over matrix M .
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P (rN T = X | rCT = i, j) =

X
i,j∈M CT

CT
: rN T = X}|
|{r ∈ Mi,j
CT |
|Mi,j

(7.3)

To study the common patterns of the periods of time between the creation of reminders and
notifications, we estimate a probability distribution for a reminder’s notification time given
a creation time (see equation 7.3). We compute this probability by taking the reminders in
each cell of M CT that have their notifications set to fire at time X, over all the reminders
in that cell.
Finally, we study the delays between setting and executing reminders, by collecting
counts and plotting histograms of r∆T of reminders for a given subset, e.g., {rCT ∈ R :
w ∈ r} or {rCT ∈ R : rCT = X}.

7.3.2

Global Patterns

We now describe broad patterns of usage, and answer the following questions: “At which
times during the day do people plan (i.e., create reminders), and at which times do they
execute tasks (i.e., reminder notification trigger)?” and “How far in advance do people
plan tasks?” To answer these questions, we examine the temporal patterns in our log data
over the aggregate of all reminders in the two-month sample (576,080 reminders).
Figure 7.2 shows the prior probability of a reminder’s creation time, P (rCT ), and
notification time, P (rN T ), in each cell in M CT and M N T . Looking at Figure 7.2, we
see that in our sample, planning (reminder creation) most frequently happens later in the
day, more so than during office hours (morning and midday). This observation could
be explained by the user’s availability; users may have more time to interact with their
mobile devices in the evenings. Additionally, the end of the day is a natural moment for
“wrapping up the day,” i.e., looking backward and forward to completed and future tasks.
Turning our attention to notification times, the right plot of Figure 7.2 shows a slightly
different pattern: people execute tasks (i.e. notifications trigger) throughout the day, from
morning to evening. This shows that users want to be reminded of tasks throughout
the day, in different contexts (e.g., both at home and at work). This is reflected in our
task-type taxonomy, where tasks are related to both contexts. We also note how slightly
more notifications trigger on weekdays than in weekends, and more notifications trigger
at the start and end of the workweek than midweek and in weekends. This observation
may be attributed to the same phenomenon for reminder creation; users may tend to
employ reminders for activities that switch between week and weekend contexts. Finally,
comparing the two plots shows the notification times are slightly less uniformly distributed
than creation times, e.g., users create reminders late at night, when it is relatively unlikely
for notifications to fire.
Next, to determine how far in advance users typically plan, we look at the delays
between reminder creation and notification in Figure 7.3. The top plot shows distinct
spikes around five-minute intervals, which are due to reminders with a relative time
indication (e.g., “remind me to take out the pizza in 5 minutes”). These intervals are more
likely to come to mind than more obscure time horizons (e.g., “remind me to take out
the pizza at 6.34pm”). The second and third plots clearly illustrate that the majority of
reminders have a short delay: around 25% of the reminders are set to notify within the
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Figure 7.2: Distribution of reminder creation times (left plot) and reminder notification
times (right plot) for all reminders in two-month sample (n = 576,080)
same hour (second plot), and around 80% of the reminders are set to notify within 24
hours (third plot). Interestingly, there is a small hump around 8–9 hours in the second
plot, which may be explained by reminders that span a night, e.g., created at the end of the
day, to notify early the next day), or a ‘working day’ (reminder creation in the morning,
notification at the end of the day).
In summary, we have shown that on average people tend to set plans in the evening,
and execute them throughout the day. Furthermore, most tasks that drive reminder setting
are for short-term tasks to be executed in the next 24 hours.

7.3.3

Temporal Patterns of Different Task Types

In this section, we explore whether different task types are characterized by distinct
temporal patterns that differ from the global patterns seen in the previous section. To do
so, we take the subset of the 2,484 unique frequent reminders in our two-month sample of
reminders. We extract all reminders that match the exact reminder task descriptions from
our full dataset, and yield a subset of 125,376 reminders with task type-labels, that we use
for analysis. We aim to answer the same questions raised in the previous section, but at
the level of task type, as opposed to a characterization of the global aggregate.
Creation and notification times. First, we look at the probability distribution of reminder creation times per task type, i.e., P (rCT | tasktype). Looking at the distributions
for each task type, we discover two broader groups: per task type, reminders are either
created mostly in morning and midday blocks (roughly corresponding to office hours), or
outside these blocks. Figure 7.4 shows examples of both types: “Activity” and “Going
somewhere” reminders are mostly created during office hours, while e.g., “Communicate”
and “Chore” reminders are more prone to be created in evenings. Another interesting
observation is that activity-related reminders are comparatively frequent on weekends.
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Figure 7.3: Histograms of delays (in minutes, hours, and days from top to bottom) between
reminder creation and notification times.

Next, we study reminder notification times per task type, i.e., P (rN T | tasktype). Here,
a similar pattern emerges. Broadly speaking, there are two types of tasks: those set to
notify during office hours, and those that trigger outside these hours. See Figure 7.5
for examples. “Communicate” and “Go” fall under the former type, whereas “Chore”
and “Manage ongoing process” fall under the latter. The nature of the tasks explains
this distinction: the former relate to work-related tasks (communication, work-related
errands), whilst the majority of the latter represent activities that are more common in a
home setting (cooking, cleaning).
Taking a closer look at the Communicate task subclasses in Figure 7.6, we show
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Figure 7.4: Reminder creation time probability distributions over time, for different task
types.
how “Communicate/General” and “Communicate/Coordinate” differ: the former is more
uniformly distributed, whilst the latter is denser around office hours. The general subtask
too has comparatively more reminders that trigger in weekends, whereas coordinate is
more strongly centered on weekdays. The distinct patterns suggest these subclasses indeed
represent different types of tasks.
Reminder creation and notification delay. To better understand differences in the
lead times between reminder creation and notification, we present an overview of the
distribution of reminder delays per task type in Figure 7.7. In general, the lower the
boxplot lies on the y-axis, the lower the lead time, i.e., the shorter the delay between
creating the reminder and executing the task. It is worth comparing, e.g., the plot of
“Manage ongoing process,” to both “Go” or “Communicate” task types: execution of
managing ongoing processes tasks seems to be planned with a much shorter lead time
than the other types of task. Considering the nature of the tasks, where ongoing processes
often represent the close monitoring or checking of a process (e.g., cooking or cleaning
tasks), it is understandable that the delays are on the order of a few minutes, rather than
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Figure 7.5: Reminder notification time probability distributions over time, per task type.
hours. “Communicate/Coordinate” has the largest delay on average, i.e., it is the task type
people plan furthest in advance.
A more detailed examination of the differences between the “Communicate” subtasks,
illustrated in Figure 7.8, reveals that “Communicate/General” subtasks are more likely
to be executed with lower lead time, as noted by the peak at hour 0 in the top plot. The
“Communicate/Coordinate” subtask is about as likely to be executed the next day, as seen
by the high peak around the 12 hour mark in the bottom plot. Much like the observations
made in the previous section, the difference in the patterns between both “Communicate”
subtasks suggests that the distinction between the subtypes is meaningful. Differences are
not only found on a semantic level through our qualitative analysis, but also in temporal
patterns.
In summary, we have shown how task type-specific temporal patterns differ from the
aggregate patterns in Section 7.3.2.

7.3.4

Temporal Patterns of Terms in Reminder Task Descriptions

One can hypothesize that the terms in task descriptions show distinct temporal patterns,
i.e., reminders that contain the term “pizza” are likely to trigger around dinner time.
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Figure 7.6: “Communicate” subclass notification time probability distributions over time.
Presence of these temporal patterns may be leveraged for reminder creation or notification
time prediction. To study this, we manually inspected the temporal distribution of task
descriptions’ terms of the 500 most frequent terms. More specifically, we compute
conditional probabilities for a cell in M CT or M N T given a term w (see equation 7.1 and
Eq. 7.2). We found several intuitive patterns, which we illustrate below with examples.
These are simply presented to motivate the intuition behind the term features used in our
predictive model in Section 7.4.
Figure 7.9 shows creation and notification times of task descriptions that contain
the terms “church” or “appointment.” The “appointment” plot shows a strong pattern
around the morning and midday blocks, representing office hours. Reminders that contain
“church” show a clear and intuitive pattern too; they are largely created from Saturday night
through Sunday morning, and are set to notify on Sunday early morning and mornings.
When we examine the delays between reminder creation and notification, clear patterns
emerge.
In Figure 7.10, we compare the average delays of reminders containing the term
“appointment” to “laundry.” Clearly, on average, “appointment” reminders have longer
delays, reflected by the nature of the task (which may involve other individuals and hence
require more planning), whereas “laundry” reminders are more likely to reflect short-term
tasks (which may be performed individually).
In summary, we see distinct temporal patterns in task descriptions’ terms. In Section 7.4, we study the generalizability of these patterns.

7.3.5

Temporal Patterns of Notification Times

Finally, we look at correlations between reminders’ creation and notification times. Motivated by the observation that most reminders are set to notify shortly after they are
created, we study the probability of a reminder’s notification time given its creation time,
P (rN T | rCT ).
See Figure 7.11 for examples. Looking at the plots in detail, we see how reminders
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Figure 7.7: Boxplot showing delay between reminder creation and notification times (n =
125,376).
across different creation times appear similar: they are most likely to have their notification
fire within the same cell or the next, confirming earlier observations that the majority of
reminders are short-term (i.e., same cell). However, upon closer inspection, we see that
as the reminders’ creation time moves towards later during the day, reminders are more
likely to be set to notify the next day. Furthermore, in the third plot from the left, we
see how reminders created on Friday evenings have a small but substantial probability of
having their notification fire on Monday morning (i.e., the reminder spans the weekend).
These patterns show how delay between reminder creation and notification time is low on
average, but the length of delay is not independent from the creation time.
In summary, we have shown distinct temporal patterns of reminders of different task
types, and of the terms in task descriptions. Finally, we have shown that a reminder’s
notification time is most likely set shortly after creation time, but the later in the day a
reminder is created, the more likely the notification time is further in the future.

7.4 Predicting Notification Time
In the previous section, we have shown temporal patterns in reminder creation and
notification time of four types: aggregate patterns, task type-related, term-based, and
time-based. To study whether these patterns can be effectively harnessed, we address a
prediction task. Specifically, we turn to the task of predicting the day of the week in which
a task is most likely to happen (i.e., predicting rN T ). Motivated by our observation that the
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The aim of our experiments is not to develop complex or novel predictive models, but
instead to study whether the patterns discussed earlier generalize so as to contribute to
overall predictive performance.
We cast the task of predicting the day of week a reminder is set to notify as a multiclass
classification task, where each day of the week corresponds to a class. The input to our
predictive model is the reminder’s task description (rtask ), creation time (rCT ), and the
target class is the notification time (rN T ) day of week. We measure the predictive power
of the patterns identified in the previous sections via term-based and (creation) time-based
features. Specifically, for term-based features, we extract bag of word features (unigrams),
and our time-based features correspond to RCT ’s time of day (row) and day of week
(column), and the minutes since the start of week. See Table 7.9 for an overview.

7.4.1

Experimental Setup

We use Gradient Boosted Decision Trees for classification. This method has proven to
be robust and efficient in large-scale learning problems [90]. The ability of this method
to deal with non-linearity in the feature space and heterogeneous features makes it a
natural choice. To address the multiclass nature of our problem, we employ a one vs. all
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Figure 7.9: Creation and notification times for reminders with the terms “church” (top
row) and “appointment” (bottom row).

classification strategy, where we train seven binary classifiers and output the prediction
with the highest confidence as final prediction. We compare the accuracy to randomly
picking a day of the week (with accuracy of 17 = 0.1429) and to a more competitive
baseline that predicts the notification will be for the same day that the notification was
created (BL-SameDay).
For the experiments, we sample six months of data (January through June 2015). All
data were filtered according to the process described in Section 7.1.2, resulting in a total
of 1,509,340 reminders. We split this data sequentially: the first 70% (approx. January
1 to May 7) forms the training set and the last 30% (approx. May 8 to June 30) forms
the test set. We use the first two months of the training set for the analysis described in
Sections 7.1 and 7.3 as well as for parameter tuning before we retrained on the entire
training set.
In the next section, we report predictive performance on the held out test set, specifically, we report macro and micro-averaged accuracy over the classes (Macro and Micro,
respectively). We compare three approaches: one that leverages time features based on the
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Figure 7.10: Delays between reminder creation and notification for reminder task descriptions containing the terms “appointment” (left column) and “laundry” (right column).
reminder’s creation time (Time only), one with term features (Terms only), and finally a model that leverages both types of features (Full model). We test for statistical
significance using t-tests, comparing our predictive models against BL-SameDay. The
symbols N and H denote statistically significant differences (greater than the baseline and
worse than the baseline, respectively) at α = 0.01.

7.4.2

Results

Table 7.10 shows the results of our prediction task. First, we note that the baseline of
predicting the notification time to be the same day as the creation time, at 0.5147 microaveraged accuracy, performs much better than random (at 0.1429). This indicates users
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Figure 7.11: Reminder notification time probability distributions over time (i.e., P (rN T |
rCT )), for three different rCT .
Table 7.9: Features used for prediction.
Features

Description

Term Features
Time features

Unigram Bag of Word features
rCT Time of day
rCT Day of week
rCT Minutes since start of week

mostly set reminders to plan for events in the short-term. Next, we see that the Time
only model with a micro-averaged accuracy of 0.6279 significantly improves over the
baseline, indicating that the reminder creation time helps further improve prediction
accuracy. As noted earlier, tasks planned late at night are more likely to be executed
on a different day, and the use of creation time helps leverage this and more general
patterns. Finally, the model that uses only features based on the task description (Terms
only) performs better than random, but does not outperform the baseline. However,
when combined with the time model (Full model) we see an increase of 8.2% relative
to the time only model. We conclude that the creation time provides the most information
for predicting when a task will be performed, but the task description provides significant
additional information. Framed differently, we show that both the context in which digital
traces are produced (i.e., the time of day), and the content of the digital traces (i.e., the
textual description of the task) provide signals for better predicting real-world behavior of
the producers of digital traces.

7.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have performed a large-scale analysis of reminder data from user
activity in a natural setting to answer the following research question:
RQ5 Can we identify patterns in the times at which people create reminders, and, via
notification times, when the associated tasks are to be executed?
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Table 7.10: Average accuracy of day-of-week prediction task. Statistical significance
tested against BL-SameDay.
Run

Micro

Macro
N

N

Full model
Time only
Terms only

0.6788
0.6279N
0.1777H

0.6761
0.6258N
0.1772H

BL-SameDay

0.5147

0.5165

Error reduction
+0.3381
+0.2333
-0.6944

We employed a mixed methods approach, comprising data-driven and qualitative methodologies, to extract and identify common task types from reminders that are frequently
observed across multiple users. To answer RQ5, we answer several subquestions in this
chapter, the findings of which we summarize below.
Task type taxonomy. Through our log analyses we have shown common reminders
and made an attempt at identifying and categorizing the types of tasks that underlie them.
We identified that the majority of reminders in our sample refer to either daily household
chores, running errands, or switching contexts.
Temporal patterns. Next, we show how reminders display different temporal patterns
depending on the task type they represent, the reminder’s creation time, and the terms in
the task description. Most notably, we have shown that people mostly plan for tasks in
the evening hours, and most tasks are set to execute in mornings and throughout the day.
On average, people plan in advance for the short-term, i.e., 80% of the reminders in our
sample log are set to trigger on the same day as reminder creation.
Prediction task. Finally, we demonstrated that we can leverage these patterns to predict
the day of the week that a reminder is most likely to trigger, i.e., the day the task is most
likely to be executed. Specifically, we confirm that the reminder’s creation time is a strong
indicator of notification time, but that including the task description further improves
accuracy over the strongest baseline, with a 33% reduction in error.
In line with our findings in the previous chapter, here we confirm that both the context
in which digital traces are produced (the time of day), and the (textual) content of the
digital traces (the reminder description) provide valuable signals in predicting the realworld behavior and activity of our entities of interest: the producers of digital traces.
Furthermore, the findings in this chapter have implications for designing systems to help
with task completion, and more generally for developing technology to reduce prospective
memory failures. The analysis and prediction task show that we can leverage large-scale
interaction logs to predict a users’ (planned) activities.
There are several limitations in our log analyses. First, we performed this analysis on a
specific subset of reminders: reminders from one geographic locale and for a single type of
reminder: time-based. There are opportunities to understand cultural and linguistic factors
in reminder creation by considering reminders from multiple regions. We additionally seek
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to investigate other types of reminders, such as those involving people, places, and events.
Second, it is difficult to quantify the comprehensiveness of the task type taxonomy, which
covers common reminders. The ontology may therefore not cover more intricate, personal,
specific, or complex reminders, the nature of which needs to be better understood. Finally,
our approach and analysis is entirely log based. The taxonomy’s categories were manually
labeled, and we make inferences and assumptions about the tasks that people are engaged
in. User studies are needed to better understand the reminder process, including the
generation and value of reminders, including how people behave when they are notified.
Future work includes developing more sophisticated models (e.g., considering personalized signals) to improve prediction performance. Besides the value of the insights
gained in this chapter from the discovery perspective, i.e., from understanding the link
between people’s interaction logs with intelligent assistants and their (planned) activities
and tasks, the insights and predictions about tasks and the use of reminders can also prove
valuable with the development of systems endowed with the ability to proactively reserve
time, manage conflicts, remind people about tasks they might forget, and, more generally,
help people achieve their goals.
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Conclusions
“Si finis bonus est, totum bonum erit.”
—Gesta Romanorum, Tale LXVII
In this thesis, we have studied discovery in digital traces. We have done so in two parts: in
Part I we have studied the content of (textual) digital traces, and in Part II we have turned
to the contexts in which digital traces are created, with the goal of leveraging digital traces
for predicting real-world activity.
Part I revolves around semantic search. Semantic search is a search paradigm that
uses structured knowledge to increase retrieval effectiveness [250], and allows us to better
support the exploratory search process that is inherent to the discovery process [268].
More specifically, in this part our entities of interest are the real-world entities that occur
(i.e., are mentioned) in digital traces. We leverage publicly available knowledge bases
such as Wikipedia and Freebase, and study emerging entities: entities that are not (yet)
described in the knowledge base. This is motivated by the fact that in typical discovery
scenarios (e.g., investigative journalism or digital forensics), the entities of interest may not
be known a priori. In three chapters, we analyze the temporal patterns of emerging entities
in online text streams (Chapter 3), predict them in social media streams (Chapter 4), and
enrich their representations by leveraging “collective intelligence” (i.e., how people refer
to and search for the entities on the web), for increased retrieval effectiveness (Chapter 5).
The second part of this thesis revolves around the contexts in which digital traces
are created. Here, we shift our focus, and our entities of interest are the producers of
digital traces, i.e., the people who leave behind digital traces. Our goal is to predict
real-world activity from digital traces, a core task in E-Discovery [197]. We present two
case studies: in the first, we study enterprise email collections, and we analyze aspects that
govern communication between employees and aim to predict email communication by
leveraging the communication graph and email content (Chapter 6). Next, we study user
interaction logs with a personal intelligent assistant (Microsoft Cortana), that represents
the users’ planned activities and tasks (Chapter 7). In this chapter, we show common
usage patterns of the reminder service, and show how we can leverage the uncovered
patterns for predicting the most likely day at which a task will be executed.
In this final chapter of the thesis, we re-iterate the research questions we answered,
and summarize our methods and findings in Section 8.1. In Section 8.2 we reflect on
future work.
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8.1 Main Findings, Limitations, and Implications
Here, we summarize the methods, findings, and their implications. We do so by answering
the research questions raised in Chapter 1.

Part I. Analyzing, Predicting, and Retrieving Emerging Entities
In the first content chapter of this thesis (Chapter 3), we start our exploration of real-world
entities in digital traces with a large-scale analysis of how entities emerge. In Chapter 3
we answer our first research question:
RQ1 Are there common temporal patterns in how entities of interest emerge in online
text streams?
To answer this question, we analyze a large collection of entity time series, i.e., time series
of entity mentions in the lead time between an entity’s first mention in online text streams
and its subsequent incorporation into the knowledge base.
We apply an unsupervised hierarchical clustering method to uncover groups of entities
that exhibit different emergence patterns. We discover two main emergence patterns. First,
roughly half of the entities we study emerge in a “bursty” fashion, i.e., they surface in
online text streams without a precedent, and blast into activity before they are incorporated
in the KB. Other entities display a “delayed” pattern, where they appear in public discourse,
experience a period of inactivity, and then resurface before being incorporated into the KB.
In addition to these emergence patterns, we found distinct differences in the emergence
patterns of different types of entities, suggesting that different entities of interest exhibit
different emergence patterns.
The work presented in this chapter has several implications. Most notably, the analyses
have implications for designing systems to detect emerging entities before they are part of
the KB. We have shown how entities tend to resurface multiple times before being added
to Wikipedia. This suggests that burst detection may be an effective way of “catching”
emerging entity before they are part of the KB. Furthermore, we have shown that the
different streams in which the entities emerge are indicative of how fast the entity may be
added to the KB.
The work presented in this chapter also know several limitations. First, evaluating
unsupervised clustering without labels is not trivial: Von Luxburg et al. [254] aptly
question whether clustering is an “art or science.” However, we do have indications to
believe the clusters we generated are meaningful. First, the cluster signatures show distinct
and statistically significantly different patterns, whereas different groupings of time series
(e.g., by stream or by entity types) did not yield any discernible patterns. Furthermore,
the structure of the dendrogram (i.e., the hierarchical cluster tree) suggests there are clear
subgroups in the data.
Another limitation to our study is related to the dataset used. First, we rely on
automatically generated annotations (FAKBA1 dataset), which means we cannot assume a
100% accurate set of annotations. What’s more, the set of long-tail entities that are likely
in our subset of “emerging entities,” are known to be comparatively more difficult to link,
as most entity linking methods have a strong reliance on “popularity”-based features, such
as, commonness [181]. Next to the quality of the annotations, the coverage or selection of
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sources in the data may be a concern for how well our findings generalize to other domains
or datasets. Sampling bias, and e.g., the absence of popular social media platforms (such
as Facebook, Twitter, or Tumblr) means the findings may be different with other datasets.
Finally, the cultural bias that is inherent to the dataset selection. By studying only English
sources, we effectively studied how entities emerge in the English speaking world.
The analysis of emerging entities in Chapter 3 shows that knowledge bases are never
complete: new entities may emerge as events unfold, but at the same time, long-tail,
relatively unknown entities may also be added to a KB. As a follow-up to this chapter, we
turn our attention to predicting newly emerging entities in Chapter 4. More specifically, we
focus on predicting mentions of emerging KB entities in social media streams, motivated
by the high pace and noisy nature that characterizes social media streams. Our method
leverages an entity linking system to automatically generate training data for a namedentity recognizer to learn to recognize KB entities. We answer:
RQ2 Can we leverage prior knowledge of entities of interest to bootstrap the discovery
of new entities of interest?
To answer this question, we propose a novel unsupervised method for generating pseudotraining data to train a named-entity recognizer and classifier (NERC) for predicting
mentions of emerging entities that are likely to be added to a KB. The method includes
two sampling methods for selecting high quality training samples, the first selects samples
based on the textual quality of the sample, and the second leverages the confidence
score of the entity linking system to select samples of which the entity linker is more
confident, in an attempt to reduce noisy samples. We measure the effectiveness of these
sampling methods by their impact on the accuracy of predicting newly emerging entities.
Furthermore, we perform an additional analysis, where we study the impact of the amount
of prior knowledge. We approximate this quantity of prior knowledge by randomly
sampling different (size) reference knowledge bases, i.e., we leave out a part of the
knowledge base, and study the prediction effectiveness.
We find that sampling by textual quality improves the performance of our NERC
method and consequently our method’s performance in predicting emerging entities.
Furthermore, we show that setting a higher threshold on the entity linking system’s
confidence score for generating pseudo-ground truth results in fewer labels but better
performance. We show that the NERC is better able to separate noise from entities that are
worth including in a knowledge base. Finally, we show that in the case of a small amount
of prior knowledge, i.e., limited size of the available initial knowledge, our method is able
to cope with missing labels and incomplete data, as observed through its consistent and
stable precision. This finding justifies our proposed method that assumes incomplete data
by design.
The implication of our findings is that we our approach can effectively support the
exploratory search process, by retrieving similar entities to those in a reference KB, that
are not yet part of the KB.
A limitation of our work is the retrospective scenario we employ in our evaluation.
For this reason, we cannot measure the impact of the novelty of entities of interest as they
emerge.
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Finally, in Chapter 5 we address the follow-up task of enriching entity representations
of emerging entities with descriptions coming from a variety of sources, in a real-time,
streaming manner. Collecting entity descriptions from different sources, and combining
them in a single representation for improved retrieval effectiveness, is beneficial in
scenarios where information about the same entities is spread over multiple sources, e.g.,
in a discovery scenario, where multiple sources that represent the activity of, e.g., people
in a company (e.g., email collections, collaboration platforms, social media posts) can be
used to paint the full picture. We answer:
RQ3 Can we leverage collective intelligence to construct entity representations for increased retrieval effectiveness of entities of interest?
We answer this question by proposing an effective way of leveraging collective intelligence (i.e., entity descriptions from multiple sources) to construct entity representations
for optimal retrieval effectiveness of entities of interest. More specifically, we collect
descriptions from knowledge bases, social media, and the web, to increase retrieval effectiveness of entities. We do this in a dynamic scenario, i.e., we distinguish between static
description sources, where descriptions are aggregated and added to entity representations,
and dynamic description sources, where descriptions come in a real-time, streaming
manner.
The main challenge with leveraging collective intelligence is the heterogeneity between
entities: some entities may receive many descriptions (i.e., head entities), while others
may receive few (tail entities). At the same time, different description sources represent
very different content, compare, e.g., the structured and clean entity description from a
knowledge base, to the contexts in which people refer to entities on social media.
First, we demonstrate that incorporating dynamic description sources into dynamic
collective entity representations enables a better matching of users’ queries to entities,
resulting in an increase of entity ranking effectiveness. In addition, we show that informing
the ranker on the expansion state of the entities, further increases the ranking effectiveness.
Finally, we show how retraining the ranker leads to improved ranking effectiveness
in dynamic collective entity representations, however, even a static (not periodically
retrained) ranker’s performance improves over time, suggesting that even the static ranker
benefits from newly incoming descriptions.
The findings in this chapter imply that information from different types of sources
can be effectively combined to improve retrieval effectiveness of entities of interest. The
scenario of different (heterogeneous) data sources that may be related, is not uncommon
in the E-Discovery scenario, e.g., when an email box and associated attachments or files
can all be traced to a single entity.
One limitation in the work presented in this chapter was related to the experimental
design, which was constrained by the lack of temporally aligned and sizeable datasets. In
particular, the temporal misalignment between different corpora prevents the analysis of
temporal patterns that affect entities in unforeseen ways.

Part II. Analyzing and Predicting Activity from Digital Traces
In the first chapter of this part, the digital traces under study are enterprise email, and the
entities of interest are emailers.
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8.1. Main Findings, Limitations, and Implications
Our aim in Chapter 6 is to provide insights in the aspects that guide communication
between people. Specifically, we study the impact of aspects of the communication graph
(e.g., the strength of ties between emailers, or the proximity of emailers in the enterprise
network), and the impact of email content (e.g., the similarity of email content between
two emailers). We apply these signals for predicting enterprise email communication,
which may find application in detecting unexpected communication. We answer:
RQ4 Can we predict email communication through modeling email content and communication graph properties?
We present a hybrid model for email recipient prediction that leverages both the information from the email network’s communication graph, and the Language Models of the
emailers, estimated with the content of the emails that are sent by each user. Our model
starts from scratch, in that it does not assume or need seed recipients, and it is updated for
each email sent.
We show that the communication graph properties and the email content signals
both provide a strong baseline for predicting recipients, but are complementary, i.e.,
combining both signals achieves the highest accuracy for predicting the recipients of
email. Furthermore, we show that the number of received emails is an effective method
for estimating the prior probability of observing a recipient, and we show that the number
of emails sent between two users is an effective way of estimating the “connectedness”
between the two users.
The implication of our findings is that both the context in which digital traces are
created (i.e., the position of an emailer in the communication graph, her ties with surrounding emailers), and the content (i.e., the email itself) are important signals in predicting
real-world behavior (i.e., email communication).
Next, we study interaction logs with an intelligent personal assistant in Chapter 7. Intelligent assistants are proliferating across (both mobile and desktop) devices, they have a
close proximity to and embedding in our day-to-day life (in part thanks to their conversational and “personal” nature). For these reasons, interaction logs with personal assistants
are a rich resource for digital evidence. In this chapter we take a similar approach to the
previous, and analyze a novel dataset of interaction logs, and address a prediction task to
study how digital traces can be employed to predict real-world activity of our entities of
interest.
User interaction logs of intelligent personal assistants may contain many rich contextual clues, and represent the user’s (planned) activities or geographic location at any
given time. We are particularly interested in the reminder service of one such personal
assistant (Microsoft Cortana), as this service is a heavily used feature by its users, and
reminders represent (planned) tasks of users, and can hence be used to gain insights into
their (planned) activities. In combination with other data, these logs could be a rich signal
for inferring real-world activity, a core task in discovery. We answer:
RQ5 Can we identify patterns in the times at which people create reminders, and, via
notification times, when the associated tasks are to be executed?
We analyze a large-scale user log, comprising over 500,000 time-based reminders of over
90,000 users. We identify a body of common tasks types that give rise to the reminders
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across a large number of users. We subsequently arrange these tasks into a taxonomy.
Finally, we study their temporal patterns, and we address a prediction task, where we aim
to predict when a task reminder is set to trigger, i.e., the user aims to execute the task,
given the reminder task description and creation time.
We show how reminders display different temporal patterns depending on the task
type they represent, the reminder’s creation time, and the terms in the task description. We
show that the time at which a user creates a reminder is a strong indication of when the
task is scheduled to be executed. Furthermore, we show that including the text of the task
reminder further improves prediction accuracy. Much like in Chapter 6, we confirm that
combining the content of the digital traces (i.e., the textual description of the reminder),
and the context in which they are created (i.e., the time of day), achieves the highest
prediction accuracy, suggesting that both signals are complimentary.
As in the previous chapter, the findings in this chapter imply that both the context (the
time of day), and the content (the reminder description) of digital traces provide signals
that help in predicting real-world behavior of our entities of interest: the producers of
digital traces.
This chapter is not without limitations either. First, we make assumptions about the
behavior and activities of people, based on interaction logs. Without conducting user
studies or using other ways to infer the actual activities of people — beyond what they
say to Cortana, we cannot make any statements about people’s activities.

8.2 Future Research Directions
In this section, we summarize some of the limitations to the work presented in this thesis,
and identify some areas for potential follow-up work.

Part I. Analyzing, Predicting, and Retrieving Emerging Entities
Chapter 3 is a starting point of studying how entities emerge in public discourse, and what
happens in the lead time between the entity first surfaces, and is subsequently deemed
“important enough” to be added to the KB. As a next step, we should take a closer look
at the detailed circumstances under which entities emerge, by not only considering the
number of documents they appear in over time, but also in which contexts, e.g., by
looking at the content of the articles themselves. Another interesting aspect of emerging
entities, that falls out of the scope of the present work, is the notion of when entities are
“deemed important enough,” i.e., when the collective reaches consensus. For example,
one could study the emergence patterns of entities that are removed from the KB. Finally,
the observations made in this chapter could be explored in a prediction task, where, e.g.,
given a partial entity time series, the task would be to predict the point at which the entity
will be incorporated in the KB.
The method we present in Chapter 4 addresses entity mention detection for emerging
entities, i.e., we leverage a knowledge base to label entity mentions, so a named-entity
recognizer can identify similar but unlinked mentions in social media posts. A natural
follow-up to would be to “close the loop,” i.e., feed back the emerging entities to populate
the knowledge base. Closing the loop would open the door to a fully automated knowledge
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base population process, the scenario where the knowledge base is automatically populated
with entity mentions and representations, which in turn means the pseudo-training data
generated by the entity linking system remains up-to-date at all times.
To achieve this, an additional step of constructing seed entity representations is
necessary. One approach is to mine keyphrases [120] from the tweets in which the
emerging entities appear. To effectively construct these representations, an entity clustering
or disambiguation step would be beneficial, to collect enough content to extract keyphrases
from [55, 215].
Another challenge that lies in this direction is that of supervision; letting the system
roam free may introduce noise (i.e., false positives) into the knowledge base, which
may over time corrupt training data and hence derail the system. Studying ways of
incorporating a “human-in-the-loop,” when evaluating and judging predictions, using
e.g., crowdsourcing finds applications in any task in which a self-learning, automated,
system runs freely [60, 84]. The human-in-the-loop paradigm for evaluating and tracking
algorithmic predictions is of particular interest in the E-Discovery domain, where machinegenerated predictions can have severe impact on the outcomes of, e.g., legal cases [197].
A natural extension to the work presented in Chapter 5 is to study our method in a real
life scenario, with real-time, streaming data, and to provide a more fine-grained analysis
of the impact of the importance features and to to study the link between the temporal
patterns of entities (as studied in Chapter 3) and their retrieval effectiveness.
Larger and temporally aligned data collections would also increase the potential
challenge of “swamping” [223] or “document vector saturation” [138], where description
sources may completely overtake an entity representation. This swamping phenomenon
could be addressed by incorporating a temporal decay on the terms that make up the
representation, or imposing a size limit on the fields. Furthermore, additional feature
engineering, e.g. informing the ranker of the diversity of terms in a field, or the novelty of
the terms compared to the original entity representation, may also prove beneficial when
the number and volume of descriptions increase.
In addition, we focused on a concrete end-to-end task in this chapter, we evaluate the
quality of the representations by measuring the retrieval effectiveness, given the added
entity descriptions. Another direction would be to study the shifting entity representations
from a more analytic perspective. One could study the entity drift, or whether entity
representations change over time in meaningful ways, e.g., by studying which words
are more strongly associated to entities at different points in time. Similar to studying
how word use may shift over time [139], studying entity representation drift may provide
insights into the type of entities or events that are prone to change more or less intensely.

Part II. Analyzing and Predicting Activity from Digital Traces
Our study in Chapter 6 focused on the (relative) contribution of two different aspects;
communication graph and email content properties. Engineering-wise, however, prediction
accuracy could be improved by a number of approaches: first, employing the scores of our
generative model as features in a machine learning model, instead of using them directly
for ranking, means multiple signals could be easily combined, and prediction accuracy
may increase. Next, taking a more fine-grained or local approach to the communication
graph could further boost prediction accuracy, by incorporating (implicit) organizational
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structures of the enterprise. Finally, the analysis of our experimental results highlighted
that dealing with growing networks, and handling time in general, proved a challenge.
Incorporating time-awareness into both components of the model may prove beneficial
for performance over time, and studying the effect of communication patterns in evolving
networks [3, 248], may alleviate these weaknesses, and further improve our model’s
prediction accuracy.
Another opportunity for the work presented in this chapter is to adapt the presented
method to novel tasks. One could, e.g., look at role detection or inferring a company’s
hierarchical structure through leveraging both social network aspects and email content
(e.g., common topics amongst employees). Furthermore, a predictive model with accurate
recipient predictions could be employed for rating the “likelihood” of historic interactions,
and thus be applied for outlier or anomaly detection, to discover communication in an
enterprise that is “unexpected,” and therefore may be of interest to, e.g., a digital forensic
analyst.
The prediction task studied in Chapter 7 served as a starting point for further research
into predicting (future) tasks and activities given historic signals. Future work includes
developing more sophisticated models. Whereas the current work focused on global
patterns, seen frequently and across many users, considering more personalized signals
may increase prediction accuracy; it is likely that users exhibit distinct patterns and usage
of the reminder service. Furthermore, incorporating more signals into the task, e.g.,
leveraging geographical signals and location services to better infer the current context of
the user, to be able to distinguish between being at work, or at home, or driving/in transit,
or even a more fine-grained context, by looking up the type of location the user currently
is at (e.g., a restaurant, grocery store).
Furthermore, more sophisticated approaches to understanding the language of the
reminder descriptions may prove beneficial in clustering similar task reminders, to battle
sparsity and yield stronger (temporal) signals for different task types. Using topic modeling, distributional or dimension reduction techniques (through e.g., word or reminder
embeddings) could prove beneficial in clustering similar task descriptions.
Finally, the insights and predictions about tasks and the use of a personal assistant’s
reminder service could also prove valuable in a more practical or commercial setting, e.g.,
with developing systems endowed with the ability to proactively reserve time for users,
automatically manage their scheduling and planning conflicts, remind people about tasks
they might forget, and, more generally, to help people achieve their goals.
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Samenvatting
Tegenwoordig laten we continu — en soms zonder het te weten — digitale sporen achter,
door online content te browsen, sharen, liken, doorzoeken, bekijken, of beluisteren.
Geaggregeerd kunnen deze digitale sporen waardevolle inzichten bieden in ons gedrag,
onze voorkeuren, bezigheden, en eigenschappen. Terwijl veel mensen zich zorgen maken
om de hiermee gepaarde bedreiging van onze privacy, heeft het op grote schaal verzamelen
en gebruiken van onze digitale sporen ook veel goeds gebracht. Bijvoorbeeld de toegang
tot ongekende hoeveelheden informatie en kennis die de zoekmachines — al lerende
van hun gebruikers — ons verschaffen, of het ontdekken van nieuwe bijwerkingen van
medicijnen door de zoekopdrachten die bij een zoekmachine binnenkomen te analyseren.
Of het nu in online diensten, journalistiek, digitaal sporenonderzoek, of wetenschap
is, men richt zich steeds meer op digitale sporen om nieuwe informatie te ontdekken.
Neem bijvoorbeeld het Enron schandaal, de controverse rond het emailgebruik van Hillary
Clinton, of de Panama Papers: voorbeelden van zaken die draaien rond het analyseren,
doorzoeken, onderzoeken, en binnenstebuiten keren van grote hoeveelheden digitale
sporen om tot nieuwe inzichten, kennis, en informatie te komen.
Dit proefschrift gaat over het ontdekkingsproces in grootschalige verzamelingen
digitale sporen. Het proefschrift bevindt zich op de kruising van zoekmachinetechnologie,
taaltechnologie, en toegepaste machine learning, en presenteert computationele methoden
die ondersteuning bieden aan het doorzoeken en inzichtelijk maken van grootschalige
verzamelingen digitale sporen. We richten ons op tekstuele digitale sporen, zoals emails,
en social media. Daarnaast richten we ons op twee aspecten die centraal staan in het
ontdekkingsproces.
Allereerst richten we ons op de inhoud van digitale sporen. Onze onderzoekssubjecten
zijn de personen, plaatsen, en organisaties die worden genoemd in tekstuele digitale
sporen. Deze zogenaamde real-world entities zijn van centraal belang in het doorzoeken
en inzichtelijk maken van de inhoud van digitale sporen. In dit deel richten we ons op het
analyseren, herkennen, en beter vindbaar maken van nieuwe entiteiten die opkomen in
digitale sporen.
In het tweede deel richten we ons op de producenten van digitale sporen. Niet de
inhoud, maar de context waarin de digitale sporen tot stand komen staat hierbij centraal.
Ons doel is toekomstige activiteiten te voorspellen door gebruik te maken van digitale
sporen. We tonen aan dat we de ontvanger van een email kunnen voorspellen door
gebruik te maken van de communicatie netwerken van emailverkeer. Daarnaast tonen
we aan dat we kunnen voorspellen wanneer iemand van plan is een bepaalde taak uit te
voeren, door gebruik te maken van geaggregeerde interactie-data met een persoonlijke
assistent-applicatie.
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ENTITIES OF INTEREST
DISCOVERY IN DIGITAL TRACES
In the era of big data, we continuously — and at
times unknowingly — leave behind digital traces,
by browsing, sharing, posting, liking, searching,
watching, and listening to online content. Aggregated, these digital traces can provide powerful
insights into the behavior, preferences, activities,
and traits of people. While many have raised
privacy concerns around the use of aggregated
digital traces, it has undisputedly brought us
many advances, from the search engines that
enable our access to unforeseen amounts of
data, knowledge, and information, to, e.g., the
discovery of previously unknown adverse drug
reactions from search engine logs.
Whether in online services, journalism, digital
forensics, law, or research, we increasingly set
out to exploring large amounts of digital traces to
discover new information. Consider for instance,
the Enron scandal, Hillary Clinton’s email controversy, or the Panama Papers: cases that
revolve around analyzing, searching, investigating, exploring, and turning upside down large
amounts of digital traces to gain new insights,
knowledge, and information. This discovery
task is at its core about “finding evidence of
activity in the real world.”
This dissertation revolves around discovery in
digital traces. We propose computational methods that aim to support the exploration and
sense-making process of large collections of
textual digital traces, e.g., emails and social
media streams. We address methods for analyzing the textual content of digital traces, and
the contexts in which they are created, with
the goal of predicting people’s future activity,
by leveraging their historic digital traces.
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